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the apocalypse of peter
introduction and translation

S kent brown and C wilfred griggs

the apocalypse of peter is one of the fifty three religious
treatises which comprise the recently found coptic gnostic li-
brary of nag hammadihammadaHammadi 1 this collection of texts written in
the late egyptian script known as coptic was discovered by
egyptian peasants about 1946 near the modern village of
chenoboskion egypt just across the nile from the town of
nag hammadihammadaHammadi the story of events from the discovery of these
texts to their final location in the old coptic museum in cairo
resembles a modern spy novel

the nag Harnhammadiharnmadihammadamadimadl library consists of some thirteen books
or codices in which the fifty three treatises were bound even
though the origins of the various tractatestrac tates are very difficult or
often impossible to trace they generally fall into two major di-
visions 3 in the one we have revelations visions discourses

A german translation of this text has been published by martin krause and
viktor girgis inin the work edited by franz altheim and ruth stiehl Chrischrisfentumchnstentumfentum
am roten meer berlin walter de gruyter 1973 ppap 15279152 79 before the
completion of the final draft of our translation we were able to consult an un-
published translation of this document owned by the institute of antiquity and
christianity inin claremont california we would like to thank professor james
A brashler assistant director of the institute for allowing us access to his
translation in addition we wish to express appreciation to professor richard
A parker professor emeritus of egyptology at brown university for his many
helpful suggestions

drs brown and gnggsgriggsgiggs are assistant professors of ancient scriptures at brig-
ham young uniuniversityversityhersityversity

the complete listing of the individual documents inin the library appears
inin nocumnovum 7 testameniumestamentumamentumtestamentumettest 12 197082851970.82851970828519708285

foreorfot a reconstruction of events see willem C van unnikannik newlyneuineulnewi dincovdiscov
eredgnoslic writings napervillenapenilleNapeNapervillenille illinois alecalee R allenson 1960 ppap 7157 15
and james M robinson introduction to the facsimile edition of the nag
hammadahammadi codices included as an insert waw1withth the facsimile edition of the
nag hammadahammadi codices codex VI leiden E J brill 1972 ppap 141 4

the two categories drawn up here by no means exhaust the variety of
texts found in the library in the terms we have chosen there are texts which
are not associated with any particular historical or literary figure the hypo-
stasis of the archonsarchois CG 11II 4 for example has no clear literary ties with a
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and the like which are associated with the great patriarchal
figures of the old testament such as adam seth melchizedek
and shem the other group comprises writings which claim
to derive from jesus and his disciples including such apostles
as john james paul and peter it is within the latter that the
apocalypse of peter fits

this apocalypse is the third of five treatises which make
up codex VII of the library 4 and is designated by the symbol
CG VII 3 5 it is preceded in codex VII by the paraphrase of
shem CG VII 71 and the second treatise of the great seth

CG VII 2 and is followed by the teaching of silvanus
CG VII 4 and the three steles of seth CG VII 5 the

coptic text of the apocalypse of peter runs from about the
middle of page 70 70 13 to about the middle of page 84

84 14 G

we should note that our text is not to be confused with
another apocalypse of peter which was lost in antiquity alt-
hough the latter was known from quotations in the writings of
the early christian fathers it has only been known to the mod-
ern world for a little more than fifty years from greek frag-
ments and an ethiopian translation of a greek text 7 eusebius
bishop of caesarea c263 339 classified it as a spurious
writing 8 no mention of our text however has been noted in
any of the extant writings of the church fathers the first

patriarchal or apostolic personalitypersonality it isis simply a reinterreinterpretationreinterpretatpretat ionlon of the genesis
storiesstories of the creation and of the events in the garden of eden no attempt
is made to link it back to a record written for instance by adam

lnin the early years following the discovery the nag hammadihammada codices
were variously numbered by different scholars the current standard numbering
isis that which appears inin novumnovuinnocumnovlin testamentum 128285128212 82 85 and which was estabbestab
lisheddished earlier by martin krause s work see J M robinson the coptic gnostic
library today new testament studies 14 196835640119683561968 356401556401356556 401 esp ppap 359f559f

thehe CG of CG VII 3 refers to the fact that the text is part of the
coptic gnostic library from nag hammadihammada now located in cacairocarroro calCaicairensiscanensisCanenrensissifsis
gnosticusthegnojGnosgnosticusticus the roman numeral VII means that we are speaking of codex
VII of the 1513 codcodiecsiecsbecs finally the Y3 refers to the fact that ththisIs isis the third
treattreatisese found inin codex VII hence CG VII 3803 80 3 means that we are
dealing with the coptic gnostic library codex VII the third treatise page
80 line 3

this is the way it appears in the photographic reprint of the papyrus
leaves inin the facsimile edition of the nag hammadahammadi codices codex VIIvil
to date the photographs of codices 11II VI VII XI XII and XIII have ap
pearedfeared in briltsbrillsbrills edition

on this other apocalypse of peter see edgar hennecke and wilhelm
schneemelcherSchnee melcher eds newneunea testament apocrypha philadelphia westminster
press 1964 266326652663832 665663 83 see also montague R james the apocryphal new
testament oxford oxford university press 1969 ppap 50524505 24

eusebius ecclesiastical history 111351113.5III111ili 353 5 254 VIvi141vi141411



THE apocalypse OF PETER 133135155153

knowledge of it came to light only after the discovery of the
nag hanlHanihammadihanimadihammarimadimadl corpus 9

description OF CONTENTS

the entire account is narrated as if written by peter the
setting finds the savior sitting in the temple on the day before
the crucifixion the uncommon description of the temple

70 142014 20 tempts us to suggest that the following conversa-
tion between the savior and peter takes place in an other
worldy setting but no evidence exists in the text which would
plainly indicate that this is a heavenly temple it is certain that
their meeting occurs the night before jesus death for peter is
allowed to see the crucifixion in vision before it happens 80
268326 83 8 in addition we find a passage which recalls mat-
thew 2634 where jesus just having spoken of his impending
death says to peter truly I1 say to you this very night before
the cock crows you will deny me three times the passage
in the apocalypse of peter parallels this when the savior tells
peter he you will accuse you him three times during
this night 72 242 4 the nearness of the approaching cruci-
fixion is clear in our text

in the first part of the savior s opening discourse liehelleile con-
siders those belonging to the father whose origin is above the
heavens and who consequently are able to distinguish false-
hood from truth 70 207120 71 6 in the second section 71
6716 71 15 he deals with the son of man whom the rulers have
sought he has appeared among those from above and will
soon be exalted the last segment of jesus discourse has to do
with peter s call to lead the true remnant 71 157215 72 4 peter
is told that he must be strong

1 until the imitation of righteous-
ness comes and that as a result of his call he will come to
know the son of man in the way which is proper to perform

when peter begins to fear for their lives because of an ap-
proachingproaching hostile crowd the savior starts a conversation on
spiritual blindness 72 4734 73 14 telling peter that he can
understand their blindness if he places his hands over the
1 eyes of his robe the first time peter does this liehelleile sees
nothing so he is commanded to repeat the action 7220ff7220 ff
and sees a light that falls upon the savior indicating that peter

jean doresse the secret books of the egyptian agnosticsgnostics london
hollis & carter i9601960 p 236
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does not suffer from spiritual blindness in what follows 72
287328 73 14 peter apparently learns that false teachings and
hypocrisy on the part of his jewish contemporaries also con-
stitute spiritual blindness

adjuring peter not to repeat what he will hear next 73
141814 18 jesus launches into his second discourse which fo-
cuses on the apostasy the nature of immortal souls and decep-
tive leaders 73 187918 79 31 the apostasy jesus explains will
occur when those who have partakenpartakerpartaken of the power of our
word are deceived into clinging to the name of a dead man
not only will they blaspheme the truth but they will also be
given destruction instead of immortality 73 187518 75 11

then the savior discusses the nature of immortal souls these
liehelle affirms differ from the souls which do not come from
1 truth and immortality the latter loving the material cre-
ation which came forth with them the immortal soul by
contrast has its existence within immortality and renounces
the things of the material creation which will eventually be
dissolved into what does not exist some will be converted
from materiality becoming a people while others will simply
envy the immortal souls and never become free from their pride

75 127712 77 3

the savior then makes observations regarding the deceiving
rulers who seek existence with the immortal souls thus trying
to become like the indestructible ones he notes that some
leaders will oppose his pure thought with their law from
these the immortal souls will flee until the second coming of
the savior possessing free will these angels of deception
will create an imitation message and will be 1 cast into outer
darkness since they deliberately hinder those coming to the
truth others jesus goes on will fashion a brotherhood and
matching sisterhood in a vain attempt to foster the companion-
ship of the spirit but their measures will actually be op-
pressive to the true followers the little ones others among
them called bishops and deacons will turn away and become
waterless canals 77 4794 79 31

at this peter expresses his concern that the little ones will
be led astray and destroyed while believing incorrectly that they
trust in the real savior 79 318031 80 7 jesus then replies that
the period of deception for the little ones has a predeter-
mined end after that jesus says the agelessness of immortal
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thought will be renewed and the deception will be pulled out
by its root and be exposed for what it is 80 8238 23

the next section of the text deals with peter s vision of the
savior s nature 80 238323 83 15 beginning this section the
savior alludes to his imminent crucifixion and then promises
peter the protection of the invisible one 80 238123 81 3 at
this point the vision opens again and peter is puzzled since he
sees two likenesses of the savior one being nailed to the cross
and the other standing above the cross and laughing after
jesus explains what peter is seeing peter suggests that they
both flee from this place but the savior assures him that
the crucifierscruci fiers are blind and have only put the physical jesus to
shame that is the son of their glory then peter is allowed
to see the glorification of the spiritual jesus the one who
bestowsbestons glory following this the savior explains in more
detail the peculiar relationship between the fleshly jesus the
spiritual counterpart and himself 81 3833 83 15

the concluding segment of the text consists of jesus final
instructions to peter 83 158415 84 13 peter is to pass on what
he has learned to those of another race the elect ones no
one else the savior affirms can be joined with the deity
him who is since they do not possess an immortal nature
83 158415 84 6 then jesus speaks directly to peter take

courage and do not fear anyone for I1 shall be with you so
that none of your enemies will have power over you may
peace strengthen you the vision now ends and peter comes
to himself 84 6136 13

CHARACTER OF THE TEXT

the revealer in the vision is referred to by a number of
names and titles the most common of which is savior 7014
7226 7311 808 8115 living savior in 8228 other
names or titles which seem to refer to the savior are the
strong one 7027 fulnessfalness of truth 7123712 3 son of man

7112 the enlightener 7132 guileless one of the noble
ones 743 christ 748 intelligent spirit possibly 77
18 certainly 838 the living jesus 8117 lord 818
8126 the one who bestowsbestons glory 8216 and the intel-
ligent fulnessfalness 8312 the terms living jesus and living
savior correspond to the usual manner among gnostic chris-
tians of denoting the resurrected or glorified christ in this
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text these terms can ony refer to a glorified spiritual savior
since the jesus in the apocalypse is docetic docetism from
the greek 6ohvto5oxetvto seem held a particular view of jesus
which can be traced to the end of the first century AD 10 the
major thesis of docetic christians was that the real jesus was
only a spirit who appeared seemed to have a body of flesh
although various forms of this heresy existed one facet which
is attributed to the gnosticsagnostics by irenaeus claims that the divine
christ descended from heaven and united himself to the phys-
ical personage of jesus this unification of the savior and his
physical counterpart was said to have occurred at the time of
jesus baptism 12 because the doceticsDocetics believed both in the
inherent impurity of matter and the inability of jesus as god
to suffer they also proclaimed that the spiritual jesus de-
parted from his physical counterpart prior to the passion
on occasion this separation is not stated explicitly but rather
is implied as in the apocryphal gospel of peter but he the
crucified christ kept silent as if helielleile felt no pain 13 the pres-
ent text presents as clear a picture of the docetic doctrine of
jesus as can be found the first evidence of docetism in the
apocalypse of peter is found inin 7125ff7125 ff where peter is said to
know the savior with regard to the distance which divides
him probably referring to the dual nature of jesus in 743ff
it is possible to understand the passage docetically as the guilel-
ess one being pushed both toward death referring to the
body and toward the kingdom where glory is given to christ
in a restoration speaking of the unification of the spirit with
heaven this docetic tendency becomes clear in the last few
plates of the text where peter sees in vision the separation of
the spiritual and physical jesus 815ff815 ff jesus explains that

his fleshly counterpart is being nailed to the cross while the
living glorified jesus is above the cross laughing at the

ignorant folly of the crucifierscruci fiers peter is told that blind men
have put one of their own kind to shameshaine but were unable to
harm or even see the immortal savior 82116821 16 it is in
fact the knowledge of the docetic jesus which comprises the
primary mystery of this text and in typical gnostic fashion

1011I john 42ff true knowledge of the physical jesus is also emphasized in
I1 john 11 whom we havehae seen and our hands have handled
and fellowship is based on this true knowledge 1 I john 13

justin martyr de resurrect 2

irenaeus adv haer 17.2172172
gospel of peter 410
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peter has been told not to reveal the mystery to the children of
this age 7516731673l6ff7316ffff

it was inevitable that among the various christian move-
ments of the second century each claiming the correctness of
its special doctrines concerning the savior and the church
charges and counterchargescountercharges of apostasy would be made the
apocalypse of peter is replete with such charges and they seem
to be directed primarily toward one group the early catholic
corthodoxorthodox church following the introduction of the
vision peter is informed that he is to be a ruler over the rem-
nant of true believers 7118ff7118ff and is challenged to be strong
until the imitation of righteousness appears 7123 the
identification of this imitation with orthodox christianity is
based on the following passages its adherents claim associa-
tion with peter although they really blaspheme his name 73
19ff they worship the name of a dead man the crucified
physical jesus thinking they can be purified by it 74137415ff7413ff74137415ff
7817 they erroneously believe that they can be saved
through a brotherhood and a sisterhood that they have orga-
nized 79lff79 iffifflff and these false worshippersworshippers who in some in-
stances have received authority from god and are called bish-
ops and deacons will become apostates and waterless canals

7323ff7323ff 7922ff7922 ff other charges leveled against this decep-
tive imitation include the merchandizingmerchandisingmerchandizing of the word of christ
7733 leading astray true believers 80lff80 lff and being as-

sociatedsociated with a man and a naked woman 7430ff7430ff this
last charge may refer to adam and eve although this is not at
all certain

in true apocalyptic fashion the document proclaims an
eschatological last days restoration of the truth after the age
of apostasy this restoration will coincide with the coming of
christ 784ff784ff and is called the agelessness of immortal
thought 8013ff8013ff at that time the deceivers will be ex-
posed 7330 judged 8026 and cast into outer darkness
7824 other apocalyptic elements in this text include the

following jesus appears as an angelus interpretsinterpresinterpres the promise
of eternal salvation is extended to a community of believers
presently being persecuted and peter is apparently ecstatic a
technical term referring to separation of body and spirit during
a vision for he came to himself at the close of the vision
the title apocalypse of peter which is found both before
and following the text conforms to a practice first noticed in
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the second century of placing superscribed titles on apocalyptic
works prior to that time the title was taken from the incipit

beginning of the work which is not the case with the apoc-
alypse of peter

it is well known that gnostic movements claimed to have
secret rituals and the apocalypse of peter appears to contain
some ritual passages peter is told to become perfect through
his name 7115 which clearly must be based on familiarity
with matthew 1617191617 19 peter is told that he will know christ
in a way which is proper to perform 7125277125 27 referring in
this text to his knowing the distance which divides the spir-
itual and physical jesus this idea may also have its antecedent
in the new testament where the apostles knew the resur-
rected jesus through touching his hands and feet luke 2439
john 2027 just how this ritualritua knowledge would be un-
derstoodderstood by a docetic christian is unclear since for him jesus
did not really die and therefore was not resurrected As
mentioned earlier when peter desired to know the blindness
of the people who were going to kill jesus he had to cover
the eyes of his robe two times 7215167215 16 after which he per-
ceived a new light descending upon the savior although
what is meant by the eyes of the robe is not explained it is
clear that they are important in opening the vision to peter s
view the significance of the robe is further suggested in this
text when it is stated that true believers will become the cap-
tives of false worshippersworshippers by becoming disrobeddisroberdisrobed 7413741 3
peter s use of his hands to see and hear is repeated when
the savior tells him to raise his hands upward so he can hear
what the priests and the people are saying 7229ff7229 ff A few
lines later the savior commands peter to lift his ears with his
hands to hear what is going on 736ff736ff such ritual pas-
sages are more easily observed than explained
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the apocalypse of peter

1415 the savior cymococymeocotipTiptigc p was sitting in the temple near the
three hundredth adornment and the joint of the tenth pillar

cyrcy7tu0ruo cs and helielleile was resting against the number of the un-
defiled20 living greatness he said to inemelnelue peter blessed are
those belonging to the father who are above the heavens it is
he who has revealed life through inemelnelue to these who comecorne from

25 life I1 have been considering these who are established in
the strong one that they will hear my word and will distin-
guish30 words of wickedness 0d6lhlal8lccl and lawlessness
impnapdvouosCL

i vodovo4o from law v6pogv64og andd righteousness
71 1 68 LXCLlicloouriLOGU vn since bocooc they exist by means of the

loftiness of every word of this fulnessfalness tlnx7pcolmnpcoua of
5 truth they have received light by the will of him whom

the rulers doxdix6pxdpx T 1 seek and they neither found him nor
ougeoudeouou6e56 did they mention him in front of any seed

ayncyncmepuoeliolpliol of the prophets noopnpoptipcxptricralgrtlg he has appeared
10 even now among these through him who is manifest lie is

the son of man who isis exalted above the liheavenseavens during ait
15 time of men of compatible nature cuocoouocoo6cytcl

and ae6e asits for you peter become perfect reelonreelocreC XEeLOClog109loc
through your name with me who has chosen you for out of

20 you I1 made a ruler ototqiprtat1 over the remnant whom I1 have
called to understanding therefore Csotesoreocy re be strong until the
imitation&vtimitation dvtluluovCU ulonLLOVuton of the righteousness 65 LXCLL HOLLOjoauloauoumGUVdumvnri

25 of him who was first to call you comes he liashasilas called you
so that you will know him in the way which is proper to per-
form with regard to the distance knoxarox6noxarcoynarcoynT which divides

30 him even the joints of his hands and his feet and the
crowning by those of the center lielleaieiienecrotricnecroaaa6cricTric and the body

cyuo4olOCOLLOL of his enlightener they bring him hopeful
72 1 exteleatexeclextcleXTatlXTLattCL of serviceservice 5l0lx0vccl6 LCXKOV co fortor the sake of a

glorious reward when ag009cog6g609 liehelleile you will accuse you
him three times during this night

5 and ae6e5 E when helielleile said these thingslingsti I1 beheld the
priests and thetiietile people abcxcl6ga6c running toward usitslisuis with stones
so that dordoc60rcog they might kill us and ae56e0 1I was anxious

10 lest we should die and helielleile said to me peter I1 have told
you many times that some are blind since they havellave no leader

15 if you desire to know their blindness place your hands over

krause and V girgisgirgisnis read inin a I1fearear of men of lleileliethe samesanicsaniesanle nature
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the eyes of your robe teo5teoftlo6rpriap T C 2andband2 and tell what you see
but ae6e8 6 when I1 did it and saw nothing I1 said there

7220 is nothing to see again itdtudttdtldalvL v liehelleile said to me do it
once more both fear and joy came upon me fortor colpyoioydoedpydpyolp I1

25 saw a new light which was greater than the light of the
day which afterwards came upon the savior cawcywooornpraorap
and I1 told him the things that I1 saw

30 and helieileite said to me again raise your hands upward and
hear what the priests and the people xa6gxo6cxang are saying

73 1 and I1 heard the priests while they were sitting with the
teachers the multitudes were crying out with their voice he

5 heard these things from me he said to me lift the ears
of your head and hear the things they are saying and

10 again I1 heard and said while you are sitting they are
giving glory to you

and after I1 said these things the savior crocawcrwootlpooTraoraprholp said
15 1 I1 have told you that these are blind and deaf now hearbear

what things are spoken to you in a mystery VIUCYTJDOTHPP lov
and guard them do not tell them to the children of this age

20 olcacucocutoaccodattonaccovolc6aC tovcovtonv fortorgor voipydoedpydpyoip you yourself will be blasphemed
against during these ages alaaclc6alavatuntuuLavv since they will not know
you but ae6e5 they give glory to you in knowledge yyv&olcvccivccf L g

for ydoygoyelp a multitude will receive from the power acxOLapxpy TJ

25 of our word and they will be turned once more according
to the will of the father of their deception ttx6nadorinadvriv n since
they did what pleases him and liehelleile will expose the wor

30 shippers of the word by means of his judgment
741 but 56 those worshippersworshippers who were mixed

with these will become captives olcx1idxcoalxuolagotosrocror at their
hand the multitude who received power since they will be
disrobeddisroberdisrobed aveoqritos&v6cyatyrog but 566 the unmixed
gire6lxeolhpalosp0ll0g guileless one of the noble abcaycaya56vagn&6v ones

5 is being pushed towards the one who does the work of death
and toward the kingkingdomdorndoin of these who are giving glory to

10 christ in a restoration 6noxaanohatolcttaalsra GTOLU LQ and they
are giving glory to the men of the constitution of deceit
these are they who will comecornecoine into being after you and they

15 will cleave to the name of a dead man thinking that they
will become purified rather they will be very greatly defiled
and they will fall down at a name of deception texeTEXAnxdvriativti
and before the evil artificer reyrextxtlTx vt1Tl andan a doctrine

inn christian literature this word often appears in a ritual setting see
revelation 113 and epistle of barnabas 79
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i12020 66yuoi56yua of a multitude of forms 11007uopcpnjiopp all of
which reirelreign9n 6lpxelvdpxetv over them in heresy appeal c
Fforor yYOLP61P certain ones among them will blaspheme the

25 truth while also speaking an evil word they will even
speak evil things to each other others moreover klenklemlivlin116vtiv

30 will be given a name they stand within a power of the
rulers 6pxcovdpyoov of a man and a naked woman who will
bring a multitude of forms stoppuopcpivtopp and a multitude of

75 1 sorrows and those who recite this will come to ask con-
cerning dreams and if rdvravran they say that a dream has

5 come from a daemon 6atlco8atlicov who is worthy of their
deception axanaaraanxanxavrivn then rater6terar6 re they will be given de-
structionst in place of immortality okpqapocaaq5apaca for yooyaoyelpydlpYOP
the evil one olgolahcxh6vol6 v is unable to produce good 6yaa6gayc06

10 fruit haptt6cxapn6c for ydoedpydpyap every place whatever is
there produces that which resembles itself for edpyotydpyoi P notot

ogooreogrere every soul kuxluxUJUXH comes from truth or oiaoareoi5o6rer e
15 immortality for ydoYP every soul luxtuxkluyklux n of these ages

olc6vXLCOV is reckoned as a death in our presence because
xa56tlhqq6t L it is always a worshipperworshipper or idolater it is

20 created with its passions etll&uucanl5uj1caE and their eternal
destruction which is what they are in and what they come
from and they love dyonrav6yoltlelv the material UoarX n

25 creation which came forth with them
the immortal souls luxlluahiuxlluxh however 566 do not

resemble these 0 peter but 6lxx6loxx6 as long as p6opvlp6cyov
30 ia6vnevnen the critical time is not far away it the immortal

soul will indeed uv46v resemble the one soul which is
mortal but aard6lxxjlaaxd it will not disclose its nature aal4alrolroup6c7lgg

76176 1 since it alone exists within devrosgvrogevros immortality when
it considers immortality it believes TILCTTULttlate75elv and de-
sires etllquuev6til5u46n to renounce these things thepassionsthe passions

5 for edpyoloyotoyolpydp they do not ogoorers gather a fig out of thorns
or f out of thorn trees if they are wise nor 0686ougouao686ou6
grapes out of large thorns for ygoacsycs p indeed ji6vtl6v

10 this one always comes into being from what exists within it
since it comes from that which is not good it is as a de-
structionst and death to it the immortal soul it the im

15 mortal soul however ae6e5 6 comes into being in eternity
in the living one and the immortality of life which re-
semble him

this one therefore orvo6voi V the all which really
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76762020 does not exist will be dissolved into what does not exist
for yagyap there are deaf and blind ones who are joined to
those who belong to them alone and 566 some will be

25 converted from sayings of the evil one novnpoixovnpovN and
mysteries UUCTTuucttt plonPLOV and they will become a people
aagaaaaa6lcl6Aa6 c others will not know the mysteries buotUUGTUUOTPP LOlonlovuonV

5030 saying things that they do not know but olaaduge they
will pride themselves that the illysmysteryillysterytery uucpuuc7ydottlplovVTipl0v of

77 1 truth isis in their hands alone and in arrogance they will
lay hold of high position envying pqovetvpaovetv the immortal
soul kuxikiukiluxiti ux r which has made a pledge for yotoydoyapyolpy6p every

5 authority eoulaeouaaeouoca ruler apalapxl&pxfpx and power of the
ages aloonoll6vaicjv desires to come into being with them the im-
mortal souls through the creation of the world n6c7uocx5cr4or so
that tva they the rulers who do not really exist

10 through those who do exist are forgotten and so that they
the rulers are given glory although they were not saved nor

oao5octre were they brought to the way by them they are
15 always desiring that fcctvaucencecnavcc they will become like the in-

destructible ones for yapy6pvoipyoip if the immortal soul LUXkuxukuuhd
receives power through an intelligent voep6vvoep&v spirit

20 nleonajweidtweidnveonanv conaeOnalct then 56 immediately they the rulers
are joined 6pi26leelopudelvopugelndELVV to one of those who have been
led astray

moreover 6 6 there are many others who oppose the
25 truth who are angels &yyexogoiyysos ofor deception axnxnadorinadvriCL vnv

they will prepare their deception tcaoivri with their law
v6uoc against illymy pure thoughts since ar6roc they per

30 ceiveceide only oneness they think that good 6lycla0ayolqovv and
evil novnp6vtlovrip6v come from one they then make niermer

787811 chandise of myilly word and they will set forth or put
aside a difficult fate Eelyapuevnlji0lpvicvtj the race y6vocYVOC of

5 immortal souls Lipuxhux willwu run away from it in vain until
lilymyilly coming tiapouocatlolpoucyccl for yaoyelpydlpyap they will come into
being through them the immortal souls and through my
forgiveness of their transgressions napcknnapoltltcouaraiaeala into which

10 they have fallen because of opponents elvetugeugenudenu6lvolvtlheU ureLREuhe CILEVOCCI lemoclevoc
and whose ransom I1 have received for tlp6cttp6c thetlletile bondage

15 which they have been in I1 grant them freedom so that they
may create a remnant imitating datamtdvt6lvrulu0vtuluoCULUO the name of
a dead man which is the foundation eddaSPUCLeada of the first
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7820 born of iniquity ol6lhlad8lxccl so that tLVOvotvol they will
not believe inin the existing light throuthrough4hah the little ones and
ae55eE these of thistilistills sort are the fashioners 6epyolttispydlhydl r n C

25 they will be cast into outer darkness outside the sons of
light for ydoedpydpyolp they will not oaogreoareo5o6rere be entering in
but 6xx66laxdl neither ogreoareoao5ogreo6rere will they let those go who

30 are coming upLIPuipulp to their pleasure until np6gtlp6c their de-
structionst

and ae66e6 moreover somesorne others among them exper-
ience79 1 suffering thinking that they will perfect the wisdom
of the brotherhood which really 65vtcov mr exists and is the
companionship of the spirit neotanwnwotanveuuaOta they are also com-
panions5 of root in a fellowship 0noo LVOV ca through which
the marriage of incorruption okpoapctlo6paapaca will appear thevienie

10 likeness of the race yyemoyevobevovo of the sisterhood will appear
according to mccrahardrard an imitation elvglngenu6lvovtlulllovu ell l11ov these
are those who oppress their brothers by saying to them

15 through this imitation or likeness our god has mercyinercyinerny
since salvation will come to us from it they do not know
the chastisement h6xac7lx6xacylg for those who are gladdened
through the ones who have done the work of the little ones

20 whom they have seen and have captured acxjiaxcaOLLXUCL

teuclvT E 16 E L V
further ae6e somesoine others of those who are outside of

25 our number will be called bishop tctcyxonorenc7hotcoc and
ae56e6 furthermore 6enT L sornesome deacons 65 ldlxwvLOHCOV

when bg6cac they have received their authorities EtoEOUGCOLJoOL
fromgroin god are turned against the judgment of the first thrones

30 they are all waterless canals
and 86 I1 said 1 I am afraid because of what you have

801 said to me indeed 116vpv some little ones in our pres-
ence are those beyond tiapatiapdnapdnaad the mark there are multi-
tudes who will certainly llevllenllenklev lead astray other multitudes

5 of these who are living these are destroyed among themthern
and when they speak your name these will believe them

the savior cudcuccuooyrnpc p said there is a time xp6voyp6vocg
10 which is appointed for them according to the number of

their deception ttx6lrcaolvtlvejvrj when they will rule over the little
ones and after the fulfillment of the deception nxdvritcxdlvn
the agelessness of inimmortal thought 68 levoLOLVO laLCLlct will be re-
newed15 and they will rule those over whom we rule and
liehelleile will pull out their deception raanaavntlxdlvtjnAavn by its root and
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liehelleile will put it the deception to shameshaine and it will be re
802080 20 vealedhealed in every liberty which it has taken for itself and

these of this sort will remain unchanged 0 peter come
25 therefore asvosvo6v let us go to the fulfillment of the pur-

pose of the undefiled father for yap behold these who
will draw the judgment to thernthemselvesselves are coming and they

30 will be put to shame and 6686 as for me they will be
unable to seize me and 8666 you 0 peter will stand in

81181 1 their midst do not be afraid because of your weakness of
heart their understanding 65 levolanolavo laLOLlot will cease for

YSPyap the invisible a6pato66povroc one has stood against
them

5 after liehelleile said these things I1 saw how liehelleile will be if they
thernthemselvesselves arrest him and I1 said who is it that I1 am
seeing 0 lord since you alone are taken and it is also you

10 restraining me or f who is this glad one above the
tree who is laughing while another is being struck on his feet
and on his hands

15 the savior cycxrocottlpp said to me the one whom you
see above the tree who is glad and is lauglaughingliing is the living
jesus but 6686 his fleshly oceoGCLPoaphln6calxaalx6 counterpart

20 into whose hands and feet they are driving the nails is the
substitute whom they put to shame he it is who was in

rardmardrolholhardadlrdl his jesus likeness now 665 6 look at him
and me

25 and 6656 after I1 looked I1 said lord no one sees
you let us flee from this place

30 and 5666 lieheile said to me 1 I told you that some are
blind leave them and as for you see how tugTOCOStuc they

82 1 do not know what they are saying for edpydp they have
have put the son of their glory to shame in place of my ser-
vant 56lckgvLClxwv

5 and 86661I1 saw one who will command or approach
us who resembles himhirnhinn as well as the one who was laughing
above thetinetiietlle tree and 8666 it was written through a holy
spirit tweillianveouatwei5lia and he is the savior crooocottpraoraprho and

10 6686 there was a great ineffable light which surrounded
themthern and the multitude of ineffable and invisible angels

15 6lyyexocOIYYEOC who were praising them and 6656 I1 am
liehelleile who saw himhirn being revealed as the one who bestowsbestons
glory

and 66 he said to merneine be strong for yaoyapydlpyelp to you
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8220 has been given to know these mysteries JIUCYTAPjjuotnp lov
through revelation that lie who was nailed is the first born
and the house of the demons 8atjco6acjcovv and they inhabit

25 the stone footstool of elohim of the cross cvraup6gataup6s
which exists by reason of the law apos5pos5 pogvogpos and 56
the one who stood near him is the living savior oooaco000acotnpvapUAPvao

5030 the first one in him who was arrested and liehelleile was set free
and helielleile stood joyfully watching those who had taken him by
force after they the spiritual and fleshly jesus parted one

83 1 from another because of this helielleile laughs at their lack of per-
ceptionception knowing that they are blind offspring the one who
suffers as to the body ocipaocopacycolla therefore orvo6vov 6apadpa will be

5 the one who is the substitute and 56 the one who has
been set free is my bodiless cy65uolCTCOUO body ctc5pac76siia and

56 1I am the intelligent voep6v spirit tvveibuairveuua
10 who is filled with light which came forth the one whom

you have seen coming to me is our intelligent voep6vvocp6v
fulnessfalness texapcotlxnpcouaia this joins the perfect t&xelocaslor

15 light with my holy spirit tlveuuoltevei5j10l
these things then orvo6vov that you have seen you shall

entrust to those of another race buoy&uoyaloyaxxoyevricevatevft some of
whom are not from this age otuolc6vollcovoLL concovoon for ydeayap there will

20 be no 06 glory in any man who is not immortal ex-
cept e luntLUHTolaolfrl1 those who were chosen through the na-
ture ouockouocao6aca of the immortal ones that nature which

25 was revealed will be able to receive to itself the one who be
stows his own greatness because of this I1 said everyone who
has to himhinihint will be given and sorsoisomeoneneone will have more than liehelleile

30 but 56 liehelleile who liashasilas not liehelleile is the man of the place
t6tiocr6teoq which is entirely dead it the place is changed

848 4 1 through the planting of the creation of begetting which
if something of the nature ouica06cyouocatolCCLtoe of the immortal ones is
revealed they think that they are seizing him he will be

5 taken by his hand or from him and liehelleile will be added to
him who is you therefore orvo&vov take courage and do
not fear anyone for yip I1 shall be with you so that

10 none of your enemies will have power over you may peace
Eelpnvtcravncpavn strengthen you having said these things liehelleile
peter came to himself

apocalypse 0oitlondxuls50tor&u LQ of peter



mesmerism and mormonism

gary L bunker and davis bitton

on 2 may 1842 the times and seasons reprinted an article
from the new york weekly heihelheraldaldaid which suggested that jo-
seph smith was unknowingly practicing animal magnetism

joe believes himself divinely inspired and a worker of mir
cles he cures the sick of diseases so it isis said and al-
though joe is not aware of the fact we have been informed
by a medical man that his influence over nervous disorders
arisesarises from a powerful magnetic influence that joe is a

magnet inin a large way which he calls a power or spirit from
heaven 1

this was the first effort to explain mormonism inin terinsterms of
animal magnetism mesmerismmesmerism or their more respectable
counterpart hypnotism since church leaders made repeated
efforts to discourage any participation inin such experiments
the persistence of claims that Mormomormonismnisin relied on the powers
of mesinerismmesmerism isis ironicironic to say the least it was not the first
time nor the last that mormonscormons were accused of practices they
had clearly opposed it isis another instance of the wide chasm
separating the mormon religion and its history from the images
purveyed in popular writings that established the stereotype
of mormonmormonismis 2

EVOLUTION OF MESMERISMNIES MERISM

the belief that the human body possessed magnetic prop-
erties isis generally traced back to the physician and astronomer

dr bunker isIs associate professor of psychology at brigham young universityun iversliveral ty

dr bitton iss assistantassistant church historian and professor of history at the university
of utah
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paracelsus 149015411490 1541 it was J B van Helinhellnheilnhelmontont however
who taught that this magnetism could be transferred from one
person to another the term animal magnetism was intro-
duced to differentiate the magnetic effects of human bodies
from magnetism applied to physical objects franz anton mes-
mer was most responsible for popularizing the practice of an-
imal magnetism in the eighteenth century he was so success-
ful that mesmerism became a more common label of this in-
terpersonalter influence phenomenon than animal magnetism
initially mesmer used magnets to effect cures in patients
later he believed that magnets only served as conductors of an
ether like fluid emanating from his body eventually he
dropped the use of magnets altogether and adopted the view
that the magnetic power resided within him and was trans-
ferred by a subtle fluid to the body of his patient 3

it was a disciple of mesmer the marquis de puysegurPuysegur who
extended the concept to include mesmeric or magnetic sleep
what we now call hypnosis while subjects were in this state
puysegurPuysegur noted not only could they sometimes be cured of
diseases but their movements could be controlled and when
they returned to normal consciousness they usually remembered
nothing of the trance A royal commission appointed to investi-
gate these various claims including eminent men like A L
lavoisier and benjamin franklin reported in 1784 that it
found no evidence for the existence of a magnetic fluid but
it did not express an opinion as to the reality of cures or the
nature of the magnetic sleep nevertheless the general skepti-
cal tone of the report did much to reduce interest in the phe-
nomenon for a generation

in the early nineteenth century interest was revived by alex-
andre bertrand a parisian physician and by a favorable report
in 1831 by the academy of medicine of paris recommending
magnetism as a therapeutic agency it came to be extensively
practiced inin europe and america but because many of the prac-
titionerstitioners still held to the unsupported theory of magnetic fluid
and because it was frequently combined with belief in astrol-
ogy spiritualism and other fads and bizarre practices most
sober scientists regarded it as quackery or superstition everyone
had heard of people who had experienced amazing cures how

theodore R sarbin attempts to understand hypnotic phenomena in
psychology in the making ed leo postman new york alfred A knopf
1968 p 750
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ever and the behavior of people in a magnetic sleep was used
for entertainment of the curious and was a frequent subject of
discussion 4 when the medical consultant to the new york
weekly herald said that joseph smith was practicing animal
magnetism therefore he was making reference to a little un-
derstoodderstood but widely discussed phenomenon

MORMON MESMERISM ARTLESS OR EVIL

despite differences in interpretation concerning the source
of joseph s power many writers perceived him to be a man of
unusual influence amos S hayden the chronicler of the early
history of the campbellite faith wrote

whatever we may say of the moral character of the author of
mormonism it cannot be denied that joseph smith was a
man of remarkable power over others he exercised an
almost magnetic power an irresistible fascination over
those with whom he came in contact 5

to some the magnetic power of joseph smith and his disciples
was the exercise of an unconscious misunderstood power
others took the opposite position that the mormonscormons delib-
erately learned the principles of mesmerism to delude and
even seduce unwitting victims

an example of the first interpretation the naive applica-
tion of misunderstood power appeared in an essay written in
1847 entitled fascination or the philosophy of charming 6

john B newman the author argued that the majority of that
deluded sect were converted by the observation of healing
miracles he told of an incident in which mormonscormons had con-
fused apostolic power with the principles of fascination

mesmerism

some three years since I1 attended a mormon lady who had
disease of the heart with marked success one day while op-
eratingera ting an elder of the faith who stood by remarked that I1

possessed the gift of laying on of hands I1 paid very little at-
tention to his remark at the time but some weeks afterward
while visiting a friend one evening I1 heard a lady ex-
plainingplaining the tenets of mormonism and triumphantly quoting
her own case as an illustration of the fact of their possessing

encyclopedia britannica lith ed s v hypnotism
amos sutton hayden early history of the disciples in the western res-

erve ohio cincinnati chase & hall 1876 p 250
john B newman fascination or the philosophy of charming new

york fowler and wells 1850
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apostolic power more especially the gift of healing by laying
on of hands she had frequent attacks of tic doloreuxdoloreux and
nothing except the rite of the mormon church had ever suf-
ficed for one moment to alleviate the pain

she was speaking with considerable animation and had
produced a powerful impression on the minds of those pres-
ent but was suddenly arrested in the midst of her interesting
and enthusiastic discourse by an attack of that horrid disease
finding that she was suffering the most exquisite agony I1

rose rather hesitatingly for I1 dislike scenes and offered to
relieve her giving her the assurance that one of the mormon
elders had pronounced me in possession of the gift the
drowning will catch at a straw and my proposition was as-
sented to but evidently without any hope of success on the
part
lamneartlamm

of the sufferer in less than a minute for her system
hadad been prepared by repeated fascinations she was power-
fully under my influence and the relief was immeasurably
greater than it had ever been before after awaking the lady
I1 explained the whole matter to those present and it is very
probable that but few of my hearers ever undertook a pil-
grimage to the holy city of nauvoo 7

furthermore newman also believed that the practice of fas-
cinationci by mormonscormons and other religious groups would even-
tually prove their undoing

fascination will most assuredly crush them and so well
is this fact known that perceiving its onward progress
many of them are even now endeavoring to wrest its phe-
nomena to support their own views 8

the foremost exponent of the proposition that mormonscormons
deliberately used mesmerism to persuade delude and deceive
was the author of female life among the cormonsmormonsMormons maria
ward 9 maria was mesmerized into accepting a marriage pro-
posal from a mormon elder 1 I was like a fluttering bird be-
fore the gaze of the serpent charmer 10 her husband learned
the art from none other than joseph smith the prophet had
fortuitously for him though not his followers learned all
the strokes and passes and manipulations from a german ped-
dler who notwithstanding his reduced circumstances was a
man of distinguished intellect and extensive erudition smith

ibid ppap 888988 89
ibid p 165
maria ward female life among the mormonscormons new york J C derby

1856
101loi101bidibidbid p 12
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paid him handsomely and the german promised to keep the
secret A footnote observed

joseph smith was one of the earliest practitioners in animal
magnetism and it was the

i
use of this power at that time

that convinced his disciples of his supposed miraculous
gifts 12

early in the novel we learn that the prophet mesmerized a
young lady from the dead after the plot thickens it is re-
vealed that he had earlier mesmerized her to simulate death
the victim of josephs machinations recalled

I1 was fascinated by his gaze so deep earnest and steady A
strange sensation of drowsiness overpowered my senses I1
wished but could not struggle against it the consciousnessconsciousness
that I1 was dying came over me and yet how different from
all that I1 had imagined of death no pain no torture no
agonizing convulsions but all calm sedate and tranquil A
gradual suspension of feeling and perception a blending of
indistinct images like objects in a dream that mingle and
then melt to nothingness yet I1 knew that a warm hand
closed my eyes that the same hand moved gently down my ex-
tremitiestremitieses and that was the last 13

not content to heal the prophet also gave a display of his pow-
er over his enemies he took a brother babcock seated him in
a chair and proceeded with his gazing and passes brother
babcock became palsied and every sense and perception
seemed closed to external objects

you see now said smith pointing towards babcock
you see the power which god has delegated to me you can-

not doubt how immediately with a motion of my hands and
a glance of my eyes I1 could transform my enemies to lifeless
senseless lumps of clay how I1 could deprive them of their
senses or compel them to my bidding even to take their own
lives 14

fortunately members of the church were not subjected to the
powers of mesmerism its application was reserved for the un-
believer those most expert in this practice were selected as
missionaries and the scope of this program was said to have
reached at least ten thousand in its diabolical use

it is probable that the maria ward novel influenced others

ibid p 417
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to read mesmerism into mormonism in 1856 two indepen-
dent french translations of this novel were sold all over
france 15 two french authors paul duplessis16duplessis16 1859
and hortense dufay 1863 used the language of magnetism
to explain the behavior of mormonscormonsMormons dufay s use of magnetic
gifts to describe joseph smith was much more benign than the
version in female life among the cormonsmormonsMormons nevertheless
dufay like ward wrote that joseph smith was taught animal
magnetism by a german practitioner the prophet s power was
said by dufay to reside in his fascinating eyes duplessis
was not as restrained he created the magnetic like spiritual-
istic personality of hiram harris characterized as the moving
force behind the token figurehead leadership of brigham
young the extent to which the two french writers borrowed
the themes of mesmerism from ward is of course conjectural
they may have drawn as well from nineteenth century mes-
meric theories fashionable in france

other novels and plays incorporated mesmerism as an ex-
planation of mormonism s attractions usually this was done
indirectly emphasizing such terms as attraction fascination
or magnetism and somehow calling attention to the eyes percy
bolinbrokebolingbrokeBolinbroke st john in jessie the cormonsmormonsMor mons daughter writes
the following warning beware of their arts enter not the cir-
cle of their fascinations their charms are like those of the ser-
pent at a mormon meeting the young mormon at the
front was said to have terrible eyes 18

the case of pascal B smith illustrates how easily mormon-
ism became linked to mesmerism in the public mind in 184818 48
harriet smith secured lawyers to represent her claim that her
husband pascal B smith was insane and hence incompetent
to manage their financial affairs she requested that the court
appoint someone as a guardian of their finances in the course
of the trial it was noted that mr smith had joined a spiri-
tualist group called universal brotherhood the intent of this
group was to establish a christian church with a view to

wilfried decoo the image of mormonism in frenfrenchh literature part
I1 BYU studies 14 winter 19741691974 169
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remedy the great evils of society 19 it was alleged that the me-
dium for the universal brotherhood james F mahan was
unscrupulously siphoning money for personal gain from pascal
B smith under the guise of religion the legal transcript in-
cluded a relatively obscure reference that mahan had been a
mormon preacher or been with the mormonscormonsMormons 20 nothing else
is said about mahan s alleged association with the mormonscormonsMormons
except that in the summary statement of one of the prosecuting
attorneys mahan is repeatedly referred to as the prophet
mahan s alleged previous association with the mainline metho-
dists or even his involvement with the universal brotherhood
was ignored instead the published pamphlet of the court pro-
ceedingsce received the title law case of pascal B smith ex-
hibitinghi the most extraordinary developments arising from
mesmeric clairvoyance As related by a mormon prophet

more serious efforts to account for the rise of mormonism
occasionally brought in mesmerism in one way or another As
early as 1838 david M reese in humburgshumbugs of new york la-
mented multitudes who believe in animal magnetism sub-
scribe to phrenology are the willing victims of every form of
quackery multitudes of such have gathered around this
mormon oracle and drank in wisdom from his golden
bible 21 J B turner mormonism in all ages 1842 sees
mormonism as one of a series of delusions in the same series
was animal magnetism charles mckay who wrote one of
the earliest reliable histories of mormonism also produced
memoirs of extraordinary popular delusions 1850 with a
substantial section on the magnetisers this was guilt by as-
sociation mormonism and mesmerism finding themselves to-
gether on the samesarne rubbish heap

in 1867 pomeroy tucker published origin rise and prog-
ress of mormonism after recounting brigham young s suc-
cession to the leadership of the church following joseph
smith s death tucker notes that young s peculiarities of char-
acter were similar to joseph s he was shrewd bold and reso-
lute possessing an almost intuitive knowledge of men he soon
attracted attention and became influential with his brethren

law case of pascal B smith exhibiting the most extraordinary develop-
ments arising from mesmeric clairvoyance as related byhy a mormon prophet
cincinnati 1848 p 13
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they were involuntarily swayed by his strong electric
will 22

THE HYPNOTIC PROPHET

about this same time mesmerism was invoked as an ex-
planation for one of the famous miracles of early mormonism
the event took place in kirtland ohio in 1831 ezra booth
symonds ryder a mr and mrs johnson and others went to
visit joseph smith to examine the claims of mormonism in the
course of the conversation it was disclosed that mrs johnson
had a paralyzed right arm as a result of a stroke an 1876 ac-
count of the event described the subsequent developments

A few moments later when the conversation had turned in
another direction smith arose and walking across the room
taking mrs johnson by the hand said in the most solemn
and impressive manner woman in the name of the lord
jesus christ I1 command thee to be whole and immediately
left the room the company were awe stricken at the in-
finite presumption of the man and the calm assurance with
which he spoke the sudden mental and moral shock I1
know not how better to explain the well attested fact elec-
trified the rheumatic arm mrs johnson at once lifted it up
with ease and on her return home the next day she was able
to do her washing without difficulty or pain 23

by 1888 an important addition occurred in the description of
the scene

moving backward a few steps he looked intently into the
eyes of the lady as if to get her under his mental control 24

the latter author summarized the alternative explanations
the case is well authenticated and those who seek to explain
it away will be compelled to base themselves upon mesmeric
influence or the unconscious nervous operationcooperationco of the lady
affected rather than in cunning upon the part of smith it
seems to have been simply a case where his audacity was re-
warded with an accident of fortune it by no means de-
served 25

in 1894 1I woodbridge riley traveled to salt lake city to
gather material for a master of arts thesis and a subsequent

pomeroy tucker origin rise and progress of mormonism new york
D appletonAapp2pp I1 eton & co 1867 p 132

hayden early history p 250
24jJ H kennedy early days of mormonism london reeves and turner

1888 p 122
aibid p 121211
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doctoral dissertation on joseph smith he was not content
with earlier explications of the psychology of the prophet
sectariansSectarians and phrenologists spiritualistsspiritualises and mesmerists have

variously interpreted his more or less abnormal performances
it now remains for the psychologist to have a try at them 26

he was not really a trained psychologist as an academic dis-
cipline psychology was in its infancy and riley s training had
been minimal but in his primitive effort to explain joseph
smith on psychological grounds he was a pioneer psychohispsychosis
torian he relied heavily on genetic explanations based on re-
ports and rumors about the prophet s family and on the sub-
stantial role of hypnosis as a source of deception both self de
ceptioncaption and the deception of others by riley s time hypnosis
had acquired greater credibility in the explanation of phenom-
ena previously explained by the discredited mesmerism hyp-
nosis did not rely on explanation which emphasized the activa-
tion of magnetic fluids or the mystical power of the mesmerist
the psychological state of the subject not the hypnotist was
the key to successful hypnosis it was james braid who was
responsible for the greater respectability of hypnosis over mes-
merism braid did not believe that hypnosis was a cure all
but like any other medical treatment had its indications and
contraindications 27 according to riley there were two dif-
ficulties with maria ward s mesmeric theory of joseph smith s

power exaggeration and anachronism the theory is interest-
ing he said but it overexplainsoverexplains joseph had immense in-
fluence long before this country was permeated by a distorted
mesmerism 28

although riley did not see mesmerism as an adequate ex-
planation for the prophet s behavior he was quite willing to
suggest a linkage that disparaged mormonism without endors-
ing mesmerism citing an anonymous pamphlet he suggested
that joseph smith knew the value of anna little who had
11 mastered the science of animal magnetism and kept her
in the sanctuary of the communicant sisters furthermore

riley saw in anti mormon descriptions of the mormon temple
ceremony similarities to the real doings around mesmer s

baquetsbaquetabaquets magnetiques while discounting the trustworthiness
126I1 woodbridge riley the founder of mormonism new york dodd

mead & co 1902 ppap ix x
sarbin hypnotic phenomena p 759
riley founder p 235
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of these accounts riley ignored the credibility issue when
mormonism could be identified with the occult and abnormal
riley alluded to the use of mesmerism by the mormon proph-
et in the law case of pascal B smith which as we have seen
offered no evidence of any such use he noted that the account
of the law case was published in a city where city ordinances
early prohibited public mesmeric exhibitions and where there
was some complaint of the difficulty of keeping female ser-
vantsva ts out of the clutches of the mormonscormonsMormons

riley found in the heir apparent to mesmerism hypnotism
the key to joseph smith s power without documentation
riley alluded to smith s apparent hypnotic influence over
people in many respects riley s interpretations were more
compatible with mesmerism than hypnosis the examples of-
fered in the most general of terms of the prophet s sugges-
tive successes include the three witnesses to the book of mor-
mon the early faith healings and his ability to retain a large
congregation for hours obviously for riley as a result of
11 a real collective hypnosis in an appendix entitled poly-
gamy and hypnotism he proposed to show that some of his
joseph smith s illicit purposes were effected through hyp-

notic influence but beyond the feeble examples already
mentioned all liehelleile offers is lucy kimball s account of her orig-
inal reluctance to become the prophet s plural wife his insis-
tence that she would receive a manifestation that would reas-
sure her and the eventual spiritual experience that did just
that for riley this was a perfect example of posthypnoticpost hypnotic
suggestion with deferred hallucination 29

in the 1910s a wave of anti mormon propaganda and oc-
casionalcas ional violence swept across great britain based on the
charge that polygamy was continuing the participants in this
anti mormon crusade were especially concerned about the con-
version of english girls in newspaper articles in sermons in
rallies in all kinds of public anti mormon meetings the warn-
ing was sounded among headlines in the london daily ex-
press were the mormon trap the deadly menace to en-
glish girls and polygamy still the real faith 30 if there
were not explicit charges of hypnotic powers in many of these
warnings they often implied that the mormonscormons exerted a

ibid p 414
nicholai sorenson the winds of adversity anti mormonism in great

britain 191019251910 1925 unpublished paper history 497 17 april 1974 ppap 242524 25
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mysterious unholy influence one of the most popular movies
of the time was trapped by the cormonsmormonsMormons in which the mor-
mon missionary exerts an obvious hypnotic force upon a beau-
tiful helpless maiden camera closeupsclose ups repeatedly showed the
missionary s eyes in a powerful transfixing stare 31

about 1919 a london publisher brought out in the grip of
the cormonsmormons by an escaped wife of a mormon elder in it
one of joseph smith s first converts was his wife emma who
listened to him with fear and an undefined reverential awe
that paralyzed her reason due to his powers of fascination
she was helpless the combination of terror and superstition
had been so overpowering that she remembered nothing but a

conflicting of different passions in her heart a dizziness and
pressure of the atmosphere when all was dark and blank and
she was half inclined to believe more than human agency had
been present and deprived her of consciousness As the proph-
et continued his preaching adding to his followers he felt his
own powers As his bold fiery eyes rested on them he knew
their hearts quailedquailer before him 32

MESMERISM MORMONS AND MORMONSEXMORMONSEX

from the 1840s to the 1910s those who saw mesmerism in
mormonism used it to explain the appeal of joseph smith in

particular and mormon missionaries in general they also as
we have seen saw it as an explanation of the faith healings
claimed by mormonscormonsMormons that either the conversions or the heal-
ings might have been authentic was seldom considered iron-
ically the mesmeric interpretation was given unwitting en-
couragementcouragement by some mormonscormonsMormons and it found its strongest ad-
vocate in one ex mormon

not that the mormonscormons ever said that joseph smith had
mesmeric powers but he was described as being a strong
11 personality and influence mary alice cannon lambert
as having an engaging personality jane snyder richards
as being highly charged with the holy ghost joseph lee
robinson as having personal magnetism william tayl-
or as having an electrifying handshake emmeline B

trapped by the cormonsmormons was recently acquired by the church historical
department

in the grip of the cormonsmormons by an escaped wife of a mormon elder
london npap cl919c1919 thisibis is the same book as orvilla S belisle the

prophets or mormonism unveiled philadelphia and london wm white
smith 1855
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wells I1 as having eyes that could look right through a person
mary elizabeth rollins lightner parley P pratt said
there was something connected with the serene and steady

penetrating glance of his eye as if he would penetrate the
deepest abyss of the human heart gaze into eternity penetrate
the heavens and comprehend all worlds 33 A nonbeliever at
all disposed to explain smith s influence on the grounds of
mesmerism exercised consciously or unconsciously would find
reinforcement in these statements from the prophet s devoted
followers

more influential and more direct were the words of apos-
tates who looking back saw their own conversion to mormon-
ism as coming from some strange mysterious power the most
widely read such account was tell it all by fanny stenhouse 104

by the 1870s she along with her husband T B H stenhouse
had abandoned the mormon faith her book is thus an apol-
ogy not only giving her reasons for apostasy but also explain-
ing her conversion in the first place in essence she says that
the mormonism she heard in england in the 1840s was not the
mormonism of today but it is obvious that hypnotic or mes-
meric attraction entered into her early conversion and loyalty
to mormonism even before she encountered mormonism
firsthand her parents were led astray by the fascinations of
the new religion then the wife of a baptist minister warned
her about the mormon missionaries there isis a strange power
with them that fascinates the people and draws them into their
meshes inin spite of themselves 35 she describes a meeting in
which a new member was confirmed A short testimony kneetrneetmeet-
ing followed and one mormon was seized with a nervous
trembling and began to prophesy stenhouse explains

when we consider the excited state of her the new mem-
ber s mind and if the statements of psychologists be true

the magnetic currents which were being transmitted from
the sensitive nature of the man into the excited brain of the
new convert together with the pressure of half a dozen hu

examples drawn from a convenient summary hyrum L and helen mae
andrus they knew the prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1974

fanny stenhouse wrote two books exposexposeespos of polygamy new york
american news co 1872 later workedreworkedre and transformed into tell it all

hartford conn A D worthington 1874 which itself went through many
editions ronald W walker has shown the extent to which the book was plag
iarized or fictionalized in the stenhousesSten houses and the making of a mormon
image journal of mormon history 1 197451721974511974 517251 72

stenhouse tell it all p 41
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man hands upon her head it is not at all astonishing that
when the hands were lifted off she should firmly believe that
she had been blessed indeed 36

at another meeting mrs stenhouse heard a brother edwards
bear his testimony

his voice thrilled with an earnestness which seemed to us
something more than the mere excitement of the soul A
burning fire seemed to flash from his large expressive eyes
his features were lighted up with that animation which gives
a saintlikesaint like halo to the earnest face when fired with indigna-
tion or pleading soul felt truths while his whole frame
seemed to glow with the glory of a land beyond this earth

the effect of this exhortation was magical we forgot
all our outward surroundings in the realization that the great
work of the lord was so gloriously begun and that it would
surely go on conquering and to conquer 37

she even describes the ordinance of anointing the sick in sim-
ilar terms

there was something peculiar about this laying on of hands
it was not a mere gentle touching but a thorough manipula-
tion the two hands were placed firmly on the top of the
head and then drawn energetically down the body while vig-
orous passes as magnetizersmagnetizers call the action were made
repeatedly over the affected parts 38

what mrs stenhouse wanted was a naturalistic explanation
of the phenomena that had impressed her as an investigator
and convert to the faith it was all a mystery to her then
she explains

I1 knew then nothing of the miraculous power of faith not
religious faith but often just the reverse which has so often
relieved and cured diseases and infirmities which have baffled
the power of the most skilled physicians moreover I1 knew
nothing then of that peculiar magnetic power which scien-
tific men now have proved belongs to certain constitutions
and can be used for curative purposes 39

she does not for a minute believe that they were really miracles
for she is confident that scientific inquiry would readily show
that the effects were only natural results of natural causes 14010

31 ibid p 51

ibid p 59
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mesmerism for mrs stenhouse is a deus ex machina a nat-
uralisticura listic explanation for the success of mormon proselytersproselyters
for the healings and sincere testimonies she has witnessed and
above all for her own conversion and early belief it places the
responsibility beyond herself she was not duped but was the
victim of a mysterious power although she did not originate
the supposed connection between mormonism and mesmerism
her work which went through several editions probably did
more than any other to give it currency from the mid 1870s on
the mysterious powers of attraction the intense expressive
eyes the irresistible fascination of the missionaries the mirac-
ulous actually hypnotic healings these as we have seen be-
come the commonplaces of anti mormon literature for a whole
generation

MESMERISM AND ANTI MORMON literature
one of the most prolific of anti mormon writers during this

period was winifred graham whose books all novels except
one sold by the hundreds of thousands for many readers the
image of the morimortmormonnon was that portrayed by this author in
her eve and the elders the opening scene has the heroine eve
coming upon a mormon elder in the park who was being
heckled and on the verge of being driven out she was drawn
by curiosity fascinated by the sight of his strained white
face when she met the missionary an elder penrose she
found that his face contained a charm that was indefinable
his eyes sought hers and she felt the magnetism of his glance

strong and appealing actually there is some complexity
to this plot for elder penrose turns out to be secretly chafing
under the tyranny of mormonism but the description of other
elders goes along the samesarnesaine line A very successful proselyter
elder Solsolomonornon flittlerslittlerFlittler would go to any lengths to win con-
verts he never considered the truth and promised the girls
anything under the sun if he thought he could persuade them
to emigrate his conquests were numerous for he sought im-
pressionablepression able girls he was a kind of conjurer who could
produce the most wonderful gifts from unseen sources eve
finds herself drawn by a strange destiny into a web from
which she could not break free 441 the plot continues through
murders blood atonement escapes threats and eventual

winifred graham cory eve and the elders london nd chapters
161 6
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marriage of the heroine and the elder who renounces mor-
monism winifred graham s ezra the mormon contains the
same stereotypes ezra the mormon elder was the very na-
ture to attract thora he waslwas a man in whose eyes the power
of dominion shone in a later scene when thora s father at-
tempted to separate the two young people he brought down his
cane on the mormon elder s shoulder who made no signs of
feeling pain he just stood and fixed his assailant with an eye
of steel the elder slipped his arm through thora s the
girl looked dazed and helpless she tried to speak but her
trembling lips failed to frame a word she s mesmerized
half shrieked her father 42 again the plot moves from en-
gland to utah with the girl and the elder drawn through a
series of adventures including the unspeakably hideous en-
dowment ceremonies and threats of blood atonement but en-
ticement attraction fascination and magnetism are prominent
throughout set against the countercurrent of attempted escape

that a concept so useful seeming to explain so much con-
tinued to crop up in more recent treatments of mormon his-
tory should not be surprising vardis fisher s children of god
portrays a joseph smith by no means lacking in admirable
traits of character but including as well some stereotypes from
the mesmerism tradition at one confrontation between the
young smith and a palmyra mob one man tried to laugh but
only snickered and another slowly withdrawing with his gaze
on joseph s face spoke out of sudden awe look at his eyes
men look at his eyes soon the men left and joseph was left
alone a man courageous and fearless whose eyes whose
strange intense directness had abashed his enemies later helieite
took the three prospective witnesses of the book of mormon in-
to the woods there with bared head liehelleile stood motionless
gazing at the sky his eyes so bright and hypnotic that dave
looked anxiously at oliver in other incidents the same pat-
tern is repeated as when sidney rigdon and joseph entered the
woods to pray rigdon watched him with a skeptical stare
when liehelleile saw the pallor in joseph s face and the farseeingfar seeing hyp-
notic brightness of his eyes he was convinced and he listened
attentively when the prophet spoke 43

winifred graham cory ezra the mormon london everett & co
1908 p 19

vardis fisher Cbchildrenildren of god new york and london harper &
brothers 1939 ppap 30 47 80
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the standard biography of joseph smith fawn brodie s
no man knows my history refers to smith s magnetic in-
fluence over his friends and his talent for making men see
visions referring to the tesimony of the three witnesses and
the fact of their later departure from the mormon church mrs
brodie notes that joseph smith had no reason to fear that they
would deny their testimony for he had conjured up a vision
they would never forget she recognizes his magnetic sway
while attempting to see him as growing into a role quite un-
consciously 44 ultimately the brodie interpretation sees the
prophet as self hypnotized the combination of personal sin-
cerity and deception earlier claimed for converts is now claimed
for the prophet himself

MORMON ATTITUDES TOWARD MESMERISM

while many non mormon or ex morimorlmormonnon writers were at-
tributing the powers of mormonism to mesmerism many mor-
mon writers were relegating the powers of mesmerism to the
devil at the very best mormonscormons were cautious and skeptical
about mesmerism the times and seasons issue of 15 march
1843 reflected this concern

with several hundred different religions all clashing and in
commotion the speculative theories of miller with his wild
enthusiasm the deceptive pretensions of mesmerism the
poison of infidelity the plans of fourier and the ten thou-
sand other notions that are deluging the earth and cracking
the human brain render it indeed necesssarynecess sary that god should
again speak and point out the way of salvation and happiness
with certainty to the human family and bid the dire com-
motion cease 45

less than two months later joseph smith objected to 1

a lecturer
on mesmerism and phrenology performing in the city 114146

however the record is not clear as to whether joseph objected
to his phrenology his mesmerism both or some other charac-
teristicte of the man in 1843 the nauvoo neighbor under the

fawn M brodie no man knows my history new york alfred A
knopf 1945 ppap 73 74 78 86

stimes4timesimes and seasons 4 15 march 18431371845137184515718431845 157137 the same statement ap-
peared in the millennial star 4 january 184414018441401844120

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1932511932 51 5383 the handwritten version included the following
stronger words which were omitted from the published version thought we
had been imposed upon enough by such kind of things joseph smith hist-
ory ms church archives
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rather hostile caption mesmeretic idiots gave important
cautions to those who wish to examine this subject practically

never allow yourself to be mesmerized by a person not in
perfect health
never allow yourself to be acted on by a person inferior in
his mental powers
never allow a rough uncouth person to act on you he will
frequently induce nervous diseases the most difficult to cure
never allow a stranger especially one of the opposite sex to
mesmerize you
never allow yourself to be acted on by more than one mes-
merizermerizer
never remain in the mesmeric condition more than thirty
minutes
by all means never allow your brain to be tampered with by
ignorant mesmerizersmesmerizers in an evil hour they may render you
idiotic for life 47

cautious participation in mesmerism seemed permissible under
certain circumstances

notwithstanding it is clear that during the nauvoo period
there was little sympathy for mesmerism in 1844 a new york
newspaper the atticalattican democrat reported the case of a har-
vey hawkins who with the help of mesmerism was able to
reveal the location of 1000 buried in the woods near alex-
andria the nauvoo neighbor took a rather dim view of the
sensational mesmeric revelation we should suspect that har-
vey knew something about the money before he went into a
mesmeric sleep 4841

one of the earlier attributions by mormonscormons of the power of
the devil to the practice of mesmerism occurred in 1845 the
nauvoo neighbor printed an account from blackwoodsBlackwoods maga-
zine of an amateur mesmerist who was surprised by his newly
found powers the origin of his power was no mystery to the
editor of the neighbor

we can inform mr blackwood that there is a power in mes-
merism and that power is the same that john saw come out
of the mouth of the dragon out of the mouth of the beast
and out of the mouth of the false prophet devils working
miracles thats all 49

mesmeretic idiots the nauvoo Neighneighborforhor 1 19 july 18433184531845518431845 3
mesmerism the nauvoo Neighneighborneighhorborhor 2 21 august 18443184451844 3
A man a mesmerizer in spite of himself the nauvoo neighborNeighforhorhof 3

11 june 184511845
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before elder john taylor left wales in 1846 to join the
saints in the wilderness he sketched an outline of an essay
on mesmerism and requested T D brown the editor of the
millennial star to complete the project the intent of the art-
icle was to guard the saints against the frauds and impositions
of men and the power and influence of satan 0 50O taylor con-
ceded that there was power in mesmerism questioned the secu-
lar explanations of magnetism as the source of the power and
implicated the devil in its operations evidently taylor s con-
cern was stimulated by his observation that some of the mem-
bers were meddling in mesmerism

I1 have met with some who were saints that had been magne-
tized by unbelievers and they partook of their spirit and have
fallen from the simplicity of the gospel again I1 have met
with saints who have magnetized others not knowing that
they were doing wrong and the persons have received no
material injury because the magnetizer himself had not a
bad spirit but let him continue to do it and he would loose
sic the spirit of god and so would those who were op-

erated upon 51

john taylor made his position very clear

we shall not ourselves go to magnetizersmagnetizers nor suffer ours to
go to them to be benumbed for amputation excision or
healing if god does not heal us the devil cannot 5292

other articles appeared in church publications with a similar
53message

the identification of the devil with mesmerism intensified
with the growth of spiritualism beginning in the late 1840s 5414

spiritualism incorporated many of the techniques of mesmerism
clairvoyance table rapping seances table tipping and spirit
mediums became virtually synonymous with mesmerism much
of the criticism by mormonscormons of mesmerism after the onset of

john taylor mesmerism the millennial star 991515 february 1847491847 49.4949
511311ibidbid p 52
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see davis bitton mormonism encounters spiritualism journal of
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spiritualism was directed at the claims of spiritualism when
the spiritualistic and the occult were divested from phenomena
circumscribed by the concept of mesmerism there was occasion-
al evidence of openness to more naturalistic explanations an
1850 article in the deseret news under the heading A new
form of mesmerism illustrates this contention

it is said that certain clock makers at bristol connecticut in
making some chronometerschronometers lately found it impossible for the
workmen to keep awake when they were setting instruments
agoing it is necessary in regulating them to count the beats
in a minute by a regulator and change the hairspringhair spring until
both go nearly in time then the screws in the balance are
turned until the greatest maximum is obtained when they are
rated and the rate registered the workmen find no dif-
ficulty with the parts but when the whole movement is
going any person who sits down and counts the beats or
watches the motion of balance invariably becomes drowsy
attempts have been made with other clocks but they do not
produce the same sensation the clocks are of polished work
and gilded by a peculiar galvanic process which if the facts
be as here stated may have something to do with the effect
what is curious is that the person who is put to sleep con-
tinues to count the beatings of time with his hand or foot
the writer in the boston post who gives an account of the
matter adds it affords me some amusement to visitors to
see a company of men at work and half of them asleep yet
laboring to keep themselves awake on saturday last a collier
came to the factories with a load of coals and was admitted
into the finishing room to see the clocks one of the work-
men desired to make the experiment accordingly the old man
was put to count striking on the bench with his hand in time
with the clock he went to sleep in three minutes and was
kept under the influence for nearly an hour his dog that
had followed him into the room upon discovering his situa-
tion exhibited alarm and ran about howling in a most dismal
manner all this did not disturb the sleeper but the moment
the clock was stopped he awoke and was surprised to find
that so much time had passed there is some great princi-
ple established in these phenomena that is truly mysterious 51555.1

orson pratt thought that some had been rendered more sus-
ceptiblecep tible to the acceptance of mesmerism by the adoption of
11 scientific phraseology which seemed to confer the authority
of science on the practice

the devil has invented various names for his manifestations
inin order to get the people to swallow them down the same as

A new form of mesmerism deseret news 19 october 1850
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the doctors when they wish to administer some nauseous
kind of medicine they sweeten it up a little so the devil has
sweetened up these things in such a way that he has got al-
most all these manifestations under the name of science if
you want to see a species of devilism made manifest it comes
out under a scientific phraseology under the specious name
of electrobiologyelectro biology animal magnetism or some such popular
name names that have been given to real sciences which
have their laws founded in nature are now given to these
supernatural manifestations why does satan use these arti-
fices because the people at the present day have become
naturally scientific or a great many of them have and the
devil thinks if he can only invent a real nice beautiful name
with some resemblance to a scientific name a great many of
these persons will swallow it down and think it all right 56

but it was not simply the legitimization of mesmerism by
its association with accepted jargon that influenced some brig-
ham young cited examples hypothetical and real of the power
of seduction by mesmeric demonstration 1 I know of many
whom mesmerism has led out of this church they would see
the sick healed and attribute it to the power of god would
fall under its influence embrace and practice it and thus give
the devil power over them to lead them out of the kingdom of
god 57

mormonscormons were by no means perceived to be powerless in
the face of mesmerism quite the contrary president young
taught that the faithful latter day saint could not be magne-
tized and he defied spiritualists to exercise mesmeric powers
in his presence it was when members of the church did not
possess the light of revelation that they were unable to dis-
cern between the powers of satan and the powers of god

for president young there was another key besides the
light of revelation to judge the value of mesmeric demonstra-
tion his practical bent moved him to apply a pragmatic test

As I1 have said to my friends here in speaking about spirit-
ualism I1 have seen the effects of animal magnetism or some
anomalous sleep or whatever it may be called many a time
in my youth I1 have seen persons lie on the benches on the
floor of the meeting house or on the ground at their camp
meetings for ten twenty and thirty minutes and I1 do not
know but an hour and not a particle of pulse about them
that was the effect of what I1 call animal magnetism they

orson pratt in journal of discourses london latter day saints
book depot 1855861855 86 1370 hereafter cited as JDD
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called it the power of god but no matter what it was I1
used to think that I1 should like to ask such persons what
they had seen in their trance or vision and when I1 got old
enough and dared ask them I1 did so I1 have said to such
persons brother what have you experienced nothing
what do you know more than before you had this what do

you call it trance sleep or dream do you know any more
than before you fell to the earth nothing more have
you seen any person no then what is the use or utility
of your falling down here in the dirt I1 could not see it
and consequently I1 was infidel to this 58511

obviously while calling attention to the lack of useful prac-
tical results in the revivalistic experiences young was willing
to explain the behavior itself by involving the term animal
magnetism he was giving a naturalistic explanation to some-
thing the revivalistsreviva lists themselves thought divine at the same
time he did not carry this notion to its logical conclusion
never did he suggest that mormon healings were merely mes-
meric illusions and once he explicitly rejected the claim of
some that the new testament miracles were accomplished by

psychology electrobiologyelectro biology mesmerismmesmerisimesmeristn etc 59

actually brigham young was willing to concede some
truth to mesmerism in 1846 he heard a lengthy explanation of
the experiments of animal magnetism by a dr jewett who said
it had nearly cured him of infidelity and he thought the mor
mons would understand the principle young s answer falls
far short of condemnation pres young told him that he un-
derstoodderstood it the principle of animal magnetism perfectly that
the saints believed in the lord s magnetizingmagnet izing that god magne-
tized beltshazzarbelteshazzarBeltshazzar so that he saw the hand writing on the wall
etc 60 ten years later young said in a sermon

the principle of animal magnetism is true but wicked
men use it to an evil purpose I1 have never told you much
about my belief in this magnetic principle speaking is a true
gift but I1 can speak to the glory of god or to the injury of
his cause and to my condemnation as I1 please and still the
gift is of god the gift of animal magnetism is a gift of
god but wicked men use it to promote the cause of the
devil and that is precisely the difference 61

VDD 14113 see also 1490
ID 131404113140 41
journal history 3 march 1846 brigham young also used the language

of mesmerism on one occasion to support the importance of the laying on of
hands in healing the sick JDD 3157583157 58
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mesmerism said young was an inverted truth which orig-
inated in holy good and righteous principles which have been
inverted by the power of the devil 62

but the recognition that animal magnetism was a true prin-
ciple if properly used and that it explained the trances of re
vivalistsviva lists and at least one scriptural miracle fell short of an en-
dorsementdorsement As practiced in his day the principle was associated
with spiritualistsspiritualises and evil men he did not encourage the
saints to participate in these experiments

the closest that any latter day saint came to the non mor
mon allegations regarding joseph smith s magnetic powers
was contained in an article published in the juvenile instructor
at the turn of the century N Y schofield a mormon phre-
nologistno logist had been exposed to the claims of mesmerism during
his schooling at the american institute of phrenology he
wrote

one of the many distinguishing characteristics of the prophet
was the wonderful magnetic influence he unconsciously ex-
erted over others

in looking for the physiological source of this mystic
power in joseph smith it is important to bear in mind that
god always works upon natural principles if therefore
a positive effect be traced to its probable cause we should ex-
pect to find in the prophets mentality an unusual develop-
ment of that particular organ which determines the strength
and measure of that subtle force we call magnetism lo-
cating the seat of magnetic power in the little brain or cere-
bellum we find the organ remarkably strong in the present
instance

the cerebellum is conspicuously large giving rise
to the fair and logical inference that in raising up joseph
smith to be a leader expounder defender and martyr the
lord designedly endowed his servant with a special measure
of these mental and physical attributes the natural func-
tion of which is to attract repel and influence according to
will or expediency the thoughts emotions and actions of
other men 63

this is an interesting attempt to have it both ways a kind of
naturalistic supernaturalism god fully understanding that the
prophet would require magnetic powers created a large cere-
bellum in joseph smith that the last dispensation might be
ushered in the essential point does not rest upon the assumpassume

IDD 3156
the juvenile instructor 37 15 may 1902308919023089
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tionseions of mesmerism in the same vein schofield might have
said that recognition of what the prophet would need led god
to create in him a high intelligence and an articulate tongue
still it is clear enough that schofield influenced primarily by
phrenology ascribed some truth to mesmerism

such minor eddies should not take us away from the main
stream throughout its history mormonism generally opposed
mesmerism there were many reasons for this opposition
mesmerism was frequently associated with spiritualism was
often practiced by charlatans seemed to offer a competitive
naturalistic explanation for miracles and was perceived as a
threat to free agency it should be added that throughout its
history mesmerism was also faced with substantial scientific
skepticism and opposition the mormonscormons liked to see them-
selves as scientific especially when the conclusions of science
coincided as in this instance with their religious position
john taylor s early skepticism of the theory of animal magne-
tism underlying mesmerism was in spirit close to the scientific
skepticism of his contemporaries

HYPNOTISM

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the lan-
guage of mesmerism except as metaphor gradually disap-
peared from the scene and theories of hypnosis assumed the
role of explanation yet mormonscormons showed little variation in
attitude continuing to regard hypnotism in the same terms as
the earlier mesmerism to the popular mind they were simply
two words for the same phenomenon and hypnotism con-
tinued to be handicapped by many of the questionable associa-
tions and sensational exhibitionist uses that had handicapped
its predecessor besides as we have seen popular writers in-
terestedte in the attractions of mormonism used the terminology
of hypnotism in the same general way that they had used that
of mesmerism in 1901 a hypnotist had been visiting the set-
tlementstlements in emery county this ledfed someone to ask whether
latter day saints should participate in the experiments the
deseret news answered

we say most emphatically that it is not right to engage in
that practice nor to come under its influence there is no
harm in fairly investigating the claims of hypnotism to be
a science or in learning what it is and does but revelation is
very clear as to the means to be employed in the church for
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the healing of the sick and the suppression of disease when
there is not sufficient faith to obtain relief we are to nourish
the sick with all tenderness with herbs and mild foods but
not from the hands of an enemy and the elders are to ad-
minister the ordinance provided for the purpose

it is not proper for elders or members of this church to
experiment on people in the fashion of the pretended pro-
fessorsfessors who travel through the land as conjurorsconjurerscon jurors and stage
performers to astonish and draw money from the credulous
let them alone 64

in addition to the inappropriateness of hypnotism as a
means of treating illness and its use to astonish and draw
money from the credulous there was another basic reason why
latter day saints were warned against it As apostle francis
M lyman explained in 1903

hypnotism is a reality and though some who claim to have
this mysterious power are only tricksterstrick sters yet others do really
hypnotisehypnotismhypnotise those who submit to them from what I1 under-
stand and have seen I1 should advise you not to practise
hypnotism for my own part I1 could never consent to being
hypnotisedhypnotized or allowing one of my children to be the free
agency that the lord has given us is the choicest gift we have
As soon however as we permit another mind to control us
as that mind controls its own body and functions we have
completely surrendered our free agency to another and so
long as we are in the hypnotic spell and that is as long as
the hypnotist desires us to be we give no consent in any
sense whatever to anything we do hypnotism is very
much like the plan that satan desired the father to accept be-
fore this earth was peopled he would make them do good
and save them in spite of themselves the savior on the
other hand proposed to give free agency to all and save
those who would accept salvation 65

thus abuses by the unethical andor incompetent the use
of hypnotism as show business the honest concern with the
issue of free agency and skepticism of hypnosis as a healing
power also led church leadership to oppose hypnosis more-
over the historical tie between mesmerism and hypnotism did
not enhance the image of the latter more recently the involve-
ment of the ethically competent professional has doubtless
played some role in the formation of a more neutral church
position vis a vis hypnosis and the professional in a letter ad-
dressed to dr leslie cooper on 7 october 1974 church com

deseret news 29 january 1901
improvement era april 1903
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missioner of health dr james 0 mason noted that the first
presidency had cleared the following statement on hypnosis
the church regards the use of hypnosis under competent pro-

fessionalfess ional supervision for the treatment of disease as wholly a
medical question the church advises members against par-
ticipation in hypnosis demonstrations

given the general rejection of mesmerism and hypnotism by
mormonscormons at least until the very recent cautious changes noted
above what stimulated writers to connect these with mor-
monism mainly we feel they offered a naturalistic explana-
tion of joseph smiths success as a leader of the proselyting
success of mormonism in the late nineteenth and early twent-
ieth centuries and of the miraculous healings and gifts that
mormonscormons testified to to portray the mormonscormons as foul and
disgusting was not consistent with their success or the experi-
ence of those who heard the missionaries to portray them as
outwardly attractive or at least inoffensive while calling atten-
tion to their strange and mysterious powers of attraction
seemed to combine a description with a warning the seduc-
tion of converts was explained A factor like brainwashing
or mesmerism seemed at once to recognize the sincerity of many
mormonscormons and to hold forth the promise that educational and
social crusades might be the solution to the mormon prob-
lem 6 at least one ex mormon fanny stenhouse found the
approach highly useful in describing her own experience she
could reproduce her early enthusiasm for the mormon religion
and even recognize the sincerity of other converts while of-
fering a naturalistic explanation that in effect absolved her of
responsibility for her early decisions finally both mormonism
and mesmerism made good copy to connect them capitalized on
a widespread popular interest in the strange and exotic if the
two delusions could be simultaneously smeared by being
brought into contact with one another this was for many of the
writers all to the good

gail farr casterline in theileale toils or onward for zion images of
the mormon woman 185218901852 1890 master s thesis utah state university 1974
p 2255



the closing of
the early japan ailsAlisnilsmissionsionslon

R lanier britsch

the first japan mission of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints was closed 7 august 1924 after twenty three
years of effort and sacrifice on the part of missionaries and
church members because the church is growing rapidly in ja-
pan today students of asian mission history often wonder why
the church is successful now since the early mission failed
the object of this article is to explain that failure and the con-
sequent closing of the early mission

THE CLOSING

on 13 june 1924 president hilton A robertson of the
japan mission received a telegram from church headquarters
in salt lake city it contained 12000 yen but no message of
explanation 1 nevertheless robertson and his missionaries had
a good idea why the money had been sent for several years
rumors had circulated among them concerning the possible
closing of the mission even during a missionary conference
the month before president robertson had touched upon the
possibilities of the japan mission closing and said that under
present conditions with the current thought as it is it is im-
possible for the missionaries to spend their best efforts in the
work he also told the missionaries that he hoped to learn
in the very near future the fate of the mission 1122

he was free to make such a statement because he had been
corresponding with the first presidency regarding this matter
on 31 january he sent them a very carefully written appraisal

dr britsch is associate professor of history at brigham young university
japan mission journals 190119241901 1924 13 june 1924 church archives here-

after cited as JMJ
21bidbid 14 may 1924
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of the condition of the mission after he had consulted with all
of his missionaries to find how they evaluated conditions in
their areas his five page report was considered carefully by
president grant and his counselors

in answering this letter the first presidency gave several
indications that they were seriously considering closing the
mission the words if the work continues were used in one
instance and elsewhere they said they had doubted as to the
wisdom of continuing the mission the most direct reference
to closing the mission was written as follows

when we stop to think that over twenty years of hard
labor have been performed in japan it certainly looks as
though the lord would justify us if we saw fit to close that
mission when we read the words 1 I feel perfectly safe in
saying that we havent ever five or six real saints in the mis-
sion who are willing and ready to help carry on the work 3

the lord has said in section 18 of the doctrine and cove-
nants

and if it so be that you should labor all your days in
crying repentance unto this people and bring save it be one
soul unto me how great shall be your joy with him in the
kingdom of my father

we do not wish to lose one soul in japan but if the same
amount of labor in some other country was performed the
chances are we would have many many times as many con-
verts 4

robertson s letter had indicated that all of the missionaries
felt the same amount of labor with some other people would
bring better results

all this was considered by the first presidency when they
wrote to president robertson on 20 february the only thing
that appears to have kept them from a final decision to close
the mission at that time was whether we have done our duty
in warning the japanese nation 5

following the may 1924 conference the missionaries in
osaka sapporo and sendal as wellweilweli as those in tokyo found
attendance at scheduled meetings dropping weekly further-
more some of the elders were insulted by irate japanese who
were aroused by the recent passage of the japanese exclusion

in the same letter the first presidency mentioned that lloyd 0 ivie the
previous mission president estimated that there were only five or six real con-
vertsve ts to the gospel in that mission

4heberghebereber J grant letterbookLetterbook 22 february 1924 p 154 church archives
ibid p 156
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laws in the united states notes telling them to go home had
been left on their doors to their surprise on sunday 15 june
a tokyo newspaper contained a short telegram message stating
that the mormon missionaries would be immediately with-
drawn from japan 6

why an earlier telegram from president heber J grant
had been delayed is not known 7 but on thursday 26 june
1924 the following arrived at the mission office it was dated
9 june

have decided to withdraw all missionaries from japan temp-
orarilyorarily cabling you twelve thousand yen for that purpose
if more needed cable us
arrange return immediately
grant 8

the man who had opened the mission in 1901 had made
the decision to temporarily close it

few missions of the church have been closed especially
after being in operation for so many years there are some
slight similarities between the closing of japan and the earlier
closure of the society islands tonga and other missions but
japan is a separate problem most of the circumstances that
caused temporary defeat there were peculiar to that mission

PROBLEMS THAT CAUSED THE CLOSING

the official announcement of the first presidency stated
that the mission was being closed because of existing condi-
tions in japan and because of the almost negligible results of
missionary effort in that country 9 the issues that must be
explained are what the conditions in japan were and why
the results were almost negligible the problems and con

JMJ 15 june 1924 the LDS missionaries in japan were not aware that
a formal public announcement concerning the closing of the mission had been
made in the deseret evening news hereafter cited as DN on 12 june 1924
it is not surprising that international news wire services had picked up this in-
formation by 15 june

the first presidency was a little upset that this telegram did not arrive
sooner than the notice about the money they conjectured that the churchschurche
cable address quickmerequickmireQuick mere was not registered in tokyo which would have ac-
counted for the failure of the mission to receive the telegram immediately
grant letterbookLetterbook letter to hilton A robertson 12 july 1924 p 969

manuscript history and historical reports of the japan mission 1901-
1924 church archives see also heber J grant letterbookLetterbook 19 june 1924
p 752

DN 12 june 1924 the official text of the announcement also stated
that the closing was temporary
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tributing difficulties the church faced in japan fit broadly into
three categories first a number of problems were constant
during the entire length of the mission difficulties with lan-
guage missionary approach culture scarcity of missionary
numbers long tenure and failure to attract many converts all
fit into this category

secondly there were a number of hindrances that arose
during the last several years of the mission among these were
international problems such as the japanese exclusion laws
which were passed in the united states the near closing of the
tonga mission at approximately the same time the failure to
acquire any real property and the great tokyo earthquake of
1923

thirdly to these definable historic facts can be added the
dimension of inspiration which guided the first presidency and
the general aspect of psychological distress or defeatism which
plagued missionaries in japan and church leaders in salt lake
city

the japanese language was recognized by every mormon
missionary as the main difficulty in the quest for baptisms
president heber J grant complained that he constantly fell
asleep while studying the language he also reportedly
quipped that he learned the japanese language but the people
couldncoulden t understand their own language when he spoke it 10

years after the mission was closed hilton A robertson said
he felt that many mormonscormons had condemned the japanese for
not accepting the gospel more readily but he felt this was
wrong he placed the blame on the poor language abilities of
the missionaries they simply did not communicate well

it is not correct to conclude that none of the missionaries
mastered the language A number of elders accomplished re-
markable tasks such as translating the book of mormon an-
derson s brief history of the church talmage s articles of
faith and other materials but the fact remains that mastery
of the language took years not months and this ability fre-
quently came concurrently with waning enthusiasm for the
work and a missionary s personal desire to return home

spoken language mastery was important but it was recog-
nized from the beginning that potential converts needed printed

hilton2ohilton A robertson in conference report of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints april 1947 p 53 hereafter cited as CR

ibid
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information to study the earliest missionaries expected that
translated materials would bring in converts more rapidly unf-
ortunately after years of diligent effort and a number of good
publications there was no evidence that tracts and books
helped the conversion rate at all

an important aspect of the language and translation prob-
lem was transculturizationculturizationtrans or the adaptation of terms from
one culture to another special terminology has developed
since the founding of the church that sets latter day saints
apart fromgrom other religious organizations words as basic as
god and savior carry different meanings for mormonscormons

than for other groups the early missionaries to japan soon
learned tliatthateliat finding the proper vocabulary to convey their
special message was difficult the case of elder john W stok-
er s translation of the brief history of the church illustrates
this problem well in writing the first presidency of the
church after the book had been published alma 0 taylor
said

being a book in which nearly all of our mormon terms
are used it seemed that we would never get through all the
problems that came up for no words in common use ever
approached an equivalent for the english meaning as we in-
terpret it hence study inquiry and experiment had to fol-
low but these words are not necessarily beyond the grasp
of the reading circle for new words are only a com-
bination of old words 12

selecting good material for translation and publication was
another problem several poor choices were made along with
some wise ones possibly the worst choice of a tract to translate
was why I1 left the church of england

it must be added however that in general efforts were
made to fit tracts to the needs of the people an intelligent
early effort to accommodate preaching to local needs was a
pamphlet titled the true and living god in its entirety
this tract contained a very simple step by step analysis of the
mormon concept of god 13

the problem was compounded by the fact that the japanese
did not share the same christian patterns of logic belief in

letter from alma 0 taylor to the first presidency 3 september 1907
japanese mission letterbookLetterbook copybook C p 153 church archives hereafter
cited as copybook plus appropriate letter

alma 0 taylor journal B 15 june 1903 taylor kept a careful diary
of his daily activities for a number of years his diaries are held by special
collections harold B lee library brigham young university
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scriptures or ideas about god this is to be expected in a non
christian part of the world missionaries with keen insight
such as alma 0 taylor elbert D thomas H grant ivins
and joseph H stimpson recognized this problem and worked
to overcome it taylor wrote concerning this difficulty after
his arrival home

I1 remember being asked to address an audience in salt
lake city before I1 went to japan on the subject why I1

am a latter day saint after stating that my birth and
bringing up in the church were the first and foundation
reasons for being a latter day saint I1 proceeded to quote
scriptures to show that mormonism was true I1 am not
ashamed of that speech but I1 often smile when I1 think of the
effect or rather the lack of effect such a speech would have
on an audience in japan where we have to give reason for
our faith independent of the bible and the scriptures 14

taylor continued this line of reasoning further by sug-
gesting that many church members placed too much reliance
upon the testimonies of the ancient apostles and disciples of
christ he said

in japan the elders have to preach god and jesus christ
not in the name of paul john peter nephi samuel joseph
smith or any other prophet but in their own names and
through the testimony of their own works 15

taylor felt that missionaries succeeded best by earnestly
and prayerfully seeking the evidences which god has amply
provided in his own creations and dealings and by using these
evidences under the direction of the holy spirit 16

english language classes were used to attract prospective
investigators during almost the entire mission some members
were acquired through this means but the missionaries fre-
quently felt that this approach was a waste of time their
students were often interested only in the english language and
not in religion

president grant became disgusted with the attitude of
many japanese who attended LDS meetings speaking for
president grant one of his counselors wrote to president rob-
ertson saying

alma 0 taylor japan the ideal mission field improvement eiaeraelaefa
june 1910 p 780

151ibid151bidbid p 781
ibid p 780
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president grant s experience in japan teaches him that
the average japanese who comes to our meetings comes to see
what he can get out of it there is one little illustration of a
man who learned french german and english by belonging
to three different churches and he was only too anxious to
become a member of our church providing we would employ
him as interpreter and translator 17

another example of a similar nature was also mentioned in
the same letter to president robertson the first presidency
wrote

president grant remembers a group of young men ten
he thinks it was in number who came and believed every-
thing we taught until the elders quit talking to them in
english and made all their remarks in the japanese language
and one by one these converts that believed everything dis-
appeared when there was no chance to secure information re-
garding english it was really amusing to brother grant to
have these young men spend the evening talking in english
as best they could and the elders answering in japanese as best
they could and neither one of them speaking in their native
tongue 18

the following portion of a letter from louring A whitt-
aker to president stimpson dated I11 september 1919 verifies
that the same problem existed late in the mission from osaka
whittaker wrote

I1 dondontt like this idea of staying inside of the church to
wait for people to come to you for from my experience you
get people that just waste time that is spent on them because
they come to study english and not to hear the gospel I1 ve
felt sometimes that being dropped from a three story building
would not hurt me any more than when I1 ve been trying to
preach the gospel and some one has stopped to ask if that
word on the third line down the page was an adverb
ad infinituminfiniiummj mitummicum 19

even though the language classes had drawbacks they
were continued to the end of the mission in fact the language
classes were the main approach during the period from 1921 to
1924 particularly for the married couples who were serving in
the mission at that time 20 some of the missionaries even took

grant letterbookLetterbook 22 february 1924 p 155
ibid
letter from louring A whittaker to joseph H stimpson I11 september

1919 stimpson papers
interview hilton A robertson by R lanier britsch I11 august 1967

provo utah
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salaried positions as english teachers in 19251923 and 1924 for
instance elder elwood L christensen was employed at a com-
mercial school near osaka he of course spent most of his
time actively proselyting the gospel 21

street meetings were also a regular means of preaching the
gospel large crowds were usually easy to attract people
were courteous and willingly accepted tracts announcements
about meetings and other literature but getting the ideas of
mormonism across to a constantly fluctuating audience was a
difficult task tracts were distributed by thousands but they
did not attract many serious inquiries

special lessons were devised for the japanese newsletters
and periodicals were circulated among the members hymn
books were published in japanese the mutual improvement
association was used to attract and hold young people it ac-
complishedcomplished some good but the barriers of language and cul-
ture seemed to be insurmountable to each of the approaches
used

another important question to consider is that of the dif-
ference in religious intensity the main body of the japanese
have historically been low keyed religiously although ex-
ceptions exist generally japanese religions are classified as
11 perfunctory weak and indifferent 22 in contrast it is evident
that most morimorlmormonnon groups should be classified as lively in-
tense and strong this difference in religious intensity is a
probable explanation for some of the lack of LDS success with
the japanese people

another japanese trait is that of familism or family cen
teredness this cultural trait was very strong during the early
mission period the family group has traditionally been the
individuals means of establishing his identity efforts whether
economic social or religious have usually been made in be-
half of the whole family organization fathers have ruled the
japanese home with an iron hand sons have respected the de-
sires of their fathers as have the wives and daughters mar-
riages have been intended to be as compatible as possible but
they have been arranged for the benefit of the family as well
as the parties involved occupations have frequently been
i

japan mission presidents report 31 december 1923 in mission annual
reports p 461 church archives

joachim wach the comparative study of religions new york colum-
bia university press 1958 p 125
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family occupations these traditions and others like them
tended to discourage affiliation by individual japanese with an
alien institution such as the LDS church it was very difficult
for the missionaries to take the place of the family or become
the primary socioreligioussocio religious group in the place of the family it
was through constant association with the missionaries that
converts at least those who remained active in the church be-
came acculturated to and comfortable with the new social
group to which they belonged

the problem the missionaries faced was how to influence
people sufficiently that they would be willing to leave the se-
cure environment of their natal family which could be en-
larged to include the entire japanese national family and take
a chance with the mormon family several of the most faithful
converts were women who worked as cooks in the mission
headquarters and thus became part of the mormon family so
to speak and were able to establish a new identity

when the conservative nature of the japanese family and
society during the mission years is considered it is perhaps
more remarkable that 174 converts were baptized than that the
number was so small

another problem was that of a small missionary force at
no time were there more than twenty missionaries and on sev-
eral occasions there were as few as eight it is implicit that the
leaders of the church felt ambivalent toward japan it was
almost as though they had a policy of succeeding first and send-
ing missionaries later requests for more missionaries were fre-
quent from the various mission presidents but they were sel-
dom granted

the lack of missionaries was recognized as a very real detri-
ment to the work joseph H stimpson and his wife mary who
were in charge of the mission from 1915 until early 1921
struggled with this handicap and sought the help of elder
david 0 mckay then of the quorum of the twelve apostles
to overcome it in march 1920 president stimpson wrote a
letter of invitation to elder mckay inviting him to an inter-
national sunday school convention to be held in tokyo that
fall and including some statistics concerning the progress of
the mission to that date sixty baptisms had been performed
during his tenure as president sixteen children had been
blessed thirty seven men had been ordained to the aaronic
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priesthood and the total membership was one hundred twenty
four at that time there were only eight missionaries in the
field he pleaded with elder mckay to use whatever influence
he could to have six more missionaries sent to japan three
new elders did arrive in may 1920 the first to come in two
and a half years but they merely replaced several others who
were released there were only two elders working in each
conference and sendal had been closed for lack of missionaries
stimpson wrote we have so few missionaries here in the
mission at the present time that the devil has to look elsewhere
for a workshop 23

similar feelings had been indicated long before by alma
0 taylor and were echoed after by hilton A robertson tayl-
or once reported almost hopefully that finally the devil is
waking up a little over here the elders report falsehoods
and afloat 12424anti mormon literature

many years later robertson suggested that the devil had the
japanese people so securely that he did not have to worry about
thefletle mormon elders 225 he was probably quoting president
grant who in 1924 said the devil is not at all worried over
our success in japan 26 it is apparent that the missionary force
was so small that they made virtually no impression upon the
japanese nation the sad concomitant was that the missionaries
felt that they were not a part of a going concern and this was
reflected in their attitude toward the work

another problem that was related to that of a small mis-
sionary force was the problem of long tenure by missionaries
from the days of heber J grant to the end of the mission
years spent in the japan mission field were longer than for
other missions of the church

A survey of the manuscript history reveals the following
statistics concerning the length of time missionaries spent in
japan the average mission length was three years and three
months president alma 0 taylor stayed longest of all eight
years and five months see table 1I

parents sweethearts and ward members sometimes wrote to
23letter from joseph H stimpson to david 0 mckay 18 march 1920

copybook H p 359 also mckay to stimpson 10 june 1920 stimpson papers
24letter from alma 0 taylor to the first presidency 20 march 1907

copybook C
interview hilton A robertson by J christopher conkling 13 november

1973 provo utah
grant letterbookLetterbook 22 february 1924 p 155
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table I1

length of mission number of missionaries

1 more than 8 arsyrs 1

2 7 to 8 yrsars 1

3 6 to 7 yrsars 1

4 5 to 6 yrsars 5

5 4 to 5 yrsars 19
6 3 to 4 yrsars 24
7 2 to 3 yrsars 19
8 1 to 2 yrsars 13

9 less than 1I yr 5

note under categories six seven and eight four seven and six
missionaries respectively left without completing missions because of
the closing two missionaries served two missions their total years
tenures were 11 yrsars 6 months and 7 yrsars I11 month respectively

the presiding brethren asking why some elder had been left in
the mission for so long the missionaries themselves were
usually less concerned because they knew it was necessary to
remain long enough to conquer the language and do some
good but the pressure from home did have an effect on the
work in japan alma 0 taylor once wrote an article in the
improvement era in which he tried to explain why such lengthy
stays were necessary 27 still the parents and friends at home
had a hard time understanding the problem

As a result of the difficulties mentioned above the rate of
conversions to the church was very slow the missionaries
never had a chance to become elated with their success it was
always slow this fact reflected upon both missionaries and
converts alike the missionaries did not learn to expect rapid
success and members and prospective members did not feel
that they were a part of a successful operation the old saying
that nothing succeeds like success was without question true in
the case of the japan mission the psychology was not one of
winning

from 1920 on the japan mission was on trial there is no
question that from this time on the leaders of the church in
salt lake city were harboring grave doubts concerning the
value of continuing the mission during stimpson s era reports

alma 0 taylor about japan and the japanese mission Improveimprovementmemmew
era november 1906 p 6
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were received regularly by his missionaries to the effect that
church authorities were thinking about closing the mission
confirmation of this fact was never received by stimpson from
the brethren but when david 0 mckay went to japan as part
of a world mission tour his role while there was definitely to
assess the situation and decide whether or not the mission
should be continued

elder mckay arrived in japan on 20 december 1920
while he was there he visited all of the conferences of the mis-
sion except sapporoSapporo hokkaidoHokkaido where a blizzard prevented
such a visit and remained in japan for a month he spent
considerable time asking questions and seeking to learn more
about the japanese people at the end of his visit he concluded
that the mission was worth continuing and that if this were so
enough missionaries must be assigned to do it right it is like
trying to run a sixty horsepower machine with a one horse-
power motor and that out of repair said mckay 28 he decided
that the mission would do much better if there were several
married couples appointed and distributed to each of the con-
ferencesferen ces 29 these couples were to have six or eight mission-
aries working under them and they were to act as guardians
and counselors for their missionaries this idea began to be put
into effect during the coming months but never became fully
operational in june 1921 hilton A robertson and his wife
hazel arrived in tokyo and in november 1922 three more
couples arrived in the mission at the end of the year there
were twenty missionaries in the field three more than in any
other year

in addition to the plan for more missionaries elder mckay
also made some suggestions concerning improving the work
immediately he stressed the need to turn every conversation
into a gospel discussion missionaries were to always carry
tracts and other literature they were to spend more time in
public places such as markets teaching the gospel street
meetings were to be continued elder mckay wrote the follow-
ing to the elders

As far as the truth is concerned the japanese people are
in darkness though we believe that hundreds of thousands
of them are groping blindly for the light the light is now in

missionary annual reports 31 december 1921 p 191
letter from joseph H stimpson to alma 0 taylor 19 january 1921

copybook 1I p i100
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their midst but the darkness comprehendethcomprehendeth it not and we
wonder whether we are not perhaps unintentionally and un-
consciously hiding our light under a bushel or at least to
hold it aloft so that all who see us must have their attention
directed toward it 30

apparently the visitor did not feel that the missionaries
had been working hard enough they were told to work at
least as hard as if they were working for a salary

elder mckay s last official act was to release the stimpsonsStimpsons
to return home they left japan on 11 february 1921 in
march 1921 lloyd 0 ivie a former japan missionary and his
new bride nora arrived in japan to assume the reins of
leadership ivie continued in the spirit of the reforms or in-
novationsnovat ions started by elder mckay he tried to expand the
work missionaries were sent to four new areas and new meth-
ods of language study were introduced for a brief moment
total numbers of missionaries book of mormon sales and
baptisms increased but by the end of 1922 matters had re-
turned to the old pattern in january 1922 kofu after having
been worked for fourteen consecutive years was closed this
left only three conferences in the mission unfortunately after
the arrival of couples the leaders in salt lake city did not
continue to send the numbers of missionaries that had been sug-
gested by elder mckay the result was less enthusiasm among
the missionaries

during the last couple of years missionary activity varied
little throughout the mission and weekday schedules were quite
similar in all areas the missionaries spent most mornings
studying teaching english at local schools and taking care of
various tasks such as letter writing picture taking shopping
visiting the doctor and other similar activities active pros
elytingeluting did not usually begin until afternoon evenings were
filled with english classes mutual improvement association
teaching lessons and visiting friends and investigators three
meetings were usually held on sunday sunday school was the
largest being attended by large numbers of children the mis-
sionariessionaries hoped these children would be a successful avenue of
approach to their parents sacrament meetings were usually
attended by only a few members and investigators an evening
preaching meeting frequently drew fairly good numbers

letter from david 0 mckay and hugh J cannon to the elders of the
japan mission tokyo japan 23 january 1921 stimpson papers
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attendance patterns in the individual branches of the mis-
sionsionslon were not encouraging just before kofu was closed there
were only two or three saints and a couple of investigators
attending sacrament meeting the elders claimed these figures
were encouraging 31 this was in spite of the fact that there
were thirty baptized members still living in kokofu32fu31 and ten years
earlier between five and eight members attended regularly 33

the situation in osaka was slightly more encouraging on
seven sundays picked at random during 1923 and 1924 the fol-
lowing numbers attended an average of about twelve at sacra-
ment meeting including missionaries about thirty seven at
sunday school and around twentyfivetwenty five usually attended the
evening preaching meeting 34

in 1924 the elders in sapporo reported a regular attendance
of between twentyfivetwenty five and fifty people at sunday school and
of about eight to ten people at sacrament meeting 3531 sendal
was a much newer area and little success had been realized
there even though tokyo had twenty more potential members
than any other area the attendance figures were more erratic
than in other branches average attendance there was only
eight at sacrament meeting tithe paying was reportedly very
poor throughout the mission

in summary the statistics for the mission were far from im-
pressive this is evident in table 11II giving statistics for the
years 1918 through 1924 36

one further issue should be raised here were the mor
mons unusual in their lack of success or was their record some-
what like that of other missionary groups it is my belief that
the latter day saints were no less successful than other mis-
sionariession aries though it is difficult to accumulate the statistics to
prove this statement however it appears that the ratio of
effectiveness was about proportional to the number of man
years put in by any missionary group such thinking is justified

31japan mission district records kofu conference april 1921 through
january 1922 church archives

record7recordprecord of members form E microfilm japan mission reel 1 church
archives

lloyd 0 ivie missionary journal 5 november 1911 special collections
harold B lee library

japan mission district records osaka conference 1923 1924 church
archives

JMJ 14 august 1924
missionary annual reports 192019241920 1924 and manuscript history

191819211918 1921 31 december statement figures compiled by J christopher conk-
ling
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table 11II

1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924

number of members 105 127 127 135 154 158 164
number of

missionaries 11 10 9 13 17 19 14
baptisms 10 13 10 10 18 6 8
ordinations 11 4 6 11 7 1 2
Excommunications 1 1 1

by the fact that the other christian missionaries stayed in japan
much longer and still had few converts especially during the
early years 37

political conditions were much different then but during
the first thirteen years of the protestant missions only ten con-
verts were baptized by 1882 there were 145 protestant mis-
sionariessionaries and 4987 members many of the missionaries had
been there for ten years or more by figuring in terms of man
years put in the LDS missionaries actually gained converts a
little faster than did the protestants

As was mentioned above lloyd 0 ivie became president
of the mission in march 1921 he worked hard and tried to
follow the counsel of elder mckay two factors however
worked against his success as president the first was his own
personality he was a very bright and capable man but he has
also been described as being rather undiplomatic this did not
help relationships with either his missionaries or the members
another problem was the health of his wife and new child
sister ivie gave birth during the early months of 1923 and
neither the mother nor the child felt very well after this was
the apparent cause of his release as mission president in oct-
ober 1923 however because the child was not well the ivies
did not sail from japan until 22 january 1924

elder hilton A robertson was appointed president of the
mission when the ivies returned home the period of his
leadership was short lived for two principle reasons the most
serious factor was the problem that arose in japan as a result of
the oriental or japanese exclusion laws A second contributing
factor was the great tokyo earthquake of 1 september 19251923

we will turn to the international political situation next

see kenneth scott latourette the expansion of christianity new york
harper and brothers 1944 6385ff6385 ff
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but first some comments about the earthquake the destruction
that came in the wake of this terrible disaster was very great
about 91000 people died in fires under falling debris and as
a result of riots and disorders several missionaries including
the robertsons were in tokyo at the time of the disaster and
were very fortunate to escape bodily harm or death through
the entire disaster robertson reported not one member of the
church was injured nor were any of the missionaries the
mission home lost some tile from the roof and plaster from the
walls but aside from that the place fared very well 38

the results of the earthquake caused missionary work in
tokyo to stop for a long time however the missionaries filled
their days by helping some of the members repair their homes
and others to relocate because the missionaries outside tokyo
were not able to get in touch with headquarters they lost time
by coming to tokyo to assess the situation

at home gloomy reports were circulated and in one in-
stance an incorrect report of the death of president robertson
was published in one of the utah papers 39 not until 11 sep-
tember did the friends and relatives of the missionaries know
that they were safe 40

the earthquake had a lasting effect on the mission in one
way it started the leaders at home thinking more seriously
about the work in japan and reassessing the position of the
church there the parents of the missionaries also felt the dis-
tance from their sons and daughters to be greater than ever be-
fore family members of missionaries were concerned by scrip-
tural passages telling of earthquakes as warnings to wicked
peoples upon his return home robertson concurred in this
reasoning he said we are told in the doctrine and cove-
nants that after the testimony of the servants of god earth-
quakes pestilence and disease etc will follow and I1 bear
testimony to you folks that those things have taken place
in that land 41 the handwriting was on the wall so to
speak the question was simply what to do it was not an-
swered immediately

with the exception of the problem of unavailability of mis-
sionariession aries during world war I1 international matters had no

robertson in CR october 1924 ppap 12324123 24
article found in scrapbook of hilton A robertson

4odnrodnDN 11 september 1923
robertson in CR october 1924 ppap 12324123 24
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major effect upon the mission until 1924 the japanese ex-
clusion law in america caused the most serious problems in
october 1920 alma 0 taylor wrote the following to president
stimpson

you are perhaps anxiousanxious about the present agitation and ill
feelings over the pending legislation in california against the
japanese I1 can see no way out of the situation as the people
of california have more support from the rest of the U S
than ever before something should be done now to prevent
the constant recurrence of the question before the settlement
the feeling in japan among the populous sic will perhaps
run high against the americans 42

taylor was prophetic in his assessment of the coming situation
the problem did not come to a head until 1924 when laws

preventing japanese from immigrating to the united states
were passed the question of racial discrimination against
chinese and japanese living on the west coast of the united
states was a contributing cause of the closing of the japan
mission A long series of state and national issues concerning
the immigration of orientalsorientaleorientals into the united states and sub-
sequent issues relating to their possession of land began in
1882 and was culminated by the enactment by congress of a
new immigration law the second johnson act containing a
section forbidding admittance to the united states of aliens
ineligible for citizenship 43 because the asians of china and
japan were the only aliens not eligible for citizenship the law
was a direct insult to the japanese nation and was accepted
by the japanese as such

the law went into effect on 1 july 1924 that day was
observed throughout japan as a day of humiliation and
tokyo was blazing with posters which read hate everything
american the largest of sixteen meetings of protest lasted
continuously from one in the afternoon until ten in the evening
with an audience ranging from 5000 to 1212000ooo000 44

the situation became very tense for the missionaries after
this law was passed americans were temporarily not welcome

aletterletter4letter from alma 0 taylor to joseph H stimpson 17 october 1920
stimpson papers

see edwin 0 reischauer the united states and japan new york
viking 1963 ppap 161716 17 for a clear evaluation of these events

sidney L gulick american japanese relations thene logic of the excluexcle
sionistszionists the annals of the american academy of social and political sciences
november 1924 p 181
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in japan on one occasion shortly after the 1924 exclusion
law went into effect president robertson found two posters
tacked to his door saying bei jin haisekiHa iseki or american go
home

even before 1 july other missionary groups were feeling
the negative effects of the law A salt lake telegram article
printed 18 june 1924 noted that the reverend dr paul B

waterhouse had asserted that the passage of the exclusion act
has made christian missionary work in japan almost im-
possible however further attention must be paid to the dates
involved in these actions and reactions by the time the un-
friendly law went into effect the fateful telegram from the
first presidency had already been delivered it was sent 9 june
1924 and arrived 26 june 1924 the final decision however
probably had not been made much before then

the earthquake and the deterioration of japanese american
relations hastened the closure of the mission but robertson and
others believed that the real reason for the closing was the in-
difference of the japanese and the failure of the missionary
work

robertson s conclusion was correct in a letter dated 10
june 1924 the first presidency stated that they were not 1

par-
ticularlyticul arly alarmed over the situation in japan they believed
that the current problems would soon subside the reason for
closing the mission was because from the standpoint of con-
verts success had been so limited that at least for the present
under existing circumstances it will be better to with-
draw 45

several other items may have contributed to the willingness
of the first presidency to close the japan based operation one
was that the church had not acquired any real property this
made it possible to leave easily another development that may
have had some bearing was the consideration being given to
closing the tonga mission at the samesarnesaine time the mission
president in tonga made a valiant plea for the continuance of
his mission there were over a thousand saints in tonga
nevertheless the mission came very close to being shut down
during the summer of 1924.1924 such thinking seems to reflect a
willingness to assess missions and determine their worth japan
was found wanting

grant letterbookLetterbook 10 june 1924
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closely related to the above reasoning was the problem of
psychological failure this was a cumulative matter since the
missionmission was first opened president grant had questioned its
validity upon his return from his missionmission to japan he had
requested to go somewhere where he could perform a real
missionmission he was sent to england two months later A feeling
of questioning the possible success of the missionmission had been inin
the mind of president lorenzo snow when he sent grant to
japan on 26 june 1901 president snow told elder grant

noah preached 120 years he was a grand man he did his
duty but failed and as to these brethren who will shortly
leave for japan the lord has not revealed to me that they
will succeed but he has shown me that it is their duty to
go904646

this attitude may have helped president grant make this par
ticularnicular decision

there is still one further ingredient that many latter day
saints would suggest as an essential reason for president
grant s decision this isis inspiration or direction fromgrom the lord
when the missionariesmissionaries arrived inin salt lake city on 22 august
1924 president grant greeted them with thank god you
are home because I1 know what isis inin store for the people of
that land and we are glad you are safely homehorne 14714147 president
robertson made a statement many years later that was similar
inin spirit to that of president grant s greeting he said

I1 think that the mission was closed for a purpose inin 1924
when we returned home I1 feel that the lord knew what was
going to transpire and he called the missionaries home and
ordered the mission closed temporarily later on we find that
the other denominations throughout the world who were pro
selyseiyselytmgselytingting inin japan were forced to close their missions and re
turn to america at great loss and sacrifice 48

when the telegram arrived on 26 june instructing them
to return the missionariesmissionaries promptly set about making the necesfeces
sary arrangements for closing the mission arrangements were
immediately made for elder and mrs W lamontlament glover to
sail home as sister glover s health was not good at the time
they sailed on 8 july aboard the 5 5 ohinyoshinyo maru on 16 july

gordon A madsen comp A japanese journal apnpn p 1970 p 12
quotations from the journals of heber J grant

manuscript history 22 august 1924
robertson inin CR april 1947 p 53
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1924 elder elwood christensen baptized yosaku morita in
tokyo the last baptism in japan for over fourteen years
during the first three weeks of july elders and sisters arrived
at tokyo from their various locations most of the last month
or so was spent visiting members selling and giving way mis
sion owned goods shipping books and other similar activities

then on 24 july elders william E davies and milton B

taylor along with elder and mrs F wallace browning who
had visited china since the notice of closing came boarded the
5 5 president cleveland and sailed for the united states

all meetings were cancelled after 29 june except sacrament
meeting which was held until the last sunday before departure
only two to four japanese saints attended during that time
three thousand seven hundred tracts were passed out during
these final days finally on 2 august president and sister
robertson went to osaka to encourage the saints there to live
up to their duties they boarded the 5 S president pierce inin
kobe and all the remaining missionaries elder and mrs el-
wood L christensen and elders rulon esplin vinal G mauss
lewis H moore and ernest B woodward boarded the same
ship in yokohama they sailed from japan on 7 august 1924
thus the early mission of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints to japan was closed 4041

conclusion
considering the number of problems the mission had faced

through the years the disruptions of the final two years and
the psychological distress suffered by the missionaries it is

easy to understand the decision of the first presidency and the
council of the twelve to close the mission it was true that the
results had been almost negligible nevertheless the mis-
sion did produce some lasting contributionscon tritrlbutionsbunions translationtransi atlon work
in particular and a few converts were brought into the church
who remained faithful through the years until the work was
recommenced following world war 11II

manuscript history 7 august 1924 one of the final entries in this his-
tory states simply that in the first twenty three years eighty eight missionaries
had served in japan one died in the mission field and seven were sent home
sick nine elders had been sent home in varying degrees of dishonor one
hundred seventy four japanese had been baptized one hundred twelve men and
sixty two women ten members had been excommunicated nine died and eight
had moved seven elders twenty two priests fifteen teachers and thirty deacons
had been ordained



members without a church
japanese mormonscormons in japan
from 1924 to 1948

J christopher conkling

what happens to two dozen faithful church members who
are almost totally isolated from their church for over twenty
years one of the best case studies of this phenomenon in re-
cent years is the withdrawal of the missionaries and essentially
the church fromfroin japan in 1924 from 1901 to 1924 the early
missionaries experienced struggles challenges and some tre-
mendous accomplishments however the decision to withdraw
all missionaries from japan left the members in japan almost
entirely on their own from 1924 until 1945 1 although the
1 early and modern missions have been subjects of numer-
ous articles the more than twenty year interim has never been
treated more than in a footnote it deserves more attention

when the missionaries left japan in august 1924 one hun-
dred seventy four japanese people had been baptized though
only a few were still active the last mission president hilton
A robertson reported we have at least a dozen saints who
could be called such 2 but at least twice that number called
thennthernthemselvesselves saints they were located in four cities through-
out japan kofu where the missionaries had been withdrawn
in 1922 tokyo osaka and sapporoSapporo

both despair and hope were caused by the manner in which
the missionaries left president robertson tried to visit many of

J christopher conkling is a script writer and research supervisor for the BYU
motion picture studio

although the mission was not officially reestablished until 1948198 LDS
servicemen began meeting with the saints in late 1945195 the isolation from the
church ended at this time for a consideration of the original japan mission see
R lanier britsch the closing of the early japan mission in this issue of
BYU studies

mlltonhilton A robertson in conference report of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints october 1924 p 123125
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the active members and assure them that the closing would be
only temporary sister kumagai of sapporo said she felt that
the order to close was a revelation from god as a test of faith
to the japanese saints and after the test the work would be
restored by another revelation from god 3

the missionaries did little to prepare the members other
than to give them general encouragement in fact the native
priesthood holders were explicitly prohibited from functioning
in that priesthood they were specifically not allowed to hold
meetings of any type except MIA 4 after the closing of the
mission brother katsura of osaka felt sad and lonely as
though he had lost a brother or a sister 5 sister kumagai
said she felt zen to kurakuduraku natta yonaygna kimochi 1 I felt like
all had become darkness 6 thus with the hope of a not too
distant restoration and yet with the frustration of not being
allowed to function in the church they loved the members were
left to themselves

THE NARA ERA 1924 to 1933
into this vacuum came brother fujikafujiya naranara7narad of tokyo to

give some organization to the saints he had become friends
with the foreigners as a young teenager in sapporoSapporo had
been baptized when liehelleile was seventeen and had been ordained
an elder by president ivie at age twenty four in january of
1923 he had been mission secretary under presidents stimp-
son and ivie 8

A month after the closing elder nara and a couple of other
saints gathered in tokyo and officially established the japan
mutual improvement association of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints they also discussed starting some
sort of publication to help hold the saints together in novem

taped interview between tamano kumagai and professor seiji katanumaKa tanuma
sapporoSap poro hokkaidoHokkaido japan november 1973

interview with hilton A robertson provo utah 13 november 1973
T katsura to murray L nichols 8 september 1956 quoted in murray

L nichols history of the japan mission of the LDS church 190119241901 1924
master s thesis brigham young university 1957 p 97

kumagai interview
japanese names in this paper will follow the american rather than the

japanese style that is with family names last
interview with fujikafujiya nara provo utah 8 october 1973 fujikafujiya nara

brief record of my conversion a handwritten record of church events in his
life which he carries with him form E membership records microfilm japan
mission reel 1 church historical department
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ber 1924 the small tokyo group published and circulated the
names and addresses of all members of the japan MIA

As a result of these early meetings in late 1924 brother
nara and others began to publish a magazine to keep in con-
tact with and encourage the saints it was called shuro the
palm after the palm leaves strewn on the way as christ
entered jerusalem their plan was to publish sixty five copies
of each issue ten issues per year each issueissue would have about
twenty pages and a contribution of ten sen about three cents
per issue would be asked copies would be sent to all known
japanese saints and friends in hawaii and america it was a
good plan but it didndian t quite work the number of issues grad-
ually decreased and brother nara ended up paying most of the
cost himself through several of the extant issues we can get
an insight into what the members thought and did during
those early struggling years 10

the first issue appeared on I11 january 1925 it listed fujikafujiya
nara as editor and brothers yamaidelamaide and kitagawa and sister
reiko mochizuki as his assistants in the first article about
the beginning nara says that his heart hurts so much since
the iimissionaries left that liehelleile doesndoean t have words to express it
however the MIA is the path to light inin the present darkness
he hopes both shuro and the MIA will be of concrete spiritual
benefit to the members he hopes that the saints can be uni-
fied love each other and live righteously in a similar vein
sister mochizuki says in impressions that at christmas time
when she saw the salvation army she was reminded of the
church and was saddened she has been further saddened by

seeing many fall away and thinks that even though the active
saints may not be perfect themselves they must stillstilt warn the
others when they are doing wrong before it is too late shuro
has reenthused her faith

further issues included editorials correspondence scrip-
ture study news of members about travel marriage new jobs
armed forces college entrance expressions of feelings short
stories poems and serialized articles as brother kentaro

hafhauauuhaltatsuHal tatsu the progress published by takeo fujiwara 1935 p 16

thirteen different issues of shuro published by the japan mutual im-
provementprovement association exist in special collections harold B lee library brig-
ham young university dating from 1 january 1925 to winter 1928 1I have
looked at these briefly with the gracious help of hiromi ashizawa masa wat-
anabe

wa-
nnabe and tetsuro fujita
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mochizuki s about tolstoy s short stories and brother nara s
about tomatoes

members expressed their feelings quite frankly in the sub-
sequent issues in one article entitled deep feelings brother
takeo fujiwara of sapporo mentions that he looked for almost
any way to strengthen his faith he found the way in shuro
and has been moved to tears at times reading it on the
other hand in a later issue another member writes a note of
thanks to shuro and mentions how happy his family has been
in another christian church since the mormon church left ja-
pan 12

sister mochizuki and brother yamaidelamaide were the poets
among the saints A rough translation of one poem of brother
yamaidelamaide s if one s alone is included below because it gives
insights to the longings of some saints it appeared in the no-
vember 1925 issue more than a year after the closing

IF ONES ALONE

if one s sad and lonely
and looks at the sunset
he hears the nearby temple bells ringing

if one hears the distant temple bells
and it touches his heart
he will pray with a sad heart

his card is a hateful spade
but sorrowfully
it s just a game he is playing with his

fortune telling cards

when I1 see the hearts of all the noisy people
I1 see sadness
I1 m opposed to flowers and yet

spring will come anyway

if one s alone
his heart is sad

shuro april 1925
nisthis suggests the interesting question of whether it is worse to go to no

meeting at all or to another christian church when one cannot attend an LDS
meeting
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in spite of all the fogginess
I1 can still see you
disappearing

if one s alone
the night is sad
oh miserable heart
what a pity
the light is disappearing

if one s alone
ill try to pray but
my heart is hollow
I1 can still see your
dear fleeting form 13

this poem is certainly open to individual interpretation and is

not distinguishable from other sentimental japanese poetry
nevertheless the word translated you is ermlkimilimi and not only
suggests an intimate form of you but is also the word trans-
lated as prince in both the national anthem and isaiah 96

the prince of peace whatever the interpretation it was
not too long before brother yamaidelamaide ended his association
with the church and misthismls poem could represent some real
yearnings on his part

the plight of shuro might be representative of church ac-
tivity as a whole during these years nara and others pub-
lished it ten times in 1925 but only four times in 1926 and
that december they decided that it should only be a seasonal
publication after 1926 only the winter 1928 issue is avail-
able but there is mention of shuros being published through
the fall issue of 1929 14 presumably about that time publish-
ing ceased altogether 15 shuro did however begin a tradition
and whenever the church has been active inin japan since then
similar publications whether originating inin salt lake city or
not have flourished 16

shuro I11 november 1925

halhaihsihaitatsuhattatsuHatHai tatsu p 16

fujikafujiya nara the joy of this publication LDS messenger december
1949 p 2

for example haltalsuhattatsuhafHat tatsu LDS messenger parts of the early seltoseitoseiro no michi
and even in the former japan east mission recently divided was published in
addition to the church unified magazine sazanamiSazanami written by and for japanese
saints and not dissimilar to shuro
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in 1925 in addition to the publishing activities periodic
meetings of church members were taking place in sapporoSapporo
for instance sister kumagaiKurnagainagal held weekly meetings but atten-
dance became so sporadic that she gave them up members
would move die or just stop coming then sister kumagai
would invite her friends all the members among them at
christmas time and other special occasions these gatherings
would start with song and prayer and would somewhat re-
semble church meetings

through shuro and personal letters during this time the
japanese saints kept in contact with friends back in utah As
a result of this correspondence the first presidency asked alma
0 taylor one of the original missionaries to japan to write
and find out what had been happening who was still faithful
and what concrete things the church could do to help the ja-
panese saints 17 taylor sent letters to brother nara of tokyo
brother katsura of osaka and sister kumagai of sapporo in
february 1926 18 brother nara got a consensus from these and
other saints and answered taylor on I11 july 1926 beginning
with this correspondence the saints through nara made the
same two basic requests they would repeat to the brethren
throughout the closed period reopen the mission and help
supply a suitable permanent meeting place other than just
sorsomeoneneone s tiny house 19

the next fall president franklin S harris of brigham
young university on an excursion around the world visited ja-
pan as a representative to the pan pacific congress of arts and
sciences As a result of nara s letter to taylor president he-
ber J grant gave harris a commission to meet with the jap-
anese saints and more officially organize the MIA when har-
ris left japan in november 1926 he had visited and organized
the saints in tokyo osaka and sapporoSapporo in each city liehelleile had
appointed an MIA president with two counselors and a secre-
tary with the tokyo MIA president brother nara to pre-
side over the others 220 brother harris described a meeting with
the sapporo saints

I1 was busy with official things till 9 pm so my meetings

ishiroshuroishuro 10 may 1926

hailaHallahairahallaisuhattatsuHat tatsuisu ppap 161816 18
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with them began at that hour and continued till 1200 they
clung onto me as if I1 were the only old friend they had 21

and a few days later he wrote
As we passed through sapporo last night at nine there were
four members of the church there to meet me one of them
had come 200 miles to see me As we only remained at
the station a few minutes the saints asked to ride a few sta-
tions with me so we went into the dining car and they
stayed with me till one am when they got off they were so
tremendously hungry for someone from utah and there were
so many things they wanted to ask about a fine lot they
areaeoaro 22

while inin sapporo harris invited two young men to come
to Aramericanerica to attend BYU and offered to personally help
them although saburo sada never made it takeo fujiwara a
court reporter did and arrived in utah late inin 1927 in all
harris visit certainly rejuvenated the members and made them
realize they had not been totally forgotten 2321

throughout 1927 monthly meetings were held in tokyo
osaka and sapporoSapporo meetings varied in contents ranging from
book of mormon study to singing and talking to mountain
climbing average attendance at the tokyo meetings that year
was between six and nine saints per meeting which is inter-
esting because only two to four attended regularly in the last
weeks before the mission was closed 24

in july 1927 a sister tsune nachie arrived iriinirl tokyo for
a brief visit with her old frfriendsiends she was then over seventy
and had movednovedi to hawaii five years earlier to do missionary
and templetempie work nine people attended both her welcome
home party and her farewell party four months later at both
these meetings she inspired the members by giving detailed
teachings about baptismal work for the dead the resurrection
and enduring in the faith 2521

meanwhile takeo fujiwara in the states had been trying
to help the japanese saints As liehelleile later explained

I1 expressed and described inin details through the inter-
pretationpretation of dr elbert D thomas now a senator of the

franklin S harris to his wife 22 october 1926 franklin S harris
personal papers box 19 folder 6 special collections harold B lee library

ibid221bid 24 october 1926
kumagai interview newspaper clippings located in alumni file alumni

house brigham young university
hafhauaisuhattatsuHat fattutatsu ppap 161816 18
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US from utah who was once president of the japan mis-
sionsionslon our desire for the church in japan to the first pres-
idency with the result of the best effort and kindest assis-
tance of mr alma 0 taylor in december 1927 the
first presidency appointed elder nara as presiding elder
in japan and restored all activities of priesthood there-
fore elder nara felt great responsibility 26

with nara s appointment as presiding elder in 1927 the first
presidency removed all restrictions that had been put upon
priesthood activities at the time of closing in 1924 except that
nara was not authorized to do active missionary work or to
ordain people to offices in the priesthood without approval
from salt lake 2at2t taylor sent him a good deal of instruction
in the following weeks both in japanese and english 228 after
somesorne correspondence between the two taylor reported to
president grant that nara had accepted his call with a humble
spirit but because helielleile had a family to support it would take
him somesornesoine time to fully translate and understand all the in-
structions 229 however elder nara was apparently over-
whelmedwh elined by the new somewhat foreign instructions from
salt lake for the church never did return to the full priest-
hood programs under nara as it should have by virtue of his
new calling

nevertheless MIA meetings seemed surprisingly healthy
by the end of 1927 tokyo and sapporo christmas parties were
each attended by twenty people or more and osaka wrote to
say that they had officially sustained nara and had even sent
some donations to salt lake 30

the winter 1928 shuro came out with some exciting news
not only did it contain the recently acquired letters from heber
J grant franklin S harris and takeo fujiwara but it also
contained for the first time since the closing news from
kofu in response to a request from kofu nara had sent a
nonmember friend mr kubota to organize an MIA they
held their first meeting in several years on 19 october 1927 at
which officers were appointed they met again shortly after-
ward for a farewell party for one brother going into the army

ibid p 29a
2firstfirst presidency to fujikafujiya nara printed in shuro winter 1928

see HanahattatsuhanairuhafHat taitutatsufattuiru ppap 171817 18 fujiyafujika nara interview nara brief record of
my conversion p 1

alma 0 taylor to first presidency 31 march 1928 in japan mission
general files 190119661901 1966 church archives
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and had a christmas party at brother renji yoneyama s house
A fresh and pure spirit was felt there 31

in spite of this brief period of rejuvenation the support of
all but the most faithful gradually declined in 1928 all we
know is that a few members met briefly with some visiting
students from utah in november brother nara visited broth-
ers katsura and watanabe in osaka and discussed the church
organization and in december a small christmas party was
held in tokyo 32

after this there is no clear record of what happened we
know that two issues of shuro came out but do not know their
contents near the end of 1933 elder nara was transferred
to manchuria with his railroad job later records tell us that
little if anything was going on in the church by 1933 what
happened to the church and elder nara from 1929 to 1933 is
one of the mysteries of the history of the church in japan the
presumption is that as nara received gradually less and less
support and enthusiasm liehelleile may have just let things go alma
0 taylor later wrote to the first presidency about nara and
his new calling nothing came of this assignment elder nara
dried up and blew away to manchuria before any preaching
activities got going 33 this may have been a little harsh
nara before his official appointment hadbad been responsible
for the publication of shuro and had been the motivator be-
hind most MIA activities nevertheless it is true that within
twenty months of nara s call to be presiding elder know-
ledge of all activities in japan and most of the activities them-
selves completely ceased the records are blank until the end
of 1933 and after that time nara was in manchuria and out
of the picture until the end of the war

THE FUJIWARA ERA 1934 to 1936
nara was soon replaced by japan s second presiding elder

takeo fujiwara the student who had gone to BYU in 1927 if
the last years of nara were the most vague the first years of
fujiwara were the most clear we have almost a daily account
of his activities if nara had run the church on his own and
received his appointment almost as a surprise or afterthought

shuro winter 1927
hailhairhallatsuhattatsuHatHall arsutatsuatsu p 18
taylorraylor to president heber J grant 14 march 1936 japan mission gen-

eral files
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sustained and set apart by mail if that s possible with a load
of somewhat foreign instructions thrust upon him fujiwara
received the actual laying on of hands by the first pres-
idency had lived and been trained in the heart of the church
and had received explicit instructions which he fully under-
stood perhaps this different background accounts for the
different manner of and results achieved by the two men As
for those results if the light under nara gradually dimmed
and faded through the years the new bulb of fujiwara lit so
brightly that it burnt itself out in a flash

takeo fujiwara was born in hokkaidoHokkaido in 1905 and was
baptized on 10 may 1924 just before the mission closed he
lived in america from 1927 until helielleile received his master s de-
gree from BYU in 1934 he supported himself by explaining
japan through song dance dress and martial arts to paying
audiencesaudiences3434 As he spoke fluent english and was an unwaver-
ing church member 35 liehelleile must have seemed to the brethren to
be a logical replacement for nara on 7 july 1934 president
grant released nara and set fujiwara apart as presiding elder
and a special missionary an added responsibility nara had
not had the church would send him 3500550035.003500 a month so that
he could afford to travel and communicate with the other
saints on 27 september 1934 he reached yokohama after
spending a few weeks in hawaii and having written to alma
0 taylor about the total lack of missionary work among the
japanese in hawaii 36

for the next nine months fujiwara did everything humanly
possible to restore the faith and activity of the members he
experienced both failure and success ex members hiding from
him and his vigorous restoration activity campaign as well as
a new mission magazine and the first priesthood ordinances
in the ten years since the closing during this time elder yo-
shijiro watanabe formerly of the osaka MIA presidency but
now moved to tokyo and his daughter tazuko were elder
fujiwara s constant companions and greatest supporters

biographical sketch in the improvement era september 1933 p 655
newsnewspaperlaperRaper clippings alumni house brigham young university

there were two other japanese saints who had come to utah to study
tomigorotomegoroTomigoro takagi and chojiro kuriyama takagi proved to be enthusiastic once
back in japan and supported fujiwara in attempts to get the mission reopened
kuriyama went completely inactive but after the war became a member of
japan s diet and as a government official aided the church in his silent way
although never taking an active part in it himself

fujiwara to taylor 14 august 1934 and japan mission general
files nd
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within just two months fujiwara had visited all four cities
with members in them on his first visit to his home sapporoSapporo
a welcome home party had to be cancelled because no one at-
tended on the other hand seven members attended the first
osaka meeting at elder katsura s house and fujiwara learned
some valuable informinformationatlon nara had never reinstated priest-
hood functions and MIA meetings were still being held every
month or two at this and other meetings fujiwara asked for
the raising of the right hand to release nara and sustain him-
self lie always did and recorded everything very precisely 37

seven also attended the kofu meeting in november 1934
which means there was just the yoneyama family of five in

addition to fujiwara and sister tazuko watanabe by now set
apart as mission secretary the kofu saints reported that
they had been left out of all communication since the closing
of the mission if we are to understand how the closing af-
fected the lives of the average saints then the YoneyyoneyamasyoneyarnasYoneyamasarnas of
kofu are our best documented example not that they are nec-
essarilyessa rily average but as they both stayed true to the church and
yet had several problems about which fujiwara wrote in de-
tail we can look into their feelings deeper than into any
others

renji yoneyama and his wife baptized in 1908 were the
first married couple to join the church in japan kofu had
once been a thriving branch but as members gradually lost in-
terest and few new converts were made the elders were with-
drawn about two years before the official closing of the mis-
sion from that time until 19541934 the only real contact kofu
had had with the church was the visit by nara s nonmember
friend mr kubota in 1927 38

in fujiwara s first semiofficialsemi official handwritten approximation
of a quarterly report to alma 0 taylor he mentioned that at
the november meeting he had asked brother renji yoneyama
to be branch president that yoneyama had at first refused but
then later accepted he further wrote

we understood that brother R yoneyama father
blamed the conduct of the church for the closing of the

harhafhattatsuhaltatsuHatHal tariutatsu p 19 fujiwara official record of church in japan until
december 31 1934 in manuscript history ppap 151 5

mr kubota turned out to be unscrupulous according to mrs nara elder
nara had appointed him mission treasurer and he had stolen some church
funds
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mission and seemed to have stood against the church and
changed to his old buddhist religion

fujiwara also noted that a month after the first meeting in
kofu morizo yoneyama a son had written to fujiwara telling
him that they had cancelled a christmas party they had
planned for their home because there will be no earnest and
faithful saints who do come to a church meeting fujiwara
therefore decided to postpone yoneyama s appointment 39

by the time fujiwara and taylor exchanged letters again
however fujiwara was seeing a different picture on 18 jan-
uary 1935 morizo had written to fujiwara stating that morizo s

own wife and his younger brother were both sick fujiwara
and both the watanabesWatan abes father and daughter went to kofu
two days later to comfort and pray for the sick morizo s sick
wife a christian but not a mormon prayed with them on
3 march however kenji the younger brother died 40

about this time taylor wrote with some understanding
to fujiwara

if ren yoneyama has definitely joined the buddhist church
he should probably be dropped from the rolls of our church
however we do not recommend any hasty action in these
matters we must remember that the saints were as you say
left without organization leadership church building church
literature etc and it is a wonder that any of them kept the
faith we too are proud of their loyalty 41

because morizo had refused to allow the christmas party in
his home taylor also recommended that fujiwara not ordain
him a priest as fujiwara had requested

on 28 april 1935 nine attended a meeting where fujiwara
presided over the first sacrament in over twelve years in kofu
renji yoneyama was again appointed branch president As
fujiwara later explained yoneyama had not lost faith in the
church but had become somewhat embittered he believed
liehelleile and his whole family had given their utmost devotion to the
church in kofu and yet just as they were getting going the
church was pulled out of kofu suddenly and without any
explanation

his wholeheartedwhole hearted devotion was nothing brother yoneyama
blames the church for this insincerity negligence and im

fujiwara official record ppap 595 9
fujiwara the official report january i1 april 30 1935 japan mission

general files
taylor to takeo fujiwara 14 april 1935 japan mission general files
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patience in doing the mission activities among the japanese
people

although he had been hurt he had not rebelled against the
church or broken the commandments he refused his calling
at first only because he felt he was not capable and too old and
feeble 42

due to the lonesomeness of his mind he often goes to the
font of the buddha shelf where ancestors were worshippedworshipped
and gives prayer it is the natural habit of the japanese old
people 43

fujiwara stressed that he did this out of habit not belief and
stated

we must pity indeed on the lonesomeness of his heart
without the church its leaders its meetings in fact there
was nothing of the church affairs except the members were
drifted in the wandering path he was I1 understand one of
the most faithful saints who the japan mission had ever
had his is the only family all of whom but last girl
joined the church

he is rather frank honest and faithful that is perhaps
a reason why he blamed the sudden action of the church in
the withdrawal of the missionary activities from japan
especially from kofu before the closing of the mission since
then the saints in kofu were left alone without any instruction
and some of them did not know why it was withdrawn
so we cannot after all blame brother ren yoneyama who is
I1 am sure far better than the average saint in japan if we
will excommunicate him we must excommunicate most of
the members in japan 44

fujiwara also explained that they had refused to use their
house for the christmas party only because of disease which
later took the lives of kenji and mortzosmorizosMorizos own baby he also
explained that morizo was the first member to write him upon
his return to japan and at that time he had written

I1 joined the church when I1 was eight years old so I1
could not understand much of the gospel I1 always
thought I1 would do something for the church therefore
we are very glad to have you here in japan we shall
cooperate and assist you as much as we can

yoneyama was 58 according to form E membership records having been
bom on 10 august 1876

fujiwara official report january 1 april 30 1945 28 april 1935
japan general mission files ppap 212221 22

fujiwara official report august 3 1935 japan mission general
files ppap 161 6
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fujiwara also mentioned that sister hana yoneyama wife
of brother ren is still much faithful she worries much about
her husband s changing mind and attitudes and the oldest
daughter now married as tsuneko kitai often sent fujiwara
cards and greetings 4543

although we don t know what happened to the yoney
amas or their attitude toward the church or the church s at-
titude toward them during the next fourteen years edward L
clissold the first mission president after the reopening felt
that the lord still had a work to perform through them in
trying to reestablish kofu as a branch in 1949 helieite had spent
the day with a brother yajima searching for old members
especially a photographer named yoneyama having failed
president clissold offered a silent prayer just before they were
to return to tokyo in a last desperate hope he was impressed
to return to the military translation office liehelleile had just come
from when liehelleile asked if anyone knew a mormon named
yoneyama one man asked if they are the people who use the
book of mormon he then said liehelleile had seen a book of mor-
mon many years ago in the house of a school teacher named
yoneyama within minutes they were inin contact with renji
and morizo the yoneyama s greatly helped in the reestablish
ment of the work thereafter 40

fujiwara worked diligently to locate and reactivate the
saints using the addresses printed in shuro he sent out greet-
ings and invitationsitivitations for meetings and parties of thirty three
invited to a 1934 tokyo christmas party only seven attended
but the party was so enjoyable that all sighed with pleasure 14711747

by this time elder watanabe had been sustained as tokyo
branch president with sister reiko mochizuki as clerk twenty
two people attended a christmas party at sister kunKurkumagainagainagal s in
sapporoSapporo but she was most likely the only member there

by march 1935 fujiwara had located six sapporo members
who agreed to help in varying degrees and liehelleile organized a
branch there nine attended the previously mentioned april
sacrament meeting in kofu also in april osaka held its first
testimony and sacrament meeting in over ten years on 19 may
1935 two children of sister reiko mochizuki eleven and

ibid
don W marsh the light of the sun apnp nd ppap 474847 48 interview

with edward clissold 8 november 1973 salt lake city utah nara interview
tunwunTupfujiwarawara official record until december 31 1934 ppap 696 9
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seventeen years old were baptized by elder fujiwara and con-
firmed by elder watanabe the first such ordinances since the
closing As fujiwara later expressed it 1 I am very happy to
have two new members within a year of my mission in japan
may the lord continue his favor and blessings upon me 48

also in may the first and last issue of hattatsuHat tatsu the
progress a magazine fashioned after shuro was published
it was printed in both japanese and english so that friends in
hawaii and america could be made aware of the happenings
in japan it contained mission history and news as well as let-
ters between the japanese saints and friends overseas one
letter from brother takagi tomigorotomegoroTomigoro who had studied in
america to senator thomas and alma 0 taylor pleaded
11 with my ardent desire for PEACE of the whole human kind
on the earth I1 do earnestly point out that NOW is the best and
finest chance for restoration of the japan mission of the
church 49 fujiwara and takagi and others had a strong na-
tionalistictiona listic feeingfeelngfeering for japan 50 and felt that the reestablishment
of the mission was the best way to solve the growing differ-
ences between japan and america this is especially true since
chojiro kuriyama a member was working for the japanese
government in new york and former mission president sen-
ator elbert thomas was in washington 51

the variety of comments and people that fujiwara ran into
testifies of the varieties of religious experience and needs
some members really wanted and needed the church to keep
them strong As a brother nakagawa commented to fujiwara
we are generally less faithful and could not continue our

faithful with some reasons but we are still mormonscormonsMormons 52

others felt close to the gospel without any apparent need for
the church the name of fude tai sister to tsune nachie of
hawaii is not on any of the lists of those who attended
meetings yet when fujiwara located her in february 19351955 she

4fujiwarafujiwara official report january to april 1935 ppap 7147 14

hafhairaHaitaharrahaitaisuhattatsuHat faffatatsuisu p 27
see the introduction to fujiwara s master s thesis the political and

military policies of the tokugawa shogunate brigham young university
1934 ppap vii viii

on one occasion senator thomas wrote to chojiro kuriyamakuniKurikunn yannayarna in new
york and advised him as a friend and former teacher to influence the ja-
panese government to renew its notice to withdraw from the league of nations
rather than actually withdraw thomas said that in view of the tense situation
such an act would do immeasurable good thomas to kuriyama 25 march
1935 in japan mission general files

52 fujiwara official record until december 31 1934 ppap 696 9
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was reading the book of mormon with her son and his family
others like sister kumagai were always holding church type
meetings whether there was anyone from the church there or
not

some feeling neglected by the church returned to old
life styles and were bothered by fujiwara s persistence in trying
to reactivate them such was the case with the nakazawasNakazawas
and the family of a brother kitagawa nara s former MIA
counselor and coeditor of shuro who kept trying to give
fujiwara the slip the family of this brother arearc very
ignorant or funny as they told us wrong places of this brother s
business and they told us just wrong things and of course
others like the yoneyamasYoneyamas felt inwardly hurt as if god had
turned his back on them 53 fujiwara summarized the feeling
of many former saints to taylor

if we investigate the saints in japan we will find no saints
who can be said to be really faithful and real members of the
church of christ many of them will say that they are not
interested in religion any longer for religion does not give
them anything spiritually and of course nothing materially
so they say they are in changing their mind shinkyoshinayoSh inkyo no
henka I1 always send them cards but only five or
six saints have ever answered my greetings 54

alma 0 taylor served in a position something like what
is today called a regional or mission representative a gobego be
tween for fujiwara and the general authorities translating and
advising concerning letters that went both ways the letters
between him and fujiwara are fascinating over and over he
tried to get fujiwara to classify donations from the members
but he just kept saying the money is for the church that s
all fujiwara recorded over sixteen people donating to the
church although over half the total amount came from fuji-
wara himself they corresponded about many things about
fujiwara s getting a regular job his stewardship advance-
ments in the priesthood spreading rumors that taylor was
going to begin missionary work among the japanese in hawaii
and about money for a permanent building and how the
church doesndoean t need rice christians who only join the
church for its fancy buildings although taylor did admit the

fujiwara official report january 1 april 30 1935 ppap 4104 10
fujiwara official report august 3 1935 ppap 4104 10
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need for a building 55 however what happened next super-
seded all these matters in importance

in march fujiwara was confined to his bed for two weeks
seriously ill until he was nursed back to health by sister wat-
anabe s constant care in the summer he became ill again and
finally returned to his home in hokkaidoHokkaido for a complete rest
and recovery in august for this reason the september hattatsuHat tatsu
was never published from his home in september and then
from a hospital in november he dictated letters to taylor
apologizing for not doing more work finally in february
1936 taylor received a letter from fujiwara s father stating

with words of regret upon his lips that he had done so little
for the church uttering words of deep gratitude to all who
had helped him he went to what he calls heaven not
knowing much about his religion it is all very strange to
me

fujiwara had died of pleurisy and possibly tuberculosis on
27 january 1936 56r

taylor reported all this in a long letter to the first pres-
idency in march 1936 and then asked now what is to be
done about a successor to elder fujiwara yoshijiro watanabe
seemed to be the only one who could be trusted although he
was an unlearned ivory carver and rather elderly watanabe
had just written taylor asking the same question saying that
lieheile had tried to substitute for fujiwara but was not able and
was not very capable and had not been set apart so was limited
in liishisilisills authority he concluded

we wish that you do not abandon the work in japan but
that you continue it in that connection I1 suggest you send
someone from america or designate some desireabledesi reable japanese
to carry on please let us know 57

THE DARK AGES 1936 to 1945

there is no record of an answer to watanabe and we know
very little about what happened in japan for the next ten
years elder nara later called this period the absolute dark

see letters in japan mission general files also included were several
leters from fujiwara to the first presidency containing condolences at the deaths
of church leaders congratulations at the times of general conferences and re-
minders that there were still saints in japan who desired the reopening of the
mission

Dedeseretseretjeretserer news 29 february 1936 journal history church archives
TTtayloraylor to grant 14 march 1936
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ages mattalumattakuMattaku sono juju nen wa ankokuantoku no fidaijidai de atta 58

but a few saints in each city had been meeting somewhat reg-
ularly before fujiwara s death and there is no reason to sup-
pose that these meetings stopped at least for two or three
years sister kumagai still held her meetings and at least one
member brother ono came for a while 59

it would be interesting to know the details of this period
when there was no presiding elder for the brother katurasbaturas and
watanabesWatan abes may prove to be the real heroes of this period
they were never the great initiators but they endured through
it all humbly and faithfully giving constant support to whom-
ever the leaders might have been As taylor once described
watanabe he has always confessed his membership in the
church and one who had in this feeble way supported every
movement attempted for the saints since the closing 0 60O

in april and may of 19591939 hilton A robertson made an
official visit to japan on behalf of the church with only in-
accurate addresses he began searching for nami suzuki an
old sister who had once lived in and cooked for the mission
home of all the millions in the tokyo yokohama area a
young girl emerged from a public bath saw the foreigner and
asked what liehelleile wanted when robertson told her she said
that s my mother she took him right to sister suzuki s and

robertson got other addresses from her he visited the tokyo
sapporoSapporo and osaka saints and assured them that they had not
been forgotten and that missionaries would return some day
while in japan he baptized several new members the two
surviving children61children61 of sister suzuki with elder watanabe
confirming and elder katsura s daughter with katsura con-
firming among others 62

whatever the church activities there were during these
years they probably ended with the war cards and letters
were exchanged but formal meetings were not allowed police
precautions were very strict 63 it would be interesting to know

nara brief record p 2 see also nara joy of publication p 2
kumagai interview
taylor to grant 14 march 1936
sister suzuki had two other children who had died one in the china

war and another of disease in 1935 this means that of the thirty or forty
saints during this period whose lives we know anything at all about four died
of disease in 1935361935 36 suzukisSuzukis daughter fujiwara and the two yoneyamasYoneyamas

form E membership records marsh light of rhethetaerae sun p 24
during the war playing or singing of foreign hymns and even using

japanese forms of english words such as the common erebeitaa for ele
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the thoughts of the saints during the war how they resolved
the conflict that may have arisen in their minds when they
found the country they loved fighting against a country closely
aligned with the church they loved sister kumagai at least
claims there really was no conflict she thought that both the
japanese and americans fought because they loved their coun-
tries and therefore had no hatred for either side her only
prayer during that time was for peace and the reestablishment
of the mission she also said that all who worked with her at
a local newspaper knew of her christian affiliation but never
gave her any persecution or abuse because of it 6414 thus the
members sat out the war years without any outward activity or
signs of church membership in spite of the lack of activity in
japan during these years a mighty work was being accom-
plished among the japanese elsewhere

THE HAWAIIAN ERA 1936 to 1950
although the first presidency neither appointed a replace-

ment for fujiwara after his death in 1936 nor sent a high
apostle to reopen the mission as tomigorotomegoroTomigoro takagi had sug-
gested they had not ignored the work among the japanese
rather they gave heed to another suggestion fujiwara had
sent before his death

I1 am sorry to tell you that the older members are mostly
unenthusiastic at my work better make new members
than struggle to help the old ones it would take less energy
effort and courage 65

within eight months after receiving taylor s report about
fujiwara s death they called ex mission president hilton A
robertson to reestablish the japanese mission but with head-
quarters in honolulu from which base of operations the
president and missionaries will work among the japanese peo-
ple of hawaii and also the established branches of japanese
members in japan 66

A great deal of the credit for the initiation of the work
amongarnongarmong the japanese in hawaii goes to one person sister tsune
nachie who had been working among her people since 1923

vator and outoauto for out in baseball were all strictly forbidden see seiji
katanumaKa tanuma the church in japan BYU sfudiesstudies 14 autumn 1973211973 21 22

kumagai interview
quoted in taylor to grant 14 march 1936
Desedeseretyeireffel news 27 november 1936 journal history
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she went out each morning with her church books and a few
pamphlets in japanese language tied in a large handkerchief
and visited diligently among her people and preached the
gospel to them 67

because of her efforts in the spring of 1934 a japanese sun-
day school class was started as a separate unit of kalihi
branch when elder fujiwara passed through in august on
his return to japan about thirty japanese were attending the
brethren that came to organize the oahubahu stake in 1935 were
so impressed with the class that they organized it as a special
unit in the stake under the new first counselor edward clis-
sold 68

they began to talk of a special mission for the orientalsOrientorientaleals in
hawaii and robertson was called in november 1936 arriving
in hawaii on 24 february 1937 in october three missionaries
arrived and by the end of the year there were eighteen baptized
members all active

the environment results characters and condition of the
mission in hawaii were so different from those in japan that
it should be a subject for a long paper in itself briefly we
can simply say that with fewer language and social barriers
the japanese in hawaii had a different attitude towards mor-
monism than did the japanese in japan the mission was im-
mediately successful more missionaries were sent and baptisms
increased until the war came and missionaries had to be with-
drawn year end totals more easily show the mission prog

69rccfccress
missionaries

1937 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
5 19 32 54 55 18 13 7 4 34 66 89

BAPTISMSBAPUSMS
1937 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

4 13 26 37 48 156 72 48 34 30 15 52

TOTAL membership
1937 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

17 30 60 101 150 302 375 437 484 522 532 604

not only were they numerically successful but if tithe paying

castle H murphy A brief resume of the organization of the missionary
work among the chinese and japanese in hawaii 30 march 1973 typed
manuscript in possession of the author

clissold interview
taken from the year end totals in the missionary annual reports 1937-

1948 church archives
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is any indication the converts were the most faithful in the
world in 1945 for example over 97977b were tithe payers
which compares with only 6117061 paid in the non japanese ha-
waiian mission and less elsewhere 7071

the mission definitely progressed when aged sister nachie
died in december 1938 president robertson stated that the
lord had left her until he had twentyfivetwenty five missionaries to re-
place her 71 in 1939 robertson made his trip to japan in 1940
he was replaced by J C jensen who became ill at the end of
1942 and was replaced by edward L clissold when castle
murphy took over in 1944 there were just seven missionaries
because of the war and also because of the bad connotations
of the word japanese during the war the name of the mis-
sion was changed to the central pacific mission 72 melvyn
weenig became mission president in 1946 and with the end of
the war dozens of missionaries were sent to the mission sev-
eral of whom were later transferred to japan itself in 1948

the greatest contribution of the work in hawaii is just
being seen today in japan almost every major mission leader
in japan from the mid 1960s until now was converted or
served as a missionary in hawaii under the japanese mission

THE REOPENING 1945 to 1948

in 1945 when the war ended the few members in japan
had been waiting for twenty one years for the reestablishment
of the mission meanwhile in hawaii japanese people had
been joining the church in exciting numbers it was now time
to join these two elements and let the fusion bring forth a new
era of missionary work among the japanese people

LDS servicemen who began entering japan in late august
1945 along with occupation forces immediately began sharing
the goseplgosell with the native japanese they met edward L clis-
sold also entered japan as a member of macarthur s staff in
1945 and ran an ad in the mainichiMainichi newspaper asking all
tokyo saints to come and meet him at the dai ichi hotel
brother and sister nara recently returned from manchuria

ibid 1945
murphy brief resume addendum p 5

from the annual summaries under the japanese and central pacific
missions missionary annual reports 193719501937 1950 in 1950 after much debate
it was decided to merge the central pacific mission with the hawaiian mission
in order to avoid dual church organization over the same area
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and sister watanabe met with himhirnhlin at once and requested the
restoration of the mission 73

by the time clissold left japan in 1945 local servicemen
especially nisei like brothers komatsu and horiuchi who had
been converted in hawaii had begun aiding the saints and con-
ducting small sunday schools in their homes As the group
grew they moved from meeting in a small room in nara s
niece s house to a school in roppongiRoppongi to a large home in go-
tanda by 1948 about fifty were meeting in ogikuboOgikubo the
saints inin hawaii were sending a lot of goods to help destitute
saints inin japan and servicemen brought young war orphans
to sunday school classes 74

on 6 march 1948 clissold returned as mission president
and the mission was officially reestablished due to his par-
ticular assignment on macarthur s staff an assignment he had
not desired at the time he had the exact connections liehelleile
needed to get the church going again 775 the first thing to do
was to get a permanent building in april 1948 a partially
burnt house in azabualabu was obtained renovation began in may
and on thanksgiving day 1948 the building was dedicated
the mission in japan would be permanent this time 7071

among the very first baptisms of the new mission was that
of nara s wife motoko on 6 april 1948 performed by pres-
ident clissold 777 another group was baptized in november
the first five missionaries finally got permission and entered
the country on 26 june 1948 by the end of that year there
were seventeen missionaries six niseinisel twenty two baptisms
and several different sunday schools being held with over
900 attending the various areas 7871

missionary numbers increased and they were sent out into
all the old areas and many new ones elder matthew cowley
saw a bright future for japan when he dedicated the mission
home and said there will some day be many church buildings
and even temples built in this land 7971 members and mission-
aries became numerous and communication with the church

clissold interview forewardfore ward to 1949 manuscript history
interview with aiko horiuchi provo utah 11 october 1973
clissold interview
for clissoldsclissoldeCliss olds own detailed account see nichols history of the japan

mission ppap 14148141 48
form E membership records
missionary annual reports 1948
quoted in a letter from harrison T price to paul C andrus 26 august

1958 church archives
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became a daily affair it was a different place indeed As of
1974 there are six different missions in japan and three stakes 80

As an indication of this success during his first general con-
ference as president of the church spencer W kimball chal-
lenged japan to furnish its own 1000 missionaries and
then eventually 10000 more for mongolia and china 51 but
that is another story

SOME observations
the history of the church in japan in the period between

missions is not a history involving great movementsmoveients or con-
trolling forces but is rather a documentation of how individual
people reacted to a particularly hard situation

perhaps this type of subtle adversity brings out a person s

true character in all its diversities some members may have
actually been made stronger during the church s absence
others fell away all the more quickly some hung on barely
and others did not have the strength to make it alone some
were insulted somesorne hurt and others basically unaffected
nara reappeared after world war 11II as enthusiastic as the
day the first shuro camecarne out and as recently as 9 september
1973 was set apart as a stake patriarch by elder thomasthornas S

monson brothers katsura and watanabe seemed to have pur-
sued a steady course throughout the years regardless of the ex-
ternal conditions of the church some members never sup-
ported the church during the interim but came back enthus-
iastically once the church proved its devotion to japan others
perhaps longing for a more intimate and simple organization
served less valiantly after the reopening of the mission and the
subsequent successes perhaps the greatest tragedy of the clos-
ing and interim period was that somesornesoine who truly loved the
church felt deserted and disappointed by the closing and
ended up in the church but less than they might have been
otherwise

how do we judge the effect this period has had on the
future of the japan missions why is all the research inter-
viewing translating and corresponding that still needs to be

for an objective opinion of actual success in japan in recent years which
looks beyond the mere increase in numbers see katanumaKa tanuma the church in
japan ppap 162816 28

spencer W kimball when the world will be converted the ensign
october 1974 p 12 from a speech delivered on 4 april 1974
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done if we are to truly understand the many mysteries of this
period really necessary the hawaiian period is obviously
important in that it produced so many of today s leaders but
what difference do fujiwara s life and death yamaidelamaide s poetry
kuriyama s inactivity kumagai s enthusiasm watanabe s
steadiness nara s initiative and yoneyama s hurt make on the
future of the church in japan perhaps their lives can teach us
a few things like an essential quality of both japanese culture
and mormonism true endurance in their lives we can see the
complex effect a simple act like closing down an area can have
on faithful latter day saints but more important in this day
when we are striving to be a worldwide church their lives
serve as prime examples of the fact that one can be a good
mormon without being an american or utahn the japanese
who joined the church in large numbers in hawaii and in
postwarpost war japan were those partially made or ready to be par-
tially made into americans but the fact that a few endured
faithgaithfaithfulfilgli to the church at a time in japan s history when being
truly japanese was everything proves that one can still keep
his culture and be a good latter day saint for two decades
they had nothing to sustain them nothing but the true essence
of the gospel without any external organizational or cultural
reinforcements and yet some still made it the numbers of
those who didndian t make it untouched shows that this may be
extremely difficult perhaps harder than it should be but it
is possible



the gadiantonGadianton robbers and
protracted war

ray C hillam

there are many kinds of war described in the book of
mormon some are enormous in their destruction followed by
intermittent periods of cold war most are placed within the
context of a highly polarized relationship in which the ne
phitesphiles and lamanitesLamanites are cast as deadly rivals while some
book of mormon wars are limited in their objectives and
means others are unlimited such as the war that led to the
destruction of the nephitesNephites by the lamanitesLamanites

the gadiantonGadi anton wars were different from most other wars
in the book of mormon in that they were internal often covert
and protracted in part they grew out of internal dissent stem-
ming from alienation and were fueled by a satanic lust for
power the characteristics of these protracted wars which en-
dured off and on for approximately seventy years are like
some of the insurgencies and counterinsurgencies of modern
times since world war 11II we have witnessed many forms
of such wars in the middle east asia latin america and
africa As one who has studied the concepts and principles
of contemporary insurgency and counterinsurgencycounter insurgency I1 find them
strikingly similar to those in the gadiantonGadianton era

THE GADIANTON WARS

it was during the troubled fortieth year of the reign of the
judges 52 BC that serious difficulty arose among the people
of the nephitesNephites since their judge pahoranzahoran had died dis-
agreement arose among three factions each led by one of the

dr hillam who studied modem insurgency and counterinsurgencycounter insurgency methods in
china and vietnam is professor and chairman of the department of political
science at brigham young university
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several sons of pahoranzahoranPahoran pahoranzahoran 11II paanchipalanchi and pacumeniPacu meni
when pahoranzahoran II11 was appointed by the voice of the people
pacumeniPacumeni supported him but paanchipalanchi decided helielleile could not he
organized a rebellion and was caught convicted and con-
demned to death his angry followers sent kishkumenKishkumen to as-
sassinatesassinate pahoranzahoran 11II helaman 19

after the assassination kishkumenKishkumen escaped to the sanctuary
of the rebels who in turn could mingle themselves among the
people in a manner that they could not be found hela-
man 111212 the rebels were able to remain within the nephite
body politic and could benefit from the impending war between
the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites

pacumeniPacu meni who had succeeded pahoranzahoran 11II was killed
during the nephite war with the lamanitesLamanites and helaman 11II
was appointed to fill the judgment seat an appointment that
was equally unacceptable to kishkumenKishkumen and his band of rebels

within this environment of dissent a man named gad
lanton emerged as the leader of the rebels gadiantonGadi anton was an
11 exceeding expert in many words and also in his craft to
carry on the secret work of the rebels he was a professional
propagandist of the first magnitude for he did flatter them
his followers and also kishkuinenkishkumenKish kumen and promised that they

should be placed in power and authority helaman 24
gadiantonGadianton dispatched kishkumenkislikumenKishKislik kumenumen to carry out his second

assassination of a judge but one of helaman s servants who
had been able to penetrate the secret combination or infra-
structure of the enemy and learn of the plan entrapped kish
kumen and killed him as he led him to the judgment seat of
helaman that event brought the conspiracy into the open
and gadiantonGadianton and most of his followers were forced to find
sanctuary in the wilderness helaman 22111211111lii11

after another war between the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLama nites
a long period of peace and freedom unprecedented prosperity
and a trend toward wickedness the rebels who called them-
selves gadiantonGadianton reemerged during the sixty sixth year of
the reign of the judges 27 BC or approximately a gener-
ation after gadiantonGadianton and his rebels were forced to flee to the
wilderness they were able to infiltrate both societies partic-
ularly the lamanitesLamanites once again they were able to carry out
their politics of terror which led to the assassination of two
judges cezoram and his son helaman 61519615 19
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initially they had found sanctuary among the lamanitesLamanites
but the lamanite leaders being politically embarrassed by their
presence did use every means in their power to destroy them

11 heiHelhelamanainan 620 their success in removing them from
their midst came through 1 the building of the people s faith
inin their leaders and obedience to law 2 the vigorous and
forceful suppression and pursuit of the robbers and 3 a
conversion program for those gadiantonGadianton rebels who would
listen helaman 634 37 because of this comprehensive
strategy by the lamanitesLamanites the band of robbers was utterly de-
stroyed among them

the nephitesNephites had at the samesarnesaine time become particularly
vulnerable to infiltration and subversion by the gadiantonGadianton
rebels being soft and permissive they were soon politically
seduced even the righteous until they had come to believe
in their the rebels works and partake of their spoils and to
join with them and they the gadiantonGadianton leaders did obtain
the sole management of the government of the nephitesNephites
helaman 63839638 39 and usurped the power and authority of

the land helaman 74
during the reign of the gadiantonGadianton judges nephi the son

of Helheihelamanarnan returned to the people of the nephitesNephites seeing
what had occurred hebe began to preach repentance among the
people and to lead an insurgency against the gadiantonGadianton gov-
ernmenternment nephi who had earlier stepped down as chief judge
in order to devote himself to the ministry had charismatic
qualities that enabled him to consolidate nephite resistance
to the gadiantonGadianton government his sermons and prophecies
produced a following of the faithful who formed an opposition
to the corrupt and iniquitous rule of the gadiantonGadianton judges by
the seventy second year or four years after the gadiantonGadianton
judges came to power there were wars throughout all the land
among the people of nephi after two years of civil war
which were followed by a great famine the people began to
remember the lord and they repented soon the gadiantonGadi anton
leaders and their followers were swept away by the people
and they became extinct helaman 111 575 7 10

thus nephi became a revolutionary leader in opposition
to a politically illegitimate government established by the gad
iantonscantons he led a revolt against them and after several years
of struggle established a government that was politically and
morally legitimate his strategy was similar to the one ernem
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ployedaloyed by the lamaniteslarnanitesLamaLarna nites some years earlier although of greater
magnitude in both instances once there was little popular
support for the gadiantonGadianton leaders and their followers they
were easily defeated

after almost a decade of peace and prosperity both the
nephite and lamanite societies again became soft and vul-
nerable to insurgency 3 nephi 22329223 29 and with the
growth of dissension the number of rebels reemerged and
multiplied as did their sanctuaries and bases the rebels who
had adopted gadiantonGadianton s operational code or secret plans be-
gan to launch more and more terrorist and guerilla type attacks
against the governments and people of both the nephitesNephites and
the lamanitesLamanites the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites in turn sent
search anandd destroy missions into the mountains and wilderness
to pursue them but were obliged to return unable to rout them
from their base areas and sanctuaries

over the years many lamanitesLamanites and nephitesNephites joined with
the rebels and the mountains and wilderness became filled with
them large base camps were built by the rebels for protection
and more important for launching attacks thus within a
few years a small group of rebels became a large conventional
army and a major military threat to both the nephite and la-
manite societies their leader giddianhiGiddianhi called himself gov-
ernor of the secret society of gadiantonGadianton

after years of protracted war and military preparation the
rebel chieftain issued an edict to lachoneus governor of the
land which said

lachoneus most noble and chief governor of the land
behold I1 write this epistle unto you and do give unto you
exceeding great praise because of your firmness and also the
firmness of your people in maintaining that which ye sup-
pose to be your right and liberty yea ye do stand well as if
ye were supported by the hand of god in the defence of your
liberty and your property and your country or that which
ye do call so

and it seemethseebeth a pity unto me most noble lachoneus
that ye should be so foolish and vain as to suppose that ye
can stand against so many brave men who are at my com-
mand who do now at this time stand in their arms and do
await with great anxiety for the word go down upon the
nephitesNephites and destroy them

and 1I knowing of their unconquerable spirit having
proved them in the field of battle and knowing of their
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everlasting hatred towards you because of the many wrongs
which ye have done unto them therefore if they should come
down against you they would visit you with utter destruction

therefore I1 have written this epistle sealing it with mine
own hand feeling for your welfare because of your firmness
in that which ye believe to be right and your noble spirit
in the field of battle

therefore I1 write unto you desiring that ye would yield
up unto this my people your cities your lands and your
possessions rather than that they should visit you with the
sword and that destruction should come upon you

or in other words yield yourselves up unto us and unite
with us and become acquainted with our secret works and
become our brethren that ye may be like unto us not our
slaves but our brethren and partners of all our substance

and behold I1 swear unto you if ye will do this with an
oath ye shall not be destroyed but if ye will not do this I1

swear unto you with an oath that on the morrow month I1

will command that my armies shall come down against you
and they shall not stay their hand and shall spare not but
shall slay you and shall let fall the sword upon you even
until ye shall become extinct

and behold I1 am giddianhiGiddianhi and I1 am the governor of
this the secret society of gadiantonGadianton which society and the
works thereof I1 know to be good and they are of ancient
date and they have been handed down to us

and I1 write this epistle unto you lachoneus and I1 hope
that ye will deliver up your lands and your possessions
without the shedding of blood that this my people may re-
cover their rights and government who have dissented away
from you because of your wickedness in retaining from them
their rights of government and except ye do this I1 will
avenge their wrongs I1 am giddianhiGiddianhi 3 nephi 321032 10

lachoneus alarmed by the boldness and arrogance of gid
dianhidianci s demands encouraged his people to strengthen their
faith and issued a proclamation that they should gather to-
gether their women and their children their flocks and their
herds and all their substance unto one place 53 nephi
313 he built fortifications and instructed the nephite and
lamanite armies to defend them he appointed gidgiddoni
as commander of the nephite forces and appointed chief cap-
tains as gidgiddoni s subordinates As was the custom only
chief captains who in their own personal lives were righteous
enough to have the spirit of revelation and also prophecy were
chosen and gidgiddoni was a great prophet among them
as was lachoneus 3 nephi 319 thus the resulting strat
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egy against the enemy was based in part on revelation and
prophecy

assembling the people and their sustenance into a protec-
tive area was only part of the strategy they also implemented
a food denial program leaving their cities and fields desolate
moreover gidgiddoni sent search and destroy missions to ha-
rass the rebels and prevent them from tilling the soil of the
nephitesNephites which had been left desolate soon in desperation
the rebels attacked the fortified settlement and there never
was known so great a slaughter among all the people of lehi
since he left jerusalem 3 nephi 411 the mighty army
of the rebel leader was beaten back and forced to retreat gid
giddonigaddonigid doni s forces pursued giddianhiGiddianhi and his rebels to the bor-
ders of the wilderness and overtook and killed giddianhiGiddianhi

the gadiantonGadianton forces regrouped and appointed another
leader zemnarihah under whom they decided to encircle the
protective settlement of the nephitesNephites and lamanitesLamanites and to
starve them into submission but because of the disruption of
their plans by continuous harassing missions and guerilla at-
tacks by gidgiddoni s irregulars the gadiantonGadianton forces them-
selves nearly perished from hunger finally zemnarihah broke
off the engagement and retreated to the north gidgiddoni
became aware of the rebels plans cut them off and encircled
them many surrendered but others were killed including
zemnarihah this brought an end to what was called the
gadiantonGadi anton wars

RELEVANCY FOR MODERN TIMES

there were several patterns of gadiantonGadianton insurgency during
the approximately seventy years of active and sometimes latent
gadiantonGadianton wars the first was characterized by rebels dis-
rupting the rule of the judges promoting unrest recruiting
followers developing an infrastructure and strategy for seizing
political power the countermeasure of helanheianhelamanianlan 11II however
proved successful when gadiantonGadianton and most of his followers
were forced to retreat from their clandestine sanctuaries with-
in the body politic and to seek safety in the wilderness As long
as the nephite and lamanite societies remained spiritually
healthy the presence of the rebels in the wilderness was of
little consequence

the second gadiantonGadi anton insurgency began with the infiltra-
tion of both the lamanite and nephite societies by the rebels
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and their eventual control of the nephite government the
lamanitesLamanites were successful in removing the rebels fromfroin their
midst but the nephitesNephites succumbed to propaganda and the
skillful tactics and strategies of the rebels only by a new in-
surgencysurgency led by nephi and years of war and famine was the
gadiantonGadi anton government swept away

the third gadiantonGadianton war had some of the characteristics of
a regular war there was less subversion and more confronta-
tion on the battlefield however it was a more destructive
and larger war the gadiantonGadi anton forces moved from being a
small disaffected group of rebels seeking sanctuaries in the
wilderness to a large conventional force able to confront the
military might of both the nephitesNephites and the lamanitesLamanites

those wars were necessarily protracted because it took time
to develop the capability to compete with the constituted author-
ities they lasted for approximately seventy years fromfroingrom the
time of kislikumenkishkumenKishKislik kumenumen s murder of pahoranzahoran II11 to the defeat of
zemnarihah by gidgiddoni

to the rebels the role of the sanctuary was important as
were flexible base areas from which to launch attacks or to
retreat they developed a network of base areas in the wilder-
ness and tried to maintain a secret presence within the laman-
ite and nephite communities their movements were in part
based on ideology tied to issues and lists of grievances for
instance giddianhiGiddiangiddibiddi anhiabhihi claimed liehelleile sought to recover the rights of
his followers the rights of government and property

the counterinsurgencycounterinsurgency and insurgency programs of the
nephitesNep hites and lamanitesLamanites were very much tied to the god fearing
ideology of the day and to a particular political system and pro-
cess of government the nephitesNephites placed much emphasis upon
the voice of the people and sought men of righteousness to
rule them in nephi s insurgency he relied heavily upon re-
generating their faith to mobilize opposition to the gadiantonGadianton
government during the last war commander gidgiddoni and
the chief captains also relied upon the gospel and the spirit of
revelation to unite and lead their society and armies against
the enemy it was not simply a contest of arms but of ideas
it was not a conflict that could be resolved on the battlefield
alone

the gadiantonsGadi antons presumably had leaders who could whip
their followers into the frenzy of battle while gidgiddoni had
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men of faith to motivate and lead even the chief captains as
well as the commander of the nephite forces were men who
had the spirit of revelation they were not only military
leaders but spiritual leaders as well all within the context of
revealed truth

psychological warfare and propaganda were important then
as they are today the bold epistle of giddianhiGiddianhi was a brilliant
effort to persuade lachoneus to capitulate his praise of lac-
honeus and his people his speaking of the unconquerable
spirit of his men who only desire to recover their rights and
government his willingness to accept the nephitesNephites and la
manitescanites as brethren and to share with themthernthein secret works that
are good and his alleged feelings for lachoneus welfare are
impressive propaganda themes

perhaps more significant is the role propaganda played in
the incipient phases of the gadiantonGadianton movements the tactics
in the first two patterns of insurgency presumably consisted not
only of assassinations but also of persuasive techniques that
would bring converts and a significant measure of public
apathy

secrecy ritual and tradition were important variables in the
gadiantonGadi anton movements as they are in many contemporary in
surgenciessurgencies the movements were clandestine with the aura of
secrecy appealing to the frustrated and alienated nephite and
lainLarnlamaniteanite giddianhiGiddianhi boasted of the gadiantonGadianton society of
11 ancient date which implies legitimacy and the importance
of tradition

the secret organization or infrastructure with mafia like
captains and soldiers was evident for instance the secret sub
rosa sanctuary of the rebels before they were forced to retreat
to the wilderness suggested the existence of an infrastructure
of interrelated cells led by elites such as kishkumenKish kumen and gad
lanton such an infrastructure was maintained within the
nephite and Larnlamaniteanite societies while the armed units were
of necessity forced to seek and maintain sanctuaries and base
areas in the wilderness this infrastructure was particularly
apparent in the second pattern of insurgency which relied al-
most entirely upon internal subversion and assassination

the food denial program the scorched earth policy was
important to the strategy of the lachoneus government the
food denial program reduced or eliminated the parasitical re-
lationshiplation ship of the insurgents with the agricultural economy of
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the nephite and lamanite societies the insurgents were
forced to raise their own crops which then could be easily de-
stroyed by their enemy guerrillas and soldiers with empty
stomachs are easily demoralized in fact giddianhiGiddianhi s forces
eventually became desperate and were forced to attack a de-
fense citadel because of this program

search and destroy seize and hold protective sanctuaries
for storage and strategic settlements were important aspects
of lachoneus counterinsurgencycounterinsurgency effort the gathering of the
people into a protective area that could be easily defended was
strategically important in lachoneus struggle to defeat gid
dianhidianci this defensive measure combined with the search and
destroy missions forced the insurgents to fight on terms that
were disadvantageous to them

when the lamanitesLamanites found gadiantonGadianton robbers in their
midst their response was broader than the mere suppression
and pursuit of the robbers they sought the support of the
people through promoting their faith and obedience they also
made an effort to convert their enemies later after the fall of
the nephite government to the gadiantonGadianton robbers nephi pur-
sued a broad program that produced a following of the faith-
ful A popular base seemed essential to nephi s mission of
removing the corrupt and wicked rule of the gadiantonGadianton
judges

the roles of terror hit and run and assassination were
integral parts of the gadiantonGadianton strategy the symbolic impact
of terror and assassination presumably paralyzed the govern-
ment so much so that panic disorder and fear struck the con-
stituted authorities and the people terror if skillfully co-
ordinated with the political and military effort is an important
and often effective instrument of the weak

while there are a number of similarities between the in-
surgent movements of the gadiantonGadianton robbers and modern in
surgenciessurgen cies there are also some striking differences first
mormon the compiler abridger tended to interpret nephite
history in a cyclical fashion for example mormon sees the
nephitesNephites at peace and living in righteousness then come pride
and arrogance evil and pestilence war and suffering repen-
tance and peace and the whole cycle begins again further-
more these cycles occur over brief periods of time usually
within a few years
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modern insurgenciesurgenciesins cannot be so comfortably fitted into
a cyclical model not only has the world changed into a na
tion state system that makes an analysis of insurgency more
complex but our historians are not as gifted as mormon in
being able to impart a moral judgment to the process of history

mormon says that the gadiantonGadianton insurgency is immoral
for it deceptively leads the people away from truth and free-
dom on the other hand liehelleile praises nephi s insurgency
which brought down the gadiantonGadi anton judges because nephi
was a righteous man who was guided by gospel principles he
viewed that insurgency to be morally legitimate even though
nephi s act of opposing the judges was politically seditious
since these wicked judges enjoyed authority extended to them
by a politically seduced sector of the nephite society

unfortunately present day insurgenciesurgenciesins and counterinsur
agenciesgencies are more difficult to define as good or bad both in-
surgentssurgents and counterinsurgentscounter insurgents are known to employ abhorrent
tactics such as terror assassination or the indiscriminate kill-
ing of the innocent often those in power and those not in

power are equally bad or perhaps equally good
for those who tend to view all insurgent groups as bad it

should be remembered that the insurgency of nephi was
deemed to be good by a prophet as it was directed against an
evil government during the gadiantonGadianton era only one such in-
surgencysurgency is recorded the other insurgenciesurgenciesins were initiated by
the forces of evil against legitimate political authority

insurgenciesurgenciesIns ancient or modern are spawned essentially
in the environment in which they occur in the case of the
gadiantonGadianton robbers the laxness and self indulgence of the
nephitesNephites coupled with the great wealth and material comfort
produced social decay and created the conditions for insur-
gency in the case of nephi s insurgency the corruptness of
the gadiantonGadianton judges and their overconcentration of power
also produced the kind of social unrest that could be turned
to nephi s advantage

today s political leaders insurgent or counterinsurgentcounterinsurgent do
not have the perceptions of a prophet this is the most salient
distinction that can be made nevertheless as one reads the ac-
counts of insurgency and counterinsurgencycounterinsurgency in the book of
mormon one is impressed with its relevancy for modern
times



eleanor mclean and
the murder of
parley P pratt

steven pratt

twelve miles northwest of a small arkansas town called
van buren parley P pratt was murdered on 13 may 1857
the events that precipitated the murder have often been spec-
ulated about and discussed among students of mormon his-
tory most scholars know that parley s death was connected
with his involvement with eleanor jane mclean and that her
estranged husband hector committed the murder though the
narrative of parley s tragic end is available the full details are
not and these need telling so that whatever mystery still sur-
rounds it may be resolved

ELEANOR JANE MCCOMB MCLEAN 181718541817 1854
eleanor jane mccomb was born 9 december 1817 in

wheeling virginia to james and ann mccomb 1 little is
known of her early life except that her parents were strict
presbyterian and that they moved to greenville louisiana
near new orleans when she was a small child it was there
that she met and married hector mclean in 1841 2 they
seemed to be happy at first but hector started drinking heav-
ily causing a separation in 1844 eleanor after seeking coun-
sel from her father two brothers E C and J J mccomb and

steven pratt is the pratt family historian and a great grandson of parley P
pratt

parley P pratt family record a genealogical record kept by parley pratt
the original in parley s handwriting is in the possession of cathryn B pratt
salt lake city utah hereafter cited as pratt family record

newew orleans probate court in the matter of eleanor jane mccomb
wife of hector H mclean june 1857 case 12018 A petition to the court
for the arrest of eleanor on the charge of insanity filed by david mccomb
acting for hector mclean
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a john mcdougal as to whether she should return to or leave
hector sent him an ultimatum

dear hector

having used every persuationpersuasionpersua tion in my power to no effect
I1 see but three alternatives all ending in misery if not in
crime first to live a victum of the vice to which you have
became a prey 2ndand to to seek a home among strangers or
shall the smoothesmoothed current of the mississippi be the last page
that any may read of my ili111illIII fate

your wife
EJ mclean

hector responded with the following note

millikinsmillikensMillikins bend
december 31 1844

nea ellen neither of these shall ever be your lot I1 will
cease to grieve your gentle spirit and we will live together
so long as it is the will and good pleasure of a heavenly
parent we should we will seek an asylum among the people
of god 1 I care not what that may be and by their good
example and precept I1 am persuaded your own dear husband
may cure I1 must be saved and reformed it is impossible
to be either here I1 have tried in vain to live soberly and
righteously before god and men but cannot accomplish it

yours sincerely
hector3hectorl

eleanor then returned to live with him sometime later
they decided to leave new orleans and go to san francisco to
help accomplish hectorhectorshectoraHectorss reform they were accompanied by
their three children fitzroy albert and annie and one of
eleanor s brothers 4

it was in san francisco that they came in contact with the
mormon church after attending a mormon meeting with
hector and her brother J J mccomb eleanor wanted to join
the church but was forbidden to do so by her husband who
purchased a sword cane and threatened to kill her and the
minister who baptized her if she became a mormon 5 in spite

eleanoraeleanorarleanor pratt sixty two page handwritten account of the murder of parley
P pratt p 60 eleanor pratt papers church archives the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as eleanor pratt account

4millennialmillennial star 19418 her youngest child was bomborn in new orleans
in 1847

ibid p 419 reva stanley in the california historical quarterly march
1935 p 175 suggests that parley met eleanor sometime during his visit to
san francisco from 11 july to 4 september 1851 prior to sailing for valparaiso
chile on 5 september 1851 parley was also in the san francisco area from
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of this threat eleanor attended church meetings as often as
she could one sunday night while eleanor was singing from
a mormon hymn book she had purchased hector tore the book
from her hands threw it into the fire beat her cast her out
into the street and locked the door she sought the help of a
dr bush the family doctor who took her to a hotel boarded
her there for the night and charged the bill to hector the
next day she filed a charge of assault and battery against hec-
tor planning to go to san bernardino to live with the saints
and never return she dropped the charges however and re-
turned to hector following the advice of dr bush and the
members of the san francisco branch she describes the inci-
dent as follows

that mr mclean put me by violence into the street at night
and locked the door against me captain grey and dr bush
are witnesses and I1 presume mclean himself would not
deny that I1 then declared that I1 would no more be his wife
however many years I1 might be compelled to appear as such
ffoyforor the sake of my children 7

even though she embraced mormonism in november of 1851
she was not baptized until 24 may 1854 by william mc-
bride 8 although he had given his written permission for her

21 may to 30 july 1852 see autobiography of parley P pratt 6thath ed salt
lake city deseretdeseretbookbook 196619661 ppap 38387383 87 404 and it is possible that parley
met her during that period both of these suggestions are countered by the
following in july 54 br pratt arrived here san francisco from G S L
city on a mission to the country up to this time mrs mclean had never seen
br pratt and he did not know that such a woman existed although she had
been a member nine months and had been trying for two years to obtain her
husband s consent to it western standard 10 july 1857 this quotation
is from an article signed by a member of the church who was in the san fran-
cisco branch when parley and eleanor met and also prior to their meeting when
eleanor had problems with hector in her attempt to obtain consent to join the
church eleanor substantiates the above with the following in the first place
the article alluded to says that mrs mclean was induced to embrace the mor-
mon faith by mr pratt arkansas intelligencer 15 may 185711857 this is false
for mr mclean knows that the first mormon sermon I1 heard in california
himself and my brother J J mccomb were present and they know that it
was at least two years before mr pratt made his appearance in san francisco
and they know that from the time I1 heard the first sermon I1 never spoke ex-
cept in defence of the mormonscormonsMormons and their faith and they know that I1 sought
diligently for my husbands consent to be baptized into the church of the saints
and finally obtained it in writing and was baptized before P P pratt made his
appearance millennial star 19428

western standard 10 july 1857 and millennial star 19419 432
millennial star 19432
nathan tanner journal 242624 26 may 1854 church archives although

eleanor said that she had embraced the mormon faith in november 1851
tanner records that the baptism occurred on 24 may 1854 sister mcclain
was baptized & sisters evans & king sister evans a little big also & I1 preached
at sister evan s house may 252625 26 1854 sister eleanor jane mcclain gave
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to be baptized and she continued to live with hector he for-
bade her to sing mormon hymns or to read mormon literature
in his home eleanor did not comply fully with his rules how-
ever for she made it a practice to hold morning devotionalsdevotionals
with her children while hector was away and sought all avail-
able means to stay in contact with the church

PARLEY MEETS ELEANOR

parley pratt having been called by the first presidency to
preside over the pacific mission and to set up a gathering place
for the saints in san jose arrived in san francisco on 2 july
1854 9 upon his arrival he immediately went to san jose
picked up his wife elizabeth who had come to california
earlier and returned to san francisco where they first rented
a small house for 25 a month when it proved to be inade-
quate they moved to a larger home on broadway street which
cost them 35 a month 10 they had few funds and little to eat
but were cared for by members of the branch including
eleanor mclean she brought the pratts food bedding
and clothing and became a frequent visitor at their home of-
ten arriving at dawn with gifts of meat bread fruit and other
articles which sustained the pratts until the next day this
was a great help to parley because elizabeth was sick most of
the time and could do very little for herself or her husband
during her visits eleanor told parley and elizabeth of her
home situation and asked parley to help her solve her prob-
lems parley did visit the mclean home a few times to try to
reconcile hector and eleanor s differences but succeeded only
in making hector more bitter 12 eleanor appears to have de-
cided that there was no chance that her husband would join
the church but she decided that her children should belong
so on 27 august 1854 she took her two oldest children fitz-
roy and albert to union city where parley was holding a
meeting and had him baptize them into the church 13 shortly
after the two boys were baptized hector decided that the only

me one shirt and 3 hankichiefshankichiefs her husband dos not belong to the church &
has forbid deen for the last two years her beying baptized untill now he gave
his concent in writeingwrithingwriteing thene endowment house record 1855561855 56 also lists her
baptism as may 1854

parley P pratt journal 2 july 1854 church archives hereafter cited as
pratt journal

ibid august 1854
millennial star 194303119430 31
western standard 10 july 1857
pratt journal 262726 27 august 1854
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way to save his family from the mormonscormons was to have his wife
committed to an asylum consequently he filed a charge of in-
sanity against eleanor when parley was informed of hec-
tor s plan he assigned a young missionary to try to stop hec-
tor

HECTOR AND THE MORMON COOK

john R young was one of a group of missionaries work-
ing in and around san francisco to obtain funds for their fares
to the sandwich islands while they were there parley who
was the mission president had them tracting distributing
pamphlets and doing other missionary work john had been
assigned to tract the city of san francisco but parley released
him from that assignment and assigned him the delicate task
of helping eleanor mclean keep her membership in the
church and keep out of an asylum when he asked how he
was to accomplish his assignment he was instructed to listen
for the whisperings of the spirit and do as it directs and you
shall be successful then president pratt and william mc-
bride gave him a blessing among other things parley told
john that mclean would not harm a hair of his head 14 john
went immediately to the mclean home and walked past it
singing 0 my father when no one responded he went
back to his room and spent the remainder of the day reading
of christ s trial and persecutions in jerusalem the next morn-
ing he returned to the mclean home and finding a card in the
window advertising for a cook applied hector agreed to hire
him on a trial basis for a month for nearly a month john
stayed in the mclean home cooking making beds and per-
forming other household chores his job was not without
some danger however daily he would take the pistol that
hector threatened to use on the first mormon that set foot in
his house from under the pillow lay it on the window sill until
he had made the bed then replace it under the pillow that
young fulfilled his assignment is recorded in his journal

A week later the directors of the insane asylum a physi-
cian and mrs mclainsmcclainsMcLains brother who was a banker called
as an examining committee they had a long talk with mr

john R young the last days of parley P pratt church archives
A letter to william C black from john R young march 1930 also in the
autobiography of john R young church archives and william E berrett

and alma P burton readings in L D S church history salt lake city
deseret book 1953 ppap 4001400 i1
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and mrs mclain then called in the children who had been
kept home for that purpose after a long talk with them
mrs mclain suggested that the cook be called oh how I1
prayed that I1 might be directed to say the right thing and
not say too much in answer to the questions I1 said mrs mc-
lain comes in every day to the kitchen to tell me what she
wants and instructs me how to do it she is always calm and
sensible in her talk I1 see no evidence of insanity in her con-
duct As to mclain I1 can say but little he stays in his
room until breakfast is ready and immediately afterwards
goes to his office when he returns at night his step does
not seem as firm and steady as it does in the morning he
appears nervous and walks about and talks a good deal to
himself mrs mclain s brother seemed pleased with my
statement the committee decided that mr mclain had no
grounds for his complaint and the shadow of the insane
asylum was dispelled I1 felt very happy about this but a few
days later something else happened A man called at the
bank where mr mclain was a cashier after a few minutes
of business conversation he said 1 I want to ask you a ques-
tion you seemed so pronounced against the mormonscormonsMormons why
do you employ a missionary as cook in your home mclain
seemed surprizedsurprisedsurprized and the man continued do you not know
that he is the same young man who was tracting the city and
selling mormon literature mclain hurried home and com-
ing to me demanded are you a mormon yes sir I1

answered shaking his fist in my face he exclaimed if you
were not a child I1 would kill you what have I1 done that
you should want to kill me you are teaching the false
doctrines of joseph smith

I1 asked what was false in the doctrines he replied that
we claimed to confer the holy ghost by the laying on of
hands while the scriptures declare that it has been done away
and is not needed in this day I1 asked him for a reference
he took his bible and tried to find it but his hands shook
so that he could not find the passage he sought I1 took the
bible from his hands turned to 2ndand chapter of acts 5838 and
39 verses and read to him then peter said unto them re-
pent and be baptized every one of you in the name of jesus
christ for the remission of sins and ye shall receive the
gift of the holy ghost for the promise isis unto you and to
your children and all that are far off even as many as the
lord our god shall call he sprang up went into the other
room and returned with two twenty dollar gold coins in his
hands giving me the money hebe said here are your
months wages you are dismissed 15

john young left and used the forty dollars to pay his fare to
honolulu

ibid
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HECTORS retaliation
shortly after young left hector took the children put

them on the ship sierra nevada and sent them to their grand-
parents in new orleans when he returned home that eve-
ning he told eleanor what he had done saying now
they are where you and the cursed mormonscormons can never see
them again then he locked eleanor in her room about
two in the morning hector released her since she had cried so
much that it disturbed him the next morning she attempted
unsuccessfully to find the children her brother E C mc-
comb suggested that she take the next steamer and follow the
children but mclean would not let her 16 she then obtained

20 and some goods from a local merchant which she gave
to amasa lyman for safekeeping planning to use them to fi-
nance her trip to new orleans when hector heard of her
plans he boasted that she was in his power and that if she
attempted to go he would have her in the insane asylum in
twenty four hours this however proved an empty threat
as two weeks after the departure of the children in february
1855 he even helped pay her fare on the steamer danieldarneldammel web-
ster bound for new orleans 17 she was also assisted in paying
her fare by parley 18 whom she wrote on 5 february 1855

brother pratt

I1 have some goods and 20 in gold in amasa lyman s
hands will you be so kind as to see what can be done in
order that whatever they are worth may be available to me
at as early a date as may be convenient I1 am called sud-
denly to depart for a distant shore and would feel obliged
to you to attend to this matter for I1 expect to need all the
funds I1 can raise to defend myself in the midst of my
enemies

feb 5thath 1855 your sister in hope
eleanor J mclean19mclean19

parley wrote to amasa lyman on 2 march informing him that
eleanor had been called suddenly away to new orleans &
never expects to see this country again but to make her way to

millennial star 19429
new orleans passenger list genealogical society library church of

jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
millennial star 19429
letter from eleanor mclean to parley P pratt 5 february 1855 parley

P pratt papers church archives hereafter cited as pratt papers
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zion with her children if she can get the means 12020 and ask-
ing him to send her things to her by the first trustworthy mes-
senger this amasa did and they enabled her eventually to
make her way to utah

the children had been sent to new orleans accompanied
by neither friends nor relatives they traveled by ship to san
juan nicaragua and then by steamer to new orleans arriv-
ing 13 february 221 they were taken to their maternal grand-
parents

eleanor arrived in new orleans on 2 march and went im-
mediately to find her children 2221 she remained in her father s
house three months being closely guarded at all times lest she
should try to take the children she did attempt to remove
them however and kept them hidden four days but was un-
successful in getting out of the city her father then pledged
to change his treatment of her and let her have a room and
free access to the children if she pledged she would not take
them out of the city she agreed and returned to her father s
house under these circumstances her health declined and
finally she asked her father to help her arrange passage to salt
lake she was given the means to take the may flower to st
louis and then the alma to atchison kansas where she
found a mormon emigration party that hired her as a cook to
pay her way to salt lake she arrived in salt lake on 11 sep-
tember 1855 23

PARLEY AND ELEANOR 185418551854 1855
we do not know what the relationship between eleanor

and parley was during the 1854551854 55 san francisco period other
than that he tried to help her solve her domestic difficulties
and she assisted the pratts with gifts of food and clothes af-
ter she had left for new orleans in 1855 parley wrote his
wife belinda that he had met a worthy soul who then was in
deep tribulation who he hoped could make her way to
zion 224 after parley s death in 1857 eleanor wrote that she
had often sought his society at the home he kept with his

letter from parley P pratt to amasa lyman 2 march 1855 pratt papers
new orleans passenger list 13 february 1855 genealogical library

church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ibid 2 march 1855
millennial star 19429
letter from parley P pratt to his wife belinda 16 may 1855 pratt

papers
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wife elizabeth in san francisco 25 whatever their feel-
ings eleanor remained with her husband until she went to
new orleans to get her children back however estranged they
had become when she left san francisco she left hector and
later she was to state in a court of law that she had left him
as a wife the night he drove her from their home whatever
the legal situation she thought of herself as an unmarried

2026woman

FOR TIME AND ETERNITY

after parley arrived home in salt lake from california
on 18 august 1855 27 he worked in the endowment house and
went on a couple of local missions speaking and attending
to local church business eleanor arrived in september and
went to the pratt home to apply for a position as a school-
teacher 2821 she was accepted and one month after her arrival

millennial star 19430 eleanor seems to have been deeply fond of par-
ley for she says when he kept house with his wife elizabeth in san fran-
cisco I1 often sought his society and if any censure me let them censure me
for the strongest impulses of my nature which have ever prompted me to seek
light and truth despite the difficulties that might intervene between me and the
object of my search

millenniamillennial star 19432 there is no doubt that eleanor was not divorced
from hector at the time she was sealed to parley on 14 november 1855 on 1

june 1857 when hector filed a charge of insanity against his wife in new orl-
eans he stated that he wanted her placed under charge of your petitioner
hector as her curator all through the petition eleanor was named as his

wife to further substantiate the above when eleanor was asked by a reporter
of the new york world in 1869 whether she had divorced hector prior to
marrying parley she answered no the sectarian priests have no power from
god to marry and as a so called marriage ceremony performed by them is no
marriage at all no divorce was needed the priesthood with its powers and
priviledgesprivi ledges can be found no where upon the face of the earth but in utah
I1 regard the laws of celestial marriage or as the gentiles term it polygamy
as the keystone of our religion that is wherein we differ from the sects of the
world they hope for salvation in a heaven where husbands and wives shall be
utter strangers to each other we expect to reach a heaven where we shall rear
families the same as we do here we could not do this unless we had a revela-
tion authorizing celestial marriage and we could not be saved in the celestial
kingdom without obeying this revelation it is the great distinctive feature of
our religion and by it our religion stands or falls new york world 23 no-
vember 1869 p 2

eleanor s explanation 0off wwhyh she joined in a polygamous marriage without
going through the forformalitiesma I1 itieitleS 0ofaa7aa sectarian divorce from hector helps the mod-
em reader better understand both the teaching about the authority of the priest-
hood and the tenor of the time for further discussions on the subject see the
following wilford woodruff journal 15 august 1847 church archives or-
son pratt speech on marriage journal of discourses 16175 parley P pratt
marriage and morals in utah liverpool orson pratt 1856 and parley P
pratt key to the science of theology liverpool F D richards 1855 chap-
ter 17

pratt journal 18 august 1855
millennial star 19429
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in salt lake eleanor and parley were married the ceremony
took place in the endowment house on 14 november 1855
and was performed by brigham young parley s journal re-
cords the marriage ceremony in these words ministered in
the endowments and had sister eleanor jane mccomb of N
orleans sealed to me at the alter by president brigham
young 29 the pratt family record also notes the marriage
adding that they were married for time and eternity 30 eleanor
was looked upon as one of parley s plural wives from that
time on and was referred to by family and friends as eleanor
pratt 31

eleanor remained in salt lake for one year serving as
schoolteacher for parley s children for seven months and then
boarding in brigham young s house for four months and
teaching the governor s family school 32 but with parley s call
to a mission in the eastern states on 24 august 1856 eleanor
thinking to regain her children bring them to utah and raise
them there asked parley to let her accompany him on his mis-
sion

ELEANOR RETURNS TO NEW ORLEANS

traveling by way of fort kearney through iowa and illi-
nois they arrived in st louis on 18 november 33 where elea-
nor borrowed 100 of church funds and proceeded to new
orleans she went to her father s home and by telling him
that she had reconsidered her stand on mormonism and did not
believe it anymore gained liberty with the children she stayed
at her father s house for a week then she and her two youn-
gest children albert and annie took a steam car from her
father s home to new orleans a distance of several miles
from where she wrote a letter to her father telling him that
she was now mrs pratt and that she and the children were

pratt journal 14 november 1855
pratttratt family record the endowment house record s date of 10 no-

vember 1855 must be in error
pratt journal 24 january 1856 jan 24 the day in slayridingslay riding and visit-

ing bro keslar with five of my wiveswives vizviz belinda elizabeth mary hanna-
hette and eleanor reva stanley in archer of paradiseparddisePardcarddpardddiseifeise caldwell idaho cax-
ton press 1937 ppap 29394293 94 296 didndian t rule out the possibility that parley and
eleanor lived as a married couple but favored the idea that the marriage was a
platonic gesture to provide eleanor a husband in eternity the evidence is not
conclusive either way except it was parley s habit to live with his wives

22 22millennialmillennial star 19429
pratt autobiography ppap 43435434 35
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going to utah 34 she had hoped to leave on a steamer for
galveston texas but when no steamer was to leave for almost
a week she took a room in the united states hotel kept by a
mrs smith the next morning deeming it unsafe to stay
in a public house she took an omnibus leaving the children
at the hotel and rode far down in the third municipality there
she found a furnished room across the street from a dutch gro-
cery store and together with the children stayed for four
days thursday morning 18 december 1856 they boarded
the atlantic bound for texas and at galveston they took the
the steamer captain pierce to harrisburg where they stayed
all night at a hotel kept by a captain andrews the next morn-
ing they went to houston two miles from houston they
found a place to stay at the residence of william gambell
where they were treated very well while there eleanor
worked as a seamstress in a mrs stansbury s dressmaking
shop on 4 march eleanor and the children left houston
with captain andrews mr stanfield and james gambell to
journey to ellis county where a mormon emigration group
was fitting out for a trip across the plains learning in hous-
ton by letter that hector was in pursuit of her eleanor decided
to take a passage with a man by the name of clarkdarkoark who was
not a mormon he had a wife three children a poor wagon
and three yoke of good oxen it was while they were travel-
ing with these people that mclean met them a little west of
arkansas 35

PARLEYS TOUR OF THE EAST

parley visited various eastern states from december 1856 to
march 1857 30

throughout his eastern mission parley kept in touch with
his wives by mail in january 1857 he wrote

I1 have heard from E once since she sailed from st louis
she had arrived in safety in her father s house & found her
two children alive and in tolerable health she isis living there
in quiet with them she may make it back soon 37

john A peel dying remarks of parley P pratt church archives peel
was in van buren at the time of the murder but his statement was not taken
down by frank poneroyponeros until 1895 see also daily missouri democrat 25 may
1857

eleanor pratt account p 1

pratt autobiography ppap 43542435 42

letter from parley P pratt to his family 3 january 1857 pratt papers
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and in february he added

I1 arrived in the states all well in novrnoar E soon went south
found her c ren well staid at her father s one week and
escaped with the c ren to texas she may return to st
louis and may not she may go by land a thousand miles
northward through texas indian territory and kansas to
get to the platte river A texas company of saints talk of
coming that way 38

during his visits to cincinnati it is claimed that mormon
apostates informed mclean of pratt s eastern itinerary setting
him on parley s trail 39 however liehelleile found out where pratt was
to be mclean followed him throughout the eastern states and
almost caught him in st louis in march of 1857 erastus snow
relates

early in march mrs rushton who some years ago belonged
to the saints and still professed friendship for us came to
george A smith and told him that she had learned through
a police officer that H mclean was in st louis and seeking
elder pratts life that the city police had orders for his
arrest and a general search would be made for him the fol-
lowing night she further said that many apostates in the
city were leagued with mclean for the accomaccodaccomplishmentlishmentlishment of his
purpose from a variety of circumstances we tecamerecamebecame satisfied
that this information was in substance correct and elder pratt
had for some days previously felt the approaching danger
and kept himself retired

we now thought it advisable for him to leave the city
privately and after concealing him one day we found means
to disguise him and send him to bro browns in belfoun-
tain cemetery where on the following morning by day break
I1 sent him bro sprowl with a satchel of clothes and some

100 expense money and he accompanied by elder sprowl
left that place immediately and traveled a circitouscircuitous route
westward avoiding the roads until he deemed himself safe
when he dismissed bro andrew sprowl some 12 miles
from the city and steered his course westward he sent word
by elder S not to be uneasy if we did not hear of him again
in a year

in the meantime mclean assisted by the police and apos-
tates continued searching the houses of the saints and all
places frequented by us in the city and ad jacient county but
without finding the object of their search 40

letter from parley P pratt to his wife agatha 25 february 1857 steven
pratt collection typescript

samuel E allenalienailen notarized statement sworn before joseph W musser 25
may 1857 steven pratt collection typescript

erastus snow journal march 1857 church archives
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GEORGE HIGGINSON AND THE CHEROKEE MISSION

george higginson and riley perrymanferryman were working as
missionaries among the creek and cherokee nations in the
indian territory in the spring of 1857 they expanded their
labors and traveled a great deal to meet and contact as many
as they could before their april conference in the early part
of march george and some indian members started up the

verdigreeverdiereeVerdigree one saturday morning to attend the funeral of
prince perrymanferryman about noon after coming to little spring
creek and stopping for lunch they noticed a man riding on
horseback full speed toward them thinking it was the U S
marshal come to remove them from the indian nations for
preaching the gospel he and his companions rode off as fast
as possible the rider soon caught up with them steered
straight for george and asked if his name was higginson
receiving an affirmative reply the rider asked george to ride
with him a short distance ahead of the company as liehelleile had some
business with him george refused to go unless the rider identi-
fied himself at which the rider drew closer and whispered
parley P pratt parley being in disguise george doubted

his word until parley produced a letter higginson had written
to J H hart in st louis As they rode on together parley
said that he was flying from death and sought protection in
the indian nations

after the perrymanferryman funeral george took parley up the
river verdigreeverdiereeVerdigree to joseph burgess who secluded parley in
his home which was on the edge of a large prairie parley
was introduced as elder parker from new york and stayed
in the burgess home until 6 april when he went to confer-
ence at mr jack randoll s house during the conference par-
ley asked george to go to the frontiers of texas to look for
eleanor and convey some letters to her that informed her of
parley s whereabouts george went as requested but after
traveling for 200 miles found that the mormon train was yet
300 miles south of him he then hastened back to the arkan-
sas river to report to parley and receive instructions arriving
at fort gibson on 6 may george found a letter informing
him of parley s whereabouts 41 he returned to the texas road
and having ridden about five miles spotted a man about a mile
ahead of him overtook him and found it to be parley parley

george higginson history of the cherokee mission ppap 8108 10 church
archives
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told him that he was determined to travel until he met elea-
nor george asked parley if liehelleile felt safe traveling the public
road parley replied that he thought so for no one had inquired
about him shortly thereafter george saw a military escort
armed with muskets coming toward them he said brother
parley here comes an escort of soldiers armed parley paused
and replied yes they are certainly in persuit of me I1 must
have been watched it is all over now the captain whose
name was little rode up to parley and said parley P pratt
I1 arrest you in the name of the united states of americaArnerica 42

HECTORS PURSUIT

As soon as eleanor had left new orleans with her chil-
dren her father sent word to hector in san francisco hector
came immediately to new orleans then searched for parley
throughout the east almost capturing him in st louis in
march 1857 failing that liehelleile decided to look for eleanor be-
cause he heard that she might be in texas he found in hous-
ton that she had left earlier to join a mormon train to utah
so he went back to new orleans from there helielleile went to fort
gibson with the hope of catching eleanor there on arriving
at fort gibson he inquired if anyone had seen eleanor or
anyone fitting her description none had but after he related
some of his troubles to the postal official and had given des-
criptions of parley and eleanor the official produced some let-
ters written to a mrs lucy parker from mr P pratt parker 43

george higginson account of the assassination of parley P pratt
handwritten manuscript church archives all conversations between pratt and
higginson are taken from this source

daily missouri democrat 25 may 1857 following is a copy of one of
the letters hector found that led to his locating parley and eleanor the letter
was addressed mrs lucy R parker by P pratt parker from near fort gibson
cherokee nation dated 11 april 1857 as printed in the 25 may 1857 daily
missouri democrat

dear eleanor
mclean is in st louis he has offered a reward for your discovery or

your children or me the apostates have betrayed me and you I1 had to get a-
way on foot and leave all to save myself if you come to fort gibson you can
hire a messenger and send him to riley perrymanferryman s mill on the arkansas river
twentyfivetwenty five miles from fort gibson and let him inquire for washington N
cook mormon missionary and when he has found him he will soon tell where
elder pratt parker is do not let your children or any friend know that I1 am in
this region or anywhere else on the earth except it is an elder from texas who
is in your confidence and even him under strictest charge of keep you it

if you send a messenger to perrymanferryman s mill for elder cook in order to
find me send a note addressed to washington N cook everybody knows the
place he may live a few miles distant but the folks at riley perrymanferryman s mill
know where he is and if they can be made sensible that it requires immediate
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hector knew immediately whose letters they were he filed a
formal charge with the commissioner in fort gibson and went
in pursuit of eleanor while the soldiers and his friend shaw
looked for parley 44 while riding a little west of what is now
arkansas he came upon a rider by the name of john peel who
told him where eleanor could be found 45 he met eleanor s

wagon on 6 may and with another man rode up to the wagon
took the children and rode off about three hours later elea-
nor was arrested by a man styled the state marshal on a
charge of larceny of clothing belonging to albert and annie
mclean to the amount of ten dollars three other names ap-
peared in this same charge parley P pratt james Garngammellmellmeilmeli
and elias J gammell 46

ON THE ROAD TO FORT GIBSON

the marshal took eleanor to a hotel in the indian town
of north fork she saw twelve armed men in the gallery in
a state of great excitement these twelve men were some of
hector s mason friends gathered from all parts of the ter-
ritory to aid him should the government take no notice of
his grievances 47

the next morning a party consisting of the marshal
shivers eleanor and twelve armed men set out on horse-

back when they had ridden about fifteen miles shivers
asked eleanor if she would like to see mr pratt she replied
not in tribulation such as I1 am in he is a good man and I1

know his family and would be sorry to see him as a prisoner
Is he in this part of the country well he s not forty miles

action some of them can go and find him your messenger can leave the note
at riley perrymanferryman s or with elder george burgess there and return but you
must state in the note where you can be found and elder cook will probably
call on you before he can have time to see me as I1 may be some days journey
away for I1 don t much expect you at fort gibson as I1 dont believe you re-
ceived my last letter mailed at st louis march 4thath and addressed as usual to
the usual place elder cook knows all and you can trust him with all neces-
sary information when I1 know that you and the children are safe and your cir-
cumstancescumcurncunnstances I1 will know what to do

be sure not to let the texas company know anything for all the fron-
tiers are watched and some of them may betray you there I1 must hide you or
pass you some other way

pray much be still and wise I1 have made use of some of the late al-
terationste in the alphabet I1 am well

and your own
daily alta california 9 july 1857
peel dying remarks
eleanor pratt account p 2

darlydaiydalydaily alta california 9 july 1857
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from here was the answer this was the first eleanor had
heard that parley was in the indian territory the last she had
heard he was in st louis they rode until noon and then
stopped at an indian s house for dinner eleanor noticed that
the mob which was composed of some of hector s friends
had increased when they remounted the horses she noticed
hector who had the children in a carriage some distance from
the house give the lines to another buckle on a sword in
addition to his pistol and ride off the marshal informed
eleanor that they had got pratt and mclean is determined to
kill him but we are bound to prevent him while he is our pris-
oner 48 when they had ridden a half mile from the house
they came upon the military unit that had arrested parley As
they drew near eleanor could see parley lying near a stream
with his hands under his head he was wearing a blue
checked shirt and dark pants when they dismounted elea-
nor asked if she could speak to parley given permission she
advanced towards him parley rose and extended his hand
eleanor said how do you do brother pratt very well
madam how is your health parley replied 1 I am well in
health but that demon who has been in my pathway these
thirteen years has again crossed my way he has torn my chil-
dren again from me and helielleile says I1 shall never see them again
parley then said well my sister never mind these things
are all in one short lifetime and life is but a speck of eternity
and will soon be over eleanor turned to him and said

brother parley I1 rejoice in one thing mormonism has taught
me how to live and taken from me all fear of death and the
grave then she raised her hand and voice and turned to the
crowd and said now you civil and military officers and sol-
diers you can only kill the body and after that you have no
power over the soul do what you please I1 am ready and willing
to die as to live but that is my father s business not minemide 49

the marshal then read the charges to parley someone in
the crowd pointed to george higginson who was with parley
and asked what was going to be done with him though both
captain little and marshal shivers said they had no power to
arrest him he was placed under guard until such time as they
deemed it safe to release him they rode on to fort gibson
parley riding with a rope tied around his right ankle the other

millennial star 19545
eleanor pratt account p 5
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end held by an indian riding alongside him as a guard reach-
ing the fort at midnight after a twentyfivetwenty five mile forced ride
parley and george higginson were placed in jail with a heavy
guard and eleanor was taken to a boarding house she was
so bruised and mutilated from the ride and violence of the
day before that she had to be lifted from her horse and carried
into the house 50

AN IMPORTANT LETTER FROM FORT GIBSON

after hector had left eleanor at the hotel on the way to
fort gibson he went out to meet his friend captain little at
the spring where parley and eleanor were to meet later
making sure that parley was securely arrested he traveled to
the creek agency where he stayed with his friend mr whitf-
ield they started for fort gibson escorted by perkins and
the rest of the masonic brethren and arrived on 7 may 51

while in fort gibson hector wrote a letter to some
friends in st louis fortport gibson

cherokee nation
may 7thath 1857

dear friends I1 have just arrived from a sore tramp in
which I1 succeeded in coming up with eleanor and the chil-
dren and have taken the children from her by force I1 have
placed eleanor in charge of the U S marshal and have suc-
ceeded also in arresting pratt who is now in the guardhouseguard house
of the fort the U S marshal will start with his prisoners
for van buren tomorrow and I1 will by a different route in
company of capt cahil and lady leave with the children
for the same place I1 arrested pratt and R E J on charge
of larceny in stealing the clothing on the children when kid-
napped in the value 8 to 10 it is the only way I1 could
arrest them in these territories when I1 fail before the
U S commissioner at van buren I1 mean to have pratt
arrested for having fled from justice from st louis mo
and get a requisition from the governor of missouri for
him you are fully posted see strong and inform him
forthwith of the best manner of proceeding

thank god for his goodness
yours truly
H H mclean52McLean52

there are several things that can be learned from this letter
1 hector realized that the charge of larceny would not hold

ibid ppap 676 7
daily alta california 9 july 1857
council bluffs nonpareil 16 may 1857
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up before the U S commissioner in van buren 2 he was
planning to have parley charged in st louis with higher
crimes and was asking his lawyer to take care of the necessary
arrangements and 3 larceny was the only charge he could
come up with in indian territory to have eleanor and parley
arrested hector was using the arrest in indian territory as a
pretext to give him time to get a requisition from the gover-
nor of missouri and thus enable him to put parley in prison
his plan failed however

ELEANORS DEFENSE

after spending friday at the fort eleanor parley george
and company started for van buren on saturday 9 may they
traveled the two days following eleanor in a carriage driven
by two soldiers and parley and george chained to each other
on horseback the group arrived in van buren arkansas
the place of the trial about noon on 11 may hector traveling
by a different route had gone to fort smith and left the chil-
dren there he captain cahil and major rector also arrived
in van buren on 11 may 53 parley was sent to jail higginson
released and eleanor taken before the judge and lawyers at
first judge ogden was severe in tone but after eleanor had
answered a few questions his attitude changed she described
her experience as follows

he first said 1 I suppose you understand madam that you
have been arrested upon a charge of larceny yes sir I1

know the charge but it is false well madam I1 suppose
you will not deny that you were happy with mr mclean un-
til this man pratt and mormonism crossed your pathways

yes sir I1 must declare that many years before I1 heard mor-
monism mclean drove happiness from our home by inbib
ing that spirit that comes in bottles and because I1 was a
mother I1 would fain have escaped the impending fate fore
shadowed in the breath of a man who had learned to love
wine more than he loves the happiness of the wife of his
bosom and down through thirteen long years I1 suffered this
blight and at length he put me by violence into the street in
a dark winter s night in a wicked city and I1 was compelled
to seek shelter and protection in a public house and do you
suppose sir a woman conscious of having done her duty as a
virtuous wife and faithful mother could be induced to come
againtoagaagainintoto the arms of that man no sir it was not mormon-
ism that desolated mclean s home but that spirit that comes

daily alta california 9 july 1857
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in bottles prepared his heart and him for deeds of despera-
tion and at last he found a pretext inin my religion that was
unpopular and upon this ground he might treat his family
with personal violence thrust his wife into the street and
lock the doors send his children while yet infants upon the
high seas to go many thousands of miles without one friend
they had ever seen and now it is no marvel that he is pre-
pared to tell a lie and swear to it imprison innocent

ianslanspersonsersonsdersons
and drag them before an excited populace in a land where
mob law bid defiance to the constitutional government and
the civil courts I1 have no hope of justice in this land sir
if I1 had a chance I1 could bring truthful testimony from the
days of my childhood until the present moment that I1 have
lived a life of strict virtue industry and faithfulness in the
duties belonging to my station but I1 see no motive for
after all the adopted course of this government would sanc-
tion my imprisonment and perhaps the shedding of my blood
because I1 will not deny what I1 know to be the truth of
heaven

well madam do you acknowledge your father to be a

truthful man yes sir here then is a letter from him
which confirms mr mclean s statements I1 read she was
honored and beloved by her family and highly esteemed in
the society in which she moved mr mclean went to calcatcai
and by industry procured a home sent for his family and
they were happy in san fran untilmormonismuntil Mormonism and its
wiley elder began to throw their seductive influence about
my unfortunate daughter

well sir I1 will still say my father is a truthful man but
honest men are often deceived and I1 claim this mother to
be the best judge in all the years to which he alludes I1 was
in mclean s kitchen parlor and bed room while my father
was at peace in the midst of his own household thousands
of miles distant and if my husband came enraged and in-
toxicated to either neglect or abuse his family how could my
father know it who but a wife knows bedroom scenes it
is true if I1 had gone for my neighbours and brought them to
see him lying with his head hanging nearly off the bed one
coat sleeve off and the other on one boot off and the other
on and the vomit over his boots and all richly perfumed
with old bourbon or some other well known beverage that
adorns the shelves of the fashionable saloon then I1 might
have hundreds of witnesses to what I1 now state but the op-
posite of this was my course I1 studiously concealed year
after year the viper that clung to the secret fibers of my soul
he was not a man that drank and mingled much with his
fellowmenlowmenfel nor did he often drink enough before leaving his
place of business to betray to anyone that he drank at all
but a copious draft just as he left and then another out of
his secret bottle before a 5 0 clock dinner and then after
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dinner another laid the strong man low yet who but a wife
could know of this state of things if he could not eat din-
ner he was sick if he vomited it is because he was sick and
the children pitied pa because he was sick and if a neigh-
bour called he was excused on the same ground the wife
might shed a million tears of untold bitterness between the
setting and rising of the sun and who could know it could
the husband who lay on the dead sleep of the inebriated all
these lonesome hours realize that she had known no rest
and when she stood beside him at break of day with toast
and tea to stay his stomach and clear his brain so that no be-
trayal of his vice might reach his business place or even the
nearest neighbours was there any witness when he en-
joyed a refreshing mornings nap a good breakfast and
sallied forth at 9 oclock in a clean suit would any neigh-
bors or friends suspect him and if he delivered a strong
temperance speech the following night as a grand worthy
patriarch of the order sons of temperance was there any
to betray him nea gentlemen but I1 tell you god and the
holy angels witness these things and before them I1 am clear
as the mornings dew

the judge then said 1 I think madam it is the mind of
the district attorney to release you as a prisoner and call you
as a witness in this case well sir I1 am in your power and
you can do as you please but I1 hope to be protected from
insult or personal injury

oh yes madam you will be taken to the best hotel and
all your wants attended to and no one shall molest you

thank you sir 54

the lawyers then asked her several questions about utah and
the condition of the women there after they had finished
their questions the marshal shivers took her to a hotel

the next morning 12 may when court convened a crowd
rushed into the courtroom anxious to see the proceedings
eleanor was there having come twenty minutes before court
was to begin they then brought in parley as soon as judge
ogden had taken his place parley looked weary and weak
having spent the whole night in lalljailjait with no food and little
sleep he seated himself near eleanor with his counsel henry
wilcox the first thing judge ogden did was to dismiss the
charges against eleanor he said mrs mclean the court
finds nothing against you you can retire eleanor hesitated
then said to judge ogden judge I1 have been assured by the
officers both civil and military that here I1 would once again
see my children and if this is the only place I1 may ever see

eleanor pratt account ppap 111511 15
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them I1 wish to stay the judge said well madam you are
at liberty but not compelled to leave you are no longer a pris-
oner eleanor then went back to the hotel following the ad-
vice of a lawyer john T humphreys 5

THE TRIAL OF PARLEY PRATT

after eleanor had left the charges were read to parley by
mclean who was allowed to state the history of his grievances
and read evidences to the court that implicated parley he
succeeded in stirring up feelings against parley among the five
hundred spectators 50 when parley arose to respond to the
charges hector drew his pistol and pointed it at him but was
prevented from firing by the officers of the court 57 because of
the excitement of the crowd and mclean s display judge og-
den postponed the trial until four 0 clock that evening the
crowd reluctantly allowed the officers to lock parley in jail
and crowded the courtroom and courtyard long before it was
time for the trial to start judge ogden postponed the trial
further until the next morning at eight 0 clock 58 this was a
trick however to deceive mclean for later that evening the
real marshal mr hays called on eleanor with george hig-
ginson and told them that parley had been acquitted by the
court and was only kept in jail for his own personal safety and
would be released as soon as it was deemed prudent to do

59so
early on wednesday 13 may 1857 judge ogden brought

parley s horse to him at the jail he released parley put him
on his horse and offered him his knife and pistol but parley
refused by saying gentlemen I1 do not rely on weapons of
that kind my trust is in my god goodbyegood bye gentlemen he
rode off in a southerly direction 00

THE MURDER

hector who had stayed up all night came into van buren
the morning of the thirteenth and was talking to a group of
men outside the hotel when a boy ran up and told him that

ibid631bid p 21
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parley had escaped 61 hector and several others mounted their
horses and started in pursuit parley had taken a circuitous
route to avoid detection but a light rain that morning made
his tracks easily traceable some of the pursuers turned back
but hector and two others james cornell and amasa how-
ell followed parley s tracks they caught up with him in
front of the winn farm about twelve miles north of van
buren mclean fired six shots from his pistol but they all
missed some going through parley s coat and some into his
saddle mclean then rode up close to parley and stabbed
him twice in the chest parley fell off his horse to the ground
and lay there motionless mclean and his friends rode away
but in about ten minutes hector came back got down from
his horse placed a gun next to parley s neck fired and then
rode off mr winn who witnessed the murder thought that
parley was dead so he rode to his neighbors homes for help
which took about an hour when he and a few neighbors re-
turned parley turned over and said sir will you please give
me a drink of water I1 am thirsty and raise my head if you
please mr winn asked him his name who had attacked
him and if he had any family parley responded

yes I1 have a family at salt lake city utah territory
and that is my home my gold isis in this pocket pointing to
his pants and my gold watch isis in this and I1 want them
with all my effects sent to my family in salt lake write to a
mr couch flint post office cherokee nation and let him
have all my things to send to my family 62

parley asked the men to communicate with a mormon train
and have some of them take his body back to utah 63 he then
desired to leave his dying testimony with these men saying

peel dying remarks
eleanor pratt account ppap 2950293029 5030
eleanor sent the following letter to erastus snow theme original is in the

erastus snow papers church archives this copy comes from the one eleanor
pratt retained in her files also in the church archives
dear brother snow

I1 do not feel to have power to write you fully the painful news you
will find on the enclosed sheet I1 therefore leave it open for your perusal

can you send for the body of brother parley what shall I1 do in
case mr mclean either flees to evade arrest or is taken into custody my chil-
dren will be without a protector

I1 cannot wait to hear from you before I1 take some step and I1 think I1
will go to N 0 and there I1 hope to hear from you adress to E J mccomb
care of J S mccomb N 0

yours respectfully
eleanor
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P S
if brother higinson is permitted to live and journey to you he can

tell you all things
EEJJ

the claim that the church had deserted parley pratt by not taking his body
to utah for final burial needs to be placed in its proper perspective there were
a number of circumstances that arose to block any attempt to return parley s
body as he had requested first the difficulty of transporting a body over
the miles of wagon trail led the saints to bury their dead where they died
and move on which is what they invariably did second the news that john-
ston s army had been sent to utah precluded taking anything on the trains that
did not absolutely have to be taken third during the events of the utah war
there was no real opportunity to recover the body fourth after the mountain
meadow s massacre the people of van buren arkansas refused to allow mor
mons into their region until this century all these did not deter later attempts
as the following shows

in 1902 samuel russell parley s grandson corresponded with john neal
former mayor of van buren and was informed that a walter fine knew the lo-
cation of parley s grave russell wrote to the first presidency asking what he
should do they recommended that he contact president J G duffin of the
southwestern states mission and request him to send some elders to locate the
grave with the view of bringing his remains to this city salt lake for inter-
ment letter from J F smith john R winder and anthon H lund to sam-
uel russell 19 may 1902 church archives J G duffin visited van buren
on 3 september 1902 and contacted john neal former mayor john orme jus-
tice of the peace at the time of parley s murder and john steward the man
who drove the wagon that transported parley s body to the gravesitegravesidegravesite brother
duffin did not visit the grave but got a promise from john steward and john
neal that they would assist in the removal of the body if the exact location of
the burial place could be determined they informed duffin that the fine
brothers could point out the exact location he was not able to visit them
james G duffin to anthon H lund 19 december 1902 and journal history

of the church 13 may 1857
further investigation was done in 1912 by samuel russell he visited van

buren and talked with thomas fine who pointed out what he thought was the
location of the grave after elder russell had returned to salt lake he sent a
letter to his friend calvin little of alma arkansas on 17 november 1912
and asked him to investigate further little sent russell a memorandum giving
the location of the graveyard and the approximate location of the grave which
was in the northeast part of the graveyard near a large oak stump he could
not determine the exact location samuel russell papers church archives the
little memorandum is a letter from A B howell to calvin little dated I111I1

august 1912 little must have gotten the memorandum after russell left and
sent it to him later in the november letter

in 1937 john whipple president of the stillwater oklahoma branch con-
ducted an investigation of the grave s location he had to conceal his religious
affiliation in order to talk to a mr fine son of one of the fine brothers pre-
viously mentioned mr fine at first would not show whipple the gravesitegravesidegravesite
but on persuasion he finally did whipple sent a letter to the first presidency
and harold pratt discussing the possibility of exhuming the body he felt that
because of the feeling the people of van buren had towards the church it
would be unwise to erect a monument but felt he could not proceed without
either permission from the church or the family harold pratt visited john
whipple in may 1937 and was shown the gravesitegravesidegravesite but did not disclose his
identity to mr fine or the people of van buren harold then sent a letter to
the family expressing his feelings that they should erect a monument rather than
transfer the body because of the uncertainty as to the exact location of the
grave letter from elias S woodruff to harold pratt 26 february 1937 letter
from john whipple to harold pratt I11 april 1937 and letter from elias S

woodruff to the first presidency 26 february 1937 tell of whipple and as-
sociatessocia tes activities letter from harold pratt to the pratt family 26 may 1937
tells of harold s recommendation concerning the monument
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I1 die a firm believer in the gospel of jesus christ as re-
vealed through the prophet joseph smith and I1 wish you to
carry this my dying testimony I1 know that the gospel is
true and that joseph smith was a prophet of the living god
I1 am dying a martyr to the faith 64

parley s voice weakened and finally ceased
at about half past noon a lady came to the hotel in van

buren where eleanor was staying and told her that parley had
been shot A later report said he was wounded but not dead
then mclean appeared on the scene he and a few friends
were drinking at the bar of the hotel when mr smith the
landlord approached them and asked mclean what he had
done hector replied well I1 have done a good work then
the crowd began talking of lynchinglunchinglynching eleanor one saying
come now let us lynch her twile not do to let her escape

mr smith broke in

how dare you speak in that manner in my house if any
man attempts to molest that lady while she is in my house
he must do it over my dead body for I1 will protect her
while she is under my roof the man that would so disgrace
his kind as to suggest such a thing had better not be seen
again on my premises

A few minutes later mclean crossed the arkansas river and
boarded a boat just before he stepped on deck he spoke to
a man on the street and said sir if you will go out eight or
ten miles on a certain road you might do a deed of human-
ity and then he sailed off 65

ELEANOR AND GEORGE VISIT THE MURDER SCENE

after eleanor received definite word that parley was dead
she asked marshal hays if she and george higginson might
go prepare the body for burial the marshal said he would
furnish a wagon and take them out to the site the next morn-
ing upon entering the winn farm house they saw parley s

body lying on a board mr winn told them about the murder
and took them to the scene they saw where parley had fallen
near a stump and had crawled to and used it to try to stop the

on 29 august 1949 john D giles purchased the gravesitegravesidegravesite and in 1951 the
pratt family and the church erected a 2500 monument the arrangements
were made by jones brothers of barre vermont the builders of the monument
at the hill cumorah john D giles collection parley P pratt monument
church archives

peel dying remarks
eleanor pratt account p 25 for this and preceding quotation
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bleeding they also found several papers that he tried to use
as a compress although parley had lived about two hours af-
ter being attacked he had bled to death examination of his
body and clothing showed six bullet holes around the skirt of
his coat and two knife marks in the front one was in a V
form over the left breast but this did not penetrate to the
body the second the fatal wound was to the left of the first
and about two inches long this went directly to the heart
they also found evidence that a bullet had struck his collar-
bone and bounced off mr winn informed them that when
asked if they should send for a doctor parley had said 1 I

want no doctors for I1 will be dead in a few minutes 66

when eleanor and george arrived the body had been
washed the face shaved and all necessary materials made
available for their use george and the marshal put clean
clothing on the body and eleanor wrapped it from head to
foot in white linen which she had obtained from mr smith
at the hotel she returned to the hotel in van buren being ad-
vised to do so by the marshal because of the animosity that
prevailed in the area parley s body was placed in a white pine
box made by william steward at the request of james orme
justice of the peace and driven by john steward to sterman s
graveyard now known as fine springs about twelve miles
northeast of van buren 67 there parley was buried by george
higginson about ten 0 clock the night of 14 may 1857 68

ELEANOR RETURNS TO SALT LAKE

eleanor without means to leave van buren was compelled
to stay until a way could be provided the lawyers continued
to call daily to question her on when she planned to leave but
she replied that she knew nothing on the subject and could
not leave then because she lacked money and clothing

this situation continued for several days until the district
attorney persuaded her that if she would go to see her parents
in new orleans just once more the means would flow
freely eleanor promised to go if the way were provided for
her escape if she would run into trouble in new orleans the
lawyers still insisted that she go because her father had at

ibid ppap 263126 31
journal history of the church 13 may 1857
george higginson history of the cherokee mission ppap 9109 10
cancelled
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tempted to see her while she was on trial but couldncoulden t because
of sickness and was forced to return home eleanor promised
to go on monday morning 18 may marshal hays judge
ogden and an unnamed lawyer gave eleanor 545054.505450 to pay
her expenses to new orleans the judge had collected this
money from various people in van buren 70 and he told her
that he sympathized with parley and had never seen a man
quite like him so uncomplaining and free from every feeling
of revenge he told eleanor that he had instructed hector
to leave parley alone because he had failed to prove one thing
against him

I1 pleaded with him until two 0 clock in the morning I1
kept him in my office and talked with him and told him I1

did not wish violence done to the prisoner and I1 hope he
would not incite men to take his life and he mclean
said he did not wish any man to touch him that agatthatlaallaar was a
priviledgeprivi ledge he wished to reserve to himself

judge ogden continued 1 I am doubly grieved when I1 reflect
that he pratt was a grand master mason eleanor replied

and not only so he was a mighty man of god and this
day tens of thousands of men women and children not to
mention his numerous family would fain bring their tribute
of unsophisticated affection & gratitude and I1 know not of
a nation where the news of his cruel death will not produce
a sensation of grief and irreparable loss

the judge also spoke of the men who had assisted mclean
and said that they could not escape punishment the lawyer
then spoke up and asked if the mormonscormons would not avenge
parley s death eleanor told them that they need have no fear
on that score for hector and his friends would be judged by
god and get their just reward eleanor then told them that
she had composed a song on the death of parley and wished
to sing it to them which she did 71 after the song she read
them an article she had written for the arkansas intelligencer
and asked them to see that it was printed the judge said
that he would see that every word of it was published 72 he
then handed her a five dollar gold piece and went on board

list of the contributions by the people of van buren to ludgejudejudge oadenogden to
pay eleanor s expenses to new orleans eleanor pratt papers church archives

eleanor pratt account ppap 404240 42 for this and two preceding quota-
tions

ibid ppap 424342 43 for a copy of the article see arfArlarkansasansas intelligencer 22
may 1857 and millennial star 194283219428 32
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the boat to arrange passage for her down the arkansas river
to the mississippi mr smith the landlord of the hotel took
eleanor to the boat the HL tucker introduced her to its
captain and made sure that she would be cared for

they were five days reaching the mississippi landing at
napoleon to let off some passengers eleanor was afraid to
leave the boat because most of the men on board that had
gone ashore were gamblers feeling unsafe on the boat also
she asked the protection of the captain who said he would
protect her but made it clear that he did not approve of her
she stayed on board until the first boat going to new orleans
was available she boarded the queen of the wesrwestweft and trav-
eled directly to the baton rouge area while on board she
became acquainted with a couple named walker who were
spiritualists she told them of her peculiar situation and re-
quested that mr walker take a letter to her father and then
write back to her at bayou sara when it was safe for her to
proceed to new orleans mr walker promised he would de-
liver the letter she waited at bayou sara a hundred miles from
the city for three days hoping to hear from either mr walker
or her father finally she decided she had better go to new
orleans she took a packet stayed at a friend s house until the
next morning and then taking a steam car to her father s
neighborhood stopped at a hotel from there she sent her
father a note informing him that she had been advised by the
district attorney and judge ogden of the state of arkansas to
see him and that he could reach her until 1100 AM at the
carolton hotel and at 11 gracier street from 400 to 500
PM her father replied by note that he would meet her that
afternoon when she inquired at 11 gradergraciergrager street for J S

mccomb she was told that he had been there but had left
word that he did not wish to see her As she was leaving she
met her brother in law dr cambell who was living with his
family in her father s house he assured her that he was her
friend and had decided to see her when her father had refused
they talked freely and when dr Carncaincambellbellbelibeil left eleanor felt
assured that she had at least one friend in new orleans dr
cambell visited her a number of times passing notes between
her and her parents the substance of these notes was that
they wished her to give up her religion and come back to them
she responded by testifying of the truths of mormonism she
remained in new orleans four days affording her parents
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ample opportunity to see her but they did not come and she
didndian t go to them for fear of meeting mclean 73 the day be-
fore she left she learned that her oldest brother david had
come from memphis empowered by mclean to act as his agent
and have her arrested upon a charge of insanity that he had
sworn an oath before the court that she was a maniac and
that the papers were in the hands of the sheriff for her ar-
rest 74 she went to the private residence of randall hunt a
lawyer and related her case to him asking his counsel he
listened to her story and told her that mclean had no case
against her but that she had better leave for mclean might
put her in an asylum for a time to see if he could make her in-
sane she left new orleans and went back to bayou sara
where she found several notes from her parents in one enve-
lope these stated that they never wanted to see her again
that when she had taken upon herself the name of mrs pratt
she had cut off all their sympathy for her with that disap-
pointment she left the new orleans area never to return

she took the james E woodruff to st louis arriving on
11 june As she stepped off the boat she noticed H J
bartletebarileteBartlete another brother in law talking to a couple on board
the ship eleanor walked by paying no attention to them she
had anticipated that she would be followed so she asked the
clerk of the boat to take her to the corner when the clerk left
her at the street corner she noticed that a man was following
her he followed her until she went into a boarding house
and then left the next morning there were several policemen
in front of the building but none of them entered when she
left however they followed her from house to house until
they lost sight of her the police continued their search for
several days but could not find her eleanor said that she
knew of their movements at all times had looked in their faces
several times and had overheard several conversations about
her and their plans to arrest her but she was never detected
on 16 june she left st louis on the first steamboat to
florence nebraska and then joined a wagon train going to
salt lake 75

arriving in salt lake she stayed with the pratt family and
taught school brigham young had called her to build a

ibid ppap 444944 49
ibid p 49 see also hector s petition to the probate court on I11 june

1857 see footnote 2
eleanor pratt letter in account ppap 495949 59
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schoolhouse inin which to teach the pratt family during the
construction of the school she wrote several letters to
brigham young and these are the principal source of the
knowledge we have of her activities until her death inin 1874 70

the building was begun inin the latter part of 1857 and com-
pleted in 1858 the other pratt wives were slow enough in
helping her financially that she had to borrow twenty dollars
from Brigbrigharnbnghambanghamharn young to complete the structure 77 most of the
letters to brigham young reflect her dismay at the lack of sup-
port she was receiving from the pratt family both before and
after the school was completed she wrote on 23 october 1858

bro young
must I1 teach the pratt children without any compensa-

tion or should I1 share like any other members of the P P
pratt family

certainly they have not contributed a mite to the build-
ing of the house neither have they rendered a mite of grati-
tude for my services during the past years inin instructing
their children

I1 have waded through toiltoll and perplexity unknown to
any second person to obtain a living and building the house
agreeable to your instructions and now I1 much desire your
counsel as to the terms upon which I1 am to occupy the house
the women are not agreed and parley jr declines deciding
the matter I1 believe your word would make an end of all
strife in the case

your sister inin the everlasting covenant
eleanor pratprattist78

brighambnghambangham wrote back on 26 october

dear sister
your note in regard to teaching brother pratt s children

is received As regards the school house I1 suppose that it
was principally built by a freewill gift of the people out of
respect for brother parley and with a view of benefittingbenefitting his
family

letters from 185818661858 1866 from eleanor pratt to brbnghambanghamaham young brigham
young correspondence church archArarchleschieschlesves stanley hirshson inin lion of ibethe lodlord
A biography of brigham young new york alfred A knopf 1969 p 217
quotes a captain ginn who visited utah that eleanor was a concubconcusconcubineinelne of brig
ham young I1 could find nothing to substantiate this claim and inin fact her
letters to brigham suggest that she was not married to him the endow
ment house record from 185818741858 1874 shows no sealing taking place between
brigham and eleanor eleanor was a frequent visitor to the young house be
cause she taught brigham s children

letters from eleanor pratt to brigham young 18 august 1858 and 5

november 1858
7letteraletterletter from eleanor pratt to brigham young 23 october 1858
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so far as you identify your interest and means with the
family and for their support you should share equally with
them according to your necessities

trusting that unity may pervade your councils and that
the lord will give you wisdom to see and do right

I1 remain as ever
your brother in the
gospel of christ
brigham young79

she did begin to share her means equally as brigham directed
and the family allowed her to stay in the school which became
her home not only did she teach the pratt children but also
brigham young s children and several other children of mem-
bers of the church 80 she was able to support herself on the
tuition paid by her pupils even though she received very little
in tuition payments from the pratt family which created a
hardship for her because even though she had enough to live
on that was about all she had and repairs on the schoolhouse
drew heavily on her funds it appears that the pratt family
blamed her for parley s death and withheld their complete
support from her

on 30 april 1860 she met with george A smith and
turned her handwritten account of the murder of parley P
pratt over to the church 81 on 16 november 1860 wilford
woodruff and robert campbell addressed the concluding ses-
sion of a series of teachers meetings held in eleanor s school-
house the major topic of the week long meetings was educa-
tion in utah and how to best teach the various subjects in the
schools the teachers presented papers on several topics and
discussions were held on all aspects of teaching eleanor was
a dedicated teacher and participated fully in the meetings in an
attempt to improve her teaching ability 82 one example of her
dedication may be cited one of parley s sons teancumTeancum had
lost part of his foot to frostbite and required special care to
insure his education eleanor wrote to brigham young

I1 am now anxious to help in the education of teancumTeancum
if my school is not decided the best place for him at present
I1 am ready to contribute the tuition of one pupil and also

letter from brigham young to eleanor pratt 26 october 1858 brigham
young letter book church archives

letters from eleanor pratt to brigham young 5 november 1858 and 13
october 1866

81 journal history of the church 13 april 1860
sl ibidslibid 16 november 1860
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assist to clothedothe him when I1 shall be free from debt contract-
ed to improve the house last fall 83

in 1862 eleanor added two rooms to the schoolhouse to
rent and proposed to clear a way for a playground for the
school that way she could accommodate some brother or
sister with a small place of business in a convenient location
at a reasonable rent and at the same time create a small in-
come for her to live on 8 the next thing that we learn about
her comes from a 13 october 1866 letter to brigham young
writing very graphically she relates what had happened to her
since coming to salt lake after parley s death

when I1 came from your office in 1857 and told the
family what you had given me to do one said im glad its
not me another 1I wouldnwouldnt t like to do it and a third said
eleanor are you going to do it yes when do you in-

tend to commence tomorrow

she then recounted to him how the construction of the school
was accomplished by freewill offering and her expenditure
and then said that the family had held a meeting and by unan-
imous vote refused her either the portion of a wife or 35
tuition pay for their children when the schoolhouse was 200
in debt she then continued

nevertheless the lord blessed me and I1 have toiled through
the years and the sons and daughters of parley have been
faithfully taught in the house built for that purpose and now
a number of them are qualified to maintain themselves by
teaching

she then told brigham that an old rumor was abounding in the
vicinity that she had refused to teach the pratt children until
they paid tuition and this had been used to prejudice the minds
of several against her she affirmed that she had not refused
them but had sought all manner of means to improve the build-
ing for their best good she asked president young to put
aside this controversy by a word from him to the guilty parties
she informed him that she planned to leave town that winter
with abinadi one of parley and belinda s sons to teach in
the country she said that plan met with belinda s approval

letter from eleanor pratt to brigham young 2 june 1866 young pratt
had lost part of his left foot to frostbite in 1865 history of teancum pratt
autobiography p 44 handwritten original in the possession of mrs J A
barker sandy utah

841141ibid141bidbid 18 august 1862
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and wished to know if brigham would approve 8 we can only
suppose that she did go through with her plan for we can find
nothing further on what she did do in the winter of 1866

in 1870 she was still teaching school at the pratt school-
house and had keziah one of parley s wives living with her 80

it seems from the 1870 census record of utah that her youn-
gest son albert came to live with her for he taught school
for a time with her in the house 87 what happened to her
other children is still a mystery annie died on 9 september
1872 881 we know nothing of fitzroy and we know little
about eleanor s activities until her death at 800 PM on 24
october 1874 89

conclusion
these then are the details available concerning eleanor

jane mccomb mclean pratt and parley P pratt hector mc-
lean apparently was a violent man especially when he was
under the influence of alcohol which problem plagued him
most of his life when he had driven his wife from him and
in his mind at least lost her to mormonism and was on the
verge of losing his two youngest children he struck out at the
man who stood for the church and seemed to be the cause of
his personal problems convinced that by doing so he would rid
the world of a social menace and a despicable man he was
totally unable to feel anything for his estranged wife s or par-
ley s religious beliefs

ibid 13 october 1866 for this and two preceding quotations
U S census record of utah 1870
ibidinibidinibig

prattratt family record
wilford woodruff journal 242524 25 october 1874 church archives
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